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STATEMENT OF P URPOSE: utilI is phi losophically based o n th e be li ef that society is a reflection of its people. As

we are rran sformed , so is our society. We believe that personal grow th and spirirual awaken ing co-evolve and are
imricareiy related and that such growth is facilitated by thoughtfll' reading. LollIS hopes co energize, st imulate, and
inform readers on their journeys of self-awaken ing and inspired living. LollIS is ded icated co providing resources for
personal and spiri'rual deveiopmenc . Our purpose is co provide our readers with (he most thoughtfu l writings available, currenr and time honored.
We chose the name Lotlls because it is one of rhe most sac red sy mbols from amiqui ry. The seeds of rhe Lorus
comai n, eve n before they germinate perfecdy formed leaves, the min iature shapes of what one day, as mature
planrs, chey will become. This is a powerful reminder of [he vasr potenc ial within us to manifest our essence, [0 be
rhe g rand men and women we were meant co be.
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ur call is to wake up and be all that we can. What a path of wonder we
undertake. Awakening requires thar we look deeply wirhin to discove r our
answers. Our endeavor takes plenty of energy and focus and is made more
difficult by societal forces. OUf society teaches us to look beyong ourselves
for personal solutions, guidance, and healing. We are encouraged to search
Out answers in books, with teachers , and by technology when the answers
are within, waiting. Resources empower yet the answers are OutS alone to unfold.
Ours is a very personal mission. We are moved to heal our wounded ness,
reclaim our wholeness, and live life to our full potential. Step by step our answers
are inside.
How do we heal, who are we, and whar dreams shall we pursue ace viml questions.
In a current letter to the editor, a woman descr ibes her heal ing as a process of
lifting unresolved experiences Out of inner darkness into the light where she then
faced them along with accompanying feelings. From that processing she discovered self love and connection with her god. She says she feel s more fully human. In
my own life I know that when incense or recurring ideas and sensations emerge, I
open myself for new possibilities if I let them surface and be rdeased. Through
their expression I learn about myself.
What do we examine? How do we know ourselves? Openness and willingness
unlock our internal doors. We need openness to self examination and willingness
to face our inner experience. To exclude pares of our experience-feelings, behaviors, thoughts, and physical sensations- puts us at risk of living a habit formed
and emotionally frozen life. If we si lence our inner voices we become disconnected
to grearer parts of ourselves and our oneness with life. Our dreams become known
when we are connected .
Sharing our stories is transforming for reller and listener alike. 1 inreraee with
courageous people who face and change t heir lives. Not long ago, I sat with Sara
while she spoke abom traumatic memor ies. When I first met Sara she avoided eye
contacr with orhers. Through examining her life and facing her feared inner world
she is able to meet ochers directly. Her world is clearer. She fee ls connected with
he rself and with what she ca ll s "life energy. " She now has energy availab le for pursuit of goa ls and she's rememberi ng what it is she li kes to do.
We each have our own journey. We have to inspect our own lives and have our
own awakenings. Yet , we a re inspired by other's successes and motivated by
another risk-taking. 1r is wirh a spirir of community [har we move forward. A
supportive community provides a safe context for revealing ourselves, especially to
ourselves. We are up lifted by stOries of growch. We welcome your restimony of
transformation. Your conrribution to Lotlls makes community.
Welcome to

U/III.

7n~~
Mary NurrieStearns
EditOr

RICK NURRIESTEARNS
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We appreciate your encouraging notes, teleplxme
calls, and letters. \Ve t'a/ue open dialogue with ollr
readers and welcome your idM..r, reactions, and
suggestions.

Letters

Following are some personal stories from our readers. Telling
stories of transformation empowers and reading them inspires.
Thank yolt for sharing with us.
COMPOSING

A

LIFE

The summer 1992 issue was my introduction to lotus.
The piccure of the child's hand around the adult's finger
and the title Journey For Meaning touched .me. I've never
written my story. I'd call my Story Composing a Life because
that is what I've had to do. I am a thirty-one year old
woman with a family to raise. I'm a college student and an
organist. I've suffered extreme depression for most of my
life. I've suffeted a lor. I had a very troubled adolescence. At
age nineteen, my husband died leaving me with two toddlers and baby on the way. I struggled to support my famiw
ly and turned to drugs to cope.
Over the years I have been filled with a rage and hatred
towards life because I felt that it had been unfair to me.
These feelings were so strong that I really did not want to
live. Years of bitterness, loss, and loss of hope had taken its
toll on me. Like the old saying, "it's the darkest before the
dawn," in my despair I decided to go into therapy. This is
what therapy has been like for me. You take the experiences out of the dark one at a time into the light and face
them. You grieve for what is irretrievable and lost. You
learn again how to cry, laugh, and forgive.
Now I can look in a mirror and feel my heart sing. I love
myself and therefore I can love others. Would I change the
past? No. Because this life of mine is my own. 1 claim it. I
would not be who I am today. 1 am an expression of God.
JUSt like a fingerprint or a snowflake. Why do bad things
happen to good people? For me the answer now is why not
or JUSt because. Someday, when I am with my creator I will
understand the mysteries of the universe. Until then, I will
feel all that goes with being human while I live upon the
surface of the earth until my time in this place has come to
an end.
Thanks for inspiring me to write. It's with tender feelings that I close.-Nanry Masters, DesMoines, Iowa.
FRESH

REINFORCEMENT

Thank you Lotus. I've again browsed through my spring
issue. I really liked the articles about solitude and bliss. For
me they go together. 1 was divorced a few yea rs ago. I
thought I was doing really well. Except I stayed busy all
the time. I especially did not like to be alone. My condo
was so quiet. I just could not fill up the space. Just didn't
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feel like there was enough me to be there by myself. I had
good girl friends and interesting and worthwhile activities.
My life looked good on the outside. But there certainly was
no bliss. I later found out that I couldn't be happy or
relaxed until I faced myself, by myself. Finally I decided to
force myself to be home alone. I knew 1 had to make friends
with myself and come to terms with me.
That was some time ago and life is much better. I still
take time daily' for solitude. It keeps me centered and fresh.
Thanks for the reinforcement. I enjoy your journal and look
forward to your next issue. I JUSt wish you were monthly
rather than quarterly.-Mary Palmer, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
I

WAS

INSPIRED

I found a copy of Lotus in my doctor's waiting room.
really liked the articles by Roben J ohnson, especially the
one about our shadow self. I can relate because I'm struggling to StOp undermining myself. I'm a nice guy. I'm
responsible, intelligent, and helpful. I could do so much
more with my life. I know I have a contribution to make. I
want to help people. I'm a self-made and peaceful man. I've
had a violent past to overcome. I've come a long way. Now
I want to go further, yet don't take the next steps to develop my career.
I will get there. I know I've got to wrestle with some
"disowned pans" of me. 1 was inspired by Lotus to hang in
there. -Frank Stewart, Kansas City, Kansas.
IRRESISTIBLE

Thanks to m y soul sister in Philadelphia, I have been
introduced to a treasure trove of nutrients essential to life.
I am absolutely thrilled that you have sprouted up.
Well, I'm under the impression that you're new to the
world and you cenainly are down this way!
From the small taste I have had, I feel absolutely compelled to subscri be for life! God bless your work, Locus is
an irresistible feast.-Sigrid Saga, Auckland, New Zealand
OUTSTANDING

From the first issue, lotus became my favorite magazine. I appreciate the wide scope of issues addressed but
especially that the articles help answer what it means to be
spiritual. Each article offers so much wisdom and underw
standing to my own experience as a human being. Reading
lotus facilitates my acceptance of myself and others while
inviti ng me to grow in compassion toward myself and all
humankind. I am always left with a great desire to fully
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integrate all I learn in each issue of Loms.
Thank you fot such an outstanding publication.- Almita
Bey-Carrio,I, Lylmar, California,

For Person. I Tr.nsform.tlon

~

TOUCHED

I have just received my first issue of your magazine (Volume 1, Number 3), Wow! I really have enjoyed reading it,
especially the article, "The Truth About Child Abuse". It
couched me deeply.-Victoria L. Brown, GrimeJland, North
Carolitla.
KEEPING

THE

ewant to provide you with

SPIRIT

In this world of "it can't be done" every so often someone goes the distance, 1 co ngratulate you on co rnin g
through and truly keeping the spirit of your publication
through your deeds,
1 am the "cuscomer service" person for the Southwestern
Region of the USOA Forest Service and I'm conscancly
working on going the extra mile,
You have a subscriber for life!-Diane Madden, TUCSO'I,
Arizona.
BEAUTIFUL

Having grad uated from the E.S.T. Training in the
1980's, and also being interested in purposeful living, your
magazine reached me at its infancy. Your presentation and
content are what I have been seeking in other places.
Your beautiful articles on Twenty-Follr Brand New HOllrs
and Enhancing Personal Growth With Solitude will be read
many times and savored.-Gloria Meldoniafl, Santa Barbara,
Cali/ornia,
THANK

ABOUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

YOU

I thank god for you all and your publication!
For a reason, my life training and purpose, it was sent to
me. I believe chere js no chance meeting.
This first iss ue helped me in more ways chan I could
have hoped for. Please don'r scop printing rhe spiritual
messages all the world so desperately needs!
Not only did 1 order a subscription for myself but 1 will
be sending jc to my friend. We are boch on che same level
of learning and work together on increasing our knowledge
and awareness of our being.
Again , thanks so much for your inspiracional and easy co
understand words of wisdom publication.-Jeanie Clay tOil,
Bryom Road, Maryland.
TRANSFORMING

The article ONr Shadow Side by Robert J ohnson in the
sum mer Lotus has awakened me to several personal issues
chat I had covered up over the years within my self.
I once again feel like I am a seeker. I'm looking for new
answers, challengeing myself, nor knowing the direction
my recovery will transform me.
Thank yo u for your inspiring journal.-Palll Moore,
Amtin, T exas.
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the best service we can. If
you have a question about
your subscription, you may find the answer

here without contacting us.
If you receive a renewal notice or invoice after
you have sent payment, please disregard it. They
probably crossed in the mail. All renewal nocices
and invoices have a date on them which reflects
when we laS[ updated our records. If you paid for
your subscripcion more than four weeks before
that date, let us know. Send a copy of your canceled check and we'll make sure your payment is
credited.
If you move you mUSt send us your change of
address, including your old address and zip code
and your previous name, if it has changed. We
need to receive changes of address four weeks
before the issue date to insure that your nexc journal will be sent to the right add ress. If you do not
send in an address change in time, we cannot
replace magazines sent to your old address. We are
not responsib le for rhe Posr Office's forwarding of
mail.
If you are a subscriber outside the United
States, we need to receive all payments in U.S.
dollars. If your payment is nor in U.S. funds it
will be returned to you. The simplest way for you
co send payment to LotllI is by international or
postal money order.
Please direer all inquiries to:

Lotus}ollrnal
4032 S. Lamar Blvd. #500-137
Austin, Texas 78704-7900
or call (800) 775-6887
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LONNIE

BAR BACH

D

A V I D

AND

GEISINGER

It is ridiculoliS what airs we put on to seem
profound while Ollr hearts gasp dying for want
of Irwe.

-w. C.

Williams

ost of ItS arrive at a

ti1lle in 01lr lives

when we feel ready
and eager to enter a
'lew kind of relationship, one that involves the
long future not merely the immediate present.
Once we have reached that distinct state of
readiness and desire to be with that special
someone with whom we believe we can build a
life, we enter the realm of courtship. Courtship
involves a prolonged experiment with a singulady serious purpose and attitude.
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Lonnie Barbach has wrillen a numbtr of beltselling boob on sex and rela/iomhips. David
L G eisingtr has hem dirtc/or of the pionetring
Bthavior Therapy Im/itute in Sausalito, California, as well as research coordhlator and
staff psychologiJt at the emltr for SPecial
Probltllls in San Francisco. Drs. Barbach and
Geisingtr are both on the clinical faculty in the
Department of Psychiatry at the University of
California Medical School in San Francisco.
They are practicing psychotherapists, treating
i"dividllalJ alld couples. They wide in Mill
Valley, California.

Courtship is about mating, not dating. It is entirely possible fo r tWO
people to date for months or even
years without couning, and two people do not always enter courtship at
the same time. One partner may have
a more casual attitude about the relationship while the other has a greate r
desire to deepen and advance its purpose.
At one time not very long ago, the
co urtship process was carried out
more formally as well as more protractedly than it is today. A couple
would first get to know each other's
family and friends, and the development of physical intimacy would proceed more slowly in close r accord
with the process of getting to know
their partners in other ways. Bur as
the pace of life continues to speed up,
so has the pace of relationship formarion and this has been accompanied by a tendency tOward shorter and
less formalized courtships.
Clearly, courtship serves an essential purpose. It can and should provide us with a microcosm of the
future relationship. Its duration permits real life to have its proper impact
on the romanticized. gerring-toknow -you stage. Within this pe riod
we are given the invaluable opportunity to assess our future life mates
more thoroughly and to learn more
about whether we wo r k well as a
team, whether our values are congruent, whether we negotiate our differences well, whether we are sexually
compatible, whether we enjoy each
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other's company, and whether we can
agree on life plans. We are able to
"sample" the various dimensions of
our partners: to see them under stress,
to see how they handle relationships
with their friends and family, to discover conflicting interests and possible personality clashes. Most importantly perhaps, we can find out
whether mutual truSt, the pivot point
of all good relationships, is able to
grow and develop.
In short, courtship is a ctitical
testing ground for future compatibility. When the courtship petiod
and its important purpose become
abbreviated, the opporcunity to get to
know our prospective mates in greater
depth is comptomised and the results
can be most unfortunate.
Of course, a courtship can also go
on for tOO long without ever moving
forward. In fact, one woman married
thirty-three years told us that she was
flabbetga s ted when her husband
informed her the first time they went
out that he planned to date for "at
least twO years" before deciding
whether or not he and his prospective
mate were compatible. "What if I
didn't pass the test?" she had wondered. "W hat then? I would have
already given him tWO years of my
life. "
Interestingly , thi s couple came
upon a few major problems that took
them ovet a year to resolve. When
they were finall y ready to marry one
and one half yea rs later , the time
seemed right for both of them.
Since the creation of an intimate
relationship is without doubt among
the most satisfying, complex,
demanding, and crucial components
of a life well lived, it makes no sense
whatsoever to compromise [he potential contribution that a solid
courtship can make to [he ultimate
success of such a relationship. A conscious courtship can reduce the likelihood that we will encounter painful
surprises later on after having made a
commitment to our chosen one. As
the adage warns us, "Decide in haste,
tepent at leisure." Desp ite the time
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pressures thac make contemporary life
so different from that of previous generations, we can still learn to use the
information we receive during the
courtship period more thoughtfully so
that its benefits are not denied us.
THE

ROMANTIC
RUSH

Relationships begin with a variety
of openings. Most of us however seem.
to await the moment when someone
we meet "knocks our socks off." These
intense feelings then become the basis
for pursuing a deeper relationship.
Joshua describes a quintessential
first meeting of this sort, "I was new
in San Francisco,'· he reported. "I had
just gocren back from Asia and was
going to be returning to my home in
Philadelphia in a few days. Anyway, 1
had been invited to the home of a
friend of my fami ly's for Easter morning breakfast. I walked in the door
and there was t hi s beautiful, blondhaired, tanned epitome of a "California girl" standing in fronc of me. I
absolutely fell in love the moment I
laid eyes on her. I couldn' t StOp looking at her. Everything I had dteamed
of was right there. Ie roraIly blew me
over even before I spoke to her."
Buried somewhere in our unconscious perhaps is the notion that this
kind of dizzyingly powerful experience identifies "the real thing."
Unfortunately, this scena rio is far
more typical of relationships that
burn out after a few months than
those that last a lifetime. To be sure ,
there are those couples who "fall in
love at first sight," marry within a
few weeks, and are still happily married fifty years later, but they are
clea rl y in the minority. Why is it
then that so many of us look at the
romantic rush that Joshua described
as being a reliable indicator of true
love?
The truth is that we IOfle to be in
Iwe. Being in love catapults us into a
scintillatingly alive plane of existence
fat away from OUt mundane daily
lives, a deliciously captivating high
that is better than chat induced by

any drug. So when we "fall in love,"
we are most often falling in love with
th e intensity of o ur own fee lin gs
rather tha n with the other pe rso n.
The desire to be enraptured by these
feelings can drive our convictions and
easily capture our imagination. Withoue knowi ng it, we can "fall in love"
with an image based mostly on a fantasy of the kind of person we'd always
imagined ourselves being with and
then project this fantasy image Onto
our new acq uaintan ce. The intensity
of these sweeping feelings ca n easily
obscure the actua l characterist ics of
au[ aHeged loved one.
Sin ce at th e o utset we act uall y
know very little about the real person,
we can't truly love him in any meaningfu l sense of t he word. When we
fall "head over heels" for someone, we
are us ually aware on ly of relatively
superficial elemems abom him, characte r istics that have powerfully
impressed us during the short time
we've spe nt together. W e ate eas ily
inclined to make more of these than
they ultimately may be worth, and it
is quite com mon to be surprised and
even shocked when we later discover
that what we assumed about the person turned out not to be true at all .
Alas, some people never seem to stop
fa lling in love with love, and their
romantic rel ations hips fo ll ow t he
same repetitive and tragically unful filling pattern as a result.
J anet recalled that when she first
met Otis she was struck by hi s polished manners and how handsome and
beautifully dressed he was. The fact
that he was preside nt of his ow n company impressed her a great deal more
than she let on, even to herself, and
when he laughed at her jokes or
looked deeply into her eyes, she felt
overcome by a rush of excitement.
Otis call ed J anet the very nex t day
and the day after. On each of the first
three dates he brought a gift-flowers, wine, a sweet card. He was attentive to her in a way she had never
before experienced. She delighted in
the feel ing of being pursued. By the
third date th ey beca me lovers and

Otis vowed his undying affection; it
was a whirlwind affair and Janet had
fallen hopelessly for him .
Ie was not long however before
Otis began maki ng excuses as to why
he couldn't see Janet on parti cular
weekends. Most of the time he
claimed co be traveling on business,
and since he was so sweet and reassu r-

Courtship is
about mating}
not dating. It is
entirely possible
for two people to
date for months
or even years
without courting.
ing when he did see her, she accepted
hi s words at face value. Then one day
when Otis was supposed to be om of
town , Jan et noticed hi s car parked
outside a lo ca l resta urant. She
watc hed from her o wn car as he
e merged with hi s arm lovingly
e ntwin ed arou nd another wo m an .
This was the beg inning of the long,
drawn-out demise of a hean-wrenching love affa ir , one t hat is all too
famil iar to millions of us, male and
female alike.
While first impressions may be
important, they rarel y tell the complete StOry. Neither J oshua nor Janet
knew much about th e person they
were intoxicated with. They knew
virtually not hing about all the most
salient dimensions t hat make for a
lasting, intimate relationshi p.
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F UNCT IO N
COURTSHIP

OF

As dating progresses and evolves
into courtship , the very nature of the
relationship changes; partners reasonably co me to expect more from one
anOther and to scrutini ze each other
more closely. It ca n be said (hat the
fundamental purpose of courtship is
to "tease out" the real person from the
fantasized image we projected OntO
her or him. Th is deeper knowledge is
the by-product of time spent together
in a wide array of situations. When a
date is broken fo r instance, does it
begin to signify the lack of importance our partner places on the relationship ? Does it indicate a tendency
to be rather irresponsible? Or, is it
simply an innocent and insignificant
lapse?
I t is all too easy to brush aside
some of the most sa li ent i nformati on--{)ur feelings, intuitions, percep tions-beca use of our wish to
believe the best about ou r partner so
we can go forward witham impediment. Sometimes our own desperation
(because we have been lonely, because
we are g rowing older) encourages us
to gloss over relevant details, bur we
are ra king foolish chances with a very
important life decision when we do
so. The more we know, the wiser our
decision will be and th e wiser our
decision, the more likely we are to
have happiness instead of hurt as its
outcome.
Brian was a physician who was
almost forry-five, already divorc ed
and lo nging for children . While he
was somewhat conce rned about Connie's age (she was only twenty-six), he
fell in love with her vivacity, beauty,
and intelligence. The fact that he was
a good friend of her older bro(her only
seemed to make him more certain of
hi s choice. But he was disturbed by
the fact that Connie smoked marijuana and used alcohol a good deal more
than he was comfortable with, and her
s ubsta nce abuse became a se riou s
sou rce of contemion between them .
Each time they fought abo ut this,
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Connie wou ld agree to cue back but
wirhin a few weeks, her good imentions were clouded by a haze of marijuana smoke or dissolved in an evening of too much wine.
Desp ite these problems, they
decided to marry. Brian felt he was
gening too old to start another relationship and wamed to give this one
his all , and he convinced himself that
marriage would help Connie settle
down. Less than one year after their
marriage, they divorced. The only significant change that occurred that
year was that Brian ran out of
patience. Connie had made and broken too many promises. With his
trust undermined, Brian was left a bit
older, wiser, and considerably less
hopeful about ever establishing a fami1y.
TESTING

THE

WATERS

Courrship is comprised of a series
of tests which we set up both consciously and unconsciously in order to
observe and evaluate our partner's
reactions. Are our partners sensitive,
ca ring, and reliable? Do they mean
what they say and say what they
mean? Do they keep their word or do
rhey make repeated excuses for why
t hey have failed to do so? Do they lie
and cover up or do they tell the truth?
Ie is the outcome of this process of
testing that helps us determine
whether we want to keep moving forward tOward a deeper com mitment.
Because trust is the foundation of any
healthy relationship, distrust and the
lack of feeling safe curta ils imimacy.
With sufficient breach of trust, the
relationship begins to falter. With
each co nfirmation of trust, however,
we are able to relax a bit more of our
guardedness, reveal more of ourselves.
If our partner still loves us after we
have exposed our vulnerabilities and
imperfections, a crucial test has been
passed and we have begun the healing
process.
Bennett's business began to fail
during his courtship. Try as he
might, a shifting business climate and
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an excess of competi tion made it
impossible to turn a profit any longer
and he was forced to close his restaurant. Although he had done his very
best, he still felt guilty and embarrassed about the unfortunate turn of
events; he felt as though he himself
were the cause of the failure and he
feared that others would see it that

Since at the outset
we aaually know
very little about
the real person)
we can)t truly
love them in any
meaningful sense
oJtheword
way as well. But Andrea continued to
be supportive. She saw his business
difficulties as situarional, having no
bearing on his character and she
repeatedly told him so. Her reaction
stre ngthened Bennett's truSt in her
and encouraged him to make plans to
consider another business venture, one
that ultimately proved to be quite
successful .
Trust is the outgrowth of reliability, dependability, a measure of predictability, and a correspopdence
between words and deeds. These
attributes provide relief from rhe
energy-draining state of guarded vigilance, the result of wondering
whether we are being told the whole
truth, whether we can count on having our partner's loving support when
we need ie, and whether things will
rum Out as we had hoped they would.
Will our partner be willing to com-
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promise some of her or his own needs
to assist us with ours? Will he or she
rise to the occasion when an occasion
arises?
"I had been going out with Stuart
for about a year," said Jenny, "and
while I was very much in love with
him, there was always this cautionary
voice inside. There were these peculiar ways in which he didn't come
through but nothing I could put my
finger on. And then one day, 1 had to
work late and there was no one
around ro pick up my daughter so I
called him and asked him if he would
take her to dinner thar night. Stuart
was a dentist. He said he cou ldn 't
take my daughter because he was
behind on reading his dental journals.
Suddenly, something clicked inside
me. I knew it was over. It was like an
epiphany. His priorities were so different from mine. I understood why I
never trusted him completely. 1 just
didn't think I could COUnt on him
coming through for me."
A reasonable courtship period
should also allow sufficient time ro
see how you weather your first big
fight. Serious differences of opinion
or a clash over style or attitude will
occur before roo long, even between
twO people who are very well su ited
to one anot her. How these frictions
ate resolved, however, will influence
the viability of the relationship.
"When Patty and 1 had our first
major argument, she walked out
without giving us a chance to resolve
it," said Giorgio. "When I hadn 't
heard from her by the second day, I
had the feeling that she was gone for
good . Emotionally, 1 went nurs. I felt
nauseous and I was quivering with
anxiety . I said, 'Oh my God, I've
opened my heart to her and now she's
going to walk off just because we had
one fight.' And she was the one who
always said thae as long as we could
talk about things the relationship
would make it."
But Patty's actions spoke louder
than her words, as actions inevi[ably
do. When she did talk to Giorgio
some days later, it was to tell him

that she hated emorional confrontations and she didn 't think she could
handle the relationship after all. Giorgio felt duped and was furious, but
ult imately he was glad that he had
learned t his about Parry before the
relationship had prog ressed even further.
CO MPULSIVE
TESTING

Since each of us has been hurt by
various expe ri ences and disappointments in life, none of us goes wholeheartedly and unguardedly into a relations h ip. The step-by-s tep teSting
that we carry out is a normal part of
courtshi p and in fact quire often co ntinues we ll inco martiage, but it can
be carried to the extreme While
scrutiny and ana lys is must playa role
in evaluating a relationship during
courtsh ip, it shou ld nor play so large
a role that it ends up kill ing the love
thar is there. And some tests can be so
severe and d ramatic rhat they do precisely that.
For instance, th ere are occasions
when a woman may acc identa ll y get
pregnane as a way of testing her partner's commitment In some cases such
a pregnancy is the result of an oversight d icta red by unconscious feelings
or needs. But such a test can be so
destructive that it can negace any positi ve potential and jolt the relat ionship into ob livion.
Eleanor for instance was abso lutel y
cecrain th a t she co uldn ' t possi bl y
become pregnant on that Tuesday
when she and Nick made love on the
deserted beach where they had picnicked; she persuaded herself that it
was a "safe" time and didn' t bother to
go back for her diaphragm which she
had left in her cravel case in the car.
Nick and Eleanor had been dating
each ocher exclusively for ove r two
yea rs bur each time Eleanor brought
up the subject of ge tting engaged
N ick wou ld dodge it or tell her that
he wasn't quice ready co make thac
move juse yet , but soon, soon ...
After Eleanor learned thac she was
pregnant, she cold Nick, hoping that

he woul d g reet the news positively.
Needless ro say, he didn't. He was
extremely upset and accused Eleanor
of trying ro uick him into marrying
her. Of course, he was as responsible
as she was for being negligent about
usi ng contracep tion but he refused ro
see it that way. As one might expecc,
their relacionship went rapid ly down-

Trust is the
outgrowth of
reliability,
dependability, a
measure of
predictability,
and a
correspondence
between words
and deeds.
hill from th ere, with eac h of the m
feeling enraged because the ir cruSt
had been betrayed. Eleanor eventually
had an abortion and Nick never saw
her again. Perhaps thi s dramati c and
pa inful test pur an end to something
that was a lready do omed. Perhaps
not. Elea nor and Nick would neve r
know.
THE

DIMEN S IO NS

OF
C OMPATIBILITY

During the courtship phase while
you are exploring che issue of t[USt,
large r questions co ncerning you r basic
compac ibi lit y can and shou ld be
exa min ed in some depth. Di scuss
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yo ur fu ture p lans and life visions
together. How do you see your lifestyle ? What kind of income is necessary to support it? W hat kind of work
do you plan to be engaged in? Where
and how do you want to live? What
are some of your most important likes
and dislikes? What about chi ldren,
avocations, trave l ? What a re yo ur
tim e frames for attaining your various goals? Making your expectations
and desires explicit requ.ires thoughtful reflection about the pic ture you
hold for your life, Even if many of
your aspi rations fail ro materialize or
are revised many times, chese discussions will provide you with a clearer
pic tur e of t he person who ma y
become your life mate.
As a part of this dialogue for
ins tance, you may discover that your
parener has always wanted to live in
the co untry and, while livi ng the
big-city life now , is arranging fo r an
early and peaceful rural retirement.
Do you see this as an op rion for yourself o r wo uld you die of boredom
reading in a hammock and rending
the garden? YOll may both wam children bur with furt her discussion discover that one of you feel s th a t a
chi ld should have a full -time, stay-athome mother while the other believes
that a mother should have an active
career as well.
If there are discrepancies between
your two points of view> further discuss ions g ive you an opportunity to
see how your partner chinks, how
amenable each of you is to the kind of
compromising that will be necessary
as you create a life together. Ic gives
you time ro g row accustomed to cercain ideas whi ch at first may cause
conce rn or consternation. You may in
fact be surpri sed to find yourself comforcably emb racing some of these
ideas an d en joying them as much as if
they had been you r own CO begin
with.
Don 't avoid bringing up "rouchy"
but important subjects even if you
believe that chey might dis curb your
partner somewhat and cast a temporary pall over che relationship. It is fa r
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better to deal with these issues now
rather than later. If you delay a discussion of bothersome issues for too
long . you open the door to furcher
complications; feelings on bOth your
pares can become exaggerated and
facts can become distorced with the
passage of time.
Heidi and Di ck realized early in
their co urtship that relig ion was
going to be a source of difficulty for
them. According to Dick, Heidi was
an "unquest ioning Catholic." He
himself had long been disenchanted
with religious orthodoxy and was not
willing to have their children raised
as Catholics. Despite his opposition,
Heidi eventually persuaded him to
attend some classes in Catholic religious instruction-pu rel y as an
intellectual exercise, she assured him.
Secretly, she hoped it would bring
him back to [he fold.
After attending a number of classes tOgether, a curious thing happened.
For the first time, Heidi began to feel
uncomfortable with some of the
tenets of Catholi cism, especially the
idea of original sin. She found it
impossible to be at peace applying the
concept to the children she hoped she
and Dick would have. Her growing
disenchantment with Catholicism,
however, left her still longing for a
spiritual orientation that she and
Dick could share. Dick then began to
explore Unitarianism and as Heid i
read the literature he brought home,
she felt herself drawn to the ideas
expressed there. Eventually they both
decided to become Unitarians and
they married soon afterward- in the
local Unitarian church.
What was remarkable about this
couple was their willingness to be
open and flexible in an area where
they had substantial differences which
potentially could have threatened the
survival of their relationship. Each of
them cried to remain open to the
other's point of view even though it
was not originally their own and in
the process a mutually satisfyi ng resolution was arrived at quite naturally.

THE
OF

LABORATORY
COURTSH IP

In the precoureship phase when
you are simply dating, compromise is
limited to fairly trivial issues, such as
which movie to attend or whether or
not you will split the bill for dinner.
On the other hand, questions about

Since differences
between people are
inevitable,
. . .
negotiation IS a
necessary and
ongoing activity
in the life ofevery
couple
religious differences, the ideal number
of child ren to have, where and in
what style to live, and so forth may
require negotiat ions of a major order.
As you negotiate, you are not only
provided with information about your
partner's values and points of view
but of equal importance you are given
the opportunity to observe the negotiating process itself. Is there give and
take? How well do you listen to each
ocher? Do you each respect the other's
right to have different opinions and
needs?
Since differences between people
are inevitable, negotiation is a necessary and ongoing activity in the life of
every coup le living together and

unless you can successfully negotiate
differences berween yourself and your
partner, these differences will become
a barrier that will eventually block
the development of intimacy. Creating opportunities to address difficult
issues establishes a basis upon which
truSt can be built.
If you envision co unship as the
"laboratory" for a relationship, you
can use it as a place to cond uct critical
"experiments." Being your most
aurhentic self "wans and all" is the
only real way CO behave in a laboratory if you are each to learn what you
need to know in order to make the
most informed decision about your
compatibility as life partners.
It is fairly easy co get disillusioned
during the testing stages of courtship.
Our expectations for having instam or
thorough harmony with our partner
may be very high-and very unrealistic. Relationships portrayed in the
media are usually glamorized and prese nt us with false images of marriage.
In addition, many of our parents in
the desire CO protect us from the harsh
realities of life hid their conflict
behind closed doors, thereby adding
to our distorted view of how a couple
ought to function. We may corne to
believe that a happy and successful
relationship can develop only if there
is virtually no conflict or perhaps only
the slightest amount. The greater the
discrepancy between our initial expectations and th e reality we are confronted with , the more unhappy and
disappointed we are li kely to be. But
the problem lies less in the amount of
conflict than in whether the resolution of the conflict is effective.
Encountering difficulties which then
get resolved is actually a positive sign
of relationship durability.
FORECAST FOR
THE FUTURE

The patterns of interaction which
are established during the courtship
period can affect the entire future of
the relationship. If our approach is to
sweep issues under the rug as fast as
they appear, we are likely co create a
TURN To PAG8 76
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SpiritudJ
The only devils in this world are those running around in 011,. OWIl hearts,
and that is 'where all OilY battles should befought.
- Mahatma Gandhi

e know that more enlightened modes of conscioltsness are possible, for we have seen many exam-

pIes-St. Theresa, St. Francis, Gandhi, and the
many other "saints" and liberated soltis who
have demonstrated it in their lives. And we know
this liberation is not that far away. Many of !is
have at times experienced what it means simply to be oneself, secltre in one's own existence: those moments when, for
one reason or another, the mind sltddenly falls back into its natural state--a state of ease.
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Ptltr RIiJItl/ is the allthor of Stvtll books,
illdudillg ;;The Global Brain," "The Braill
Book, 'f alld "Tbt Crtalivt Mallager." He is
also tht (Teator of the widely praistd video.
"The Global Brabl, " baled OIl his book oJ rbe
Sallie lIallle, The followillg is from "The \Vhite
Holt ill Ti"lt. " Copyrigbf 1992 by Peter RllsItll. Primed with ptrmissiolJ of the alllhol".

We also know this shift need not
take time. The error is only an error
of att itude and perception. These are
of our own crearion, and we can
change them if we choose. lndeed, a
change of mind can happen
overnight--or even quicker.
What we do nor know is how co
allow this ease to fall upon us.
Caught up in all our doing , we
assume this release must involve
some other form of doing. But it is
an undoing that is required-an
undoing of the conscrainrs we have
placed upon ourselves. Yet, so concerned have we become with how
things might or might noc be, we
keep ourselves in a State of disease.
We are caughr in a vicious circle
and rhe essence of our challenge is
how to break free from it. How do
we let self-liberation, which has
hitherro been the exception, become
the norm ?
A SPIRITUAL
RENAISSANCE

Helping people reconnect with
this stare of inner ease and g race has
been the und erlying goal of most relig ious teachin gs. But it is also clear
that conte mporary religion does
not-in the majority of cases-do
this ve ry effectively. Many may well
feel bener for followi ng a panicular
tradition; some may behave more
charirably; and many may believe that
they are saved rhrough their faith.
Nevertheless true self-liberation still
remains a great rarity.
We have religion without spiritual
awakening.
One reason for this is tha t most
religions have lost touch with their

source. Over rhe years they have collected various additions and changes
rhat have discracced from or confused
their original message. Teachings rhat
were once intended ro liberate us
from ou r attachments have curned
into belief systems-and rhus inro

Wemustfind
again the wisdom
that originally
shone through the
great religions,
the wisdom that
illumined the
minds ofthe great
saints and sages.
new attachments. In mosr instances
relig ion has become parr of our social
hypnosis, not a release from it.
In addition rhe practices themselves, without which no spi ritu al
teaching can be alive, have become
distorted or los[. This is inevitable. It
is rhe entropy of informarion, rhe
slow inevitable decay of knowledge as
ir picks up random noise.
I am not therefore suggesting that
we need a revival of any classical religion---or, for thar ma[[er, any new
religion. In the hands of [he
ego-mind, religion can become the
most dangerous force on Earth.
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What I am arguing for is a spiritual renaissan ce. We must find again
the wisdom that originally shone
through the great religions, the wisdom rhar illumined rhe minds of the
g reat saints and sages. And we need
to put this perennial philosophy of
human consciousness into rhe language of ou r rimes, in t he exp ressions and form s appropriate to rhe
latter days of the twentie t h century-and co the third millennium.
PRA CT I CEABLE
PAT H S

There are, needless to say, numerous parhs ro self-transcendence. Not
all of chem are easy. Some may be
arduous and rime-consuming, some
may be only for particular types of
people or for minds already used ro
discipline. Some may be dangerous
without proper supervision. And
some may nor work very well at al l.
Yet w ithin t hese various techniques and reachi ngs there may be
others thac are easy to dissem inate,
simple to pracrice, and quick to take
effect. At preseO[ there is no general
agreement on which approaches offer
the best opportunities for liberation,
which are most appropriate for
whom, or how they may be developed and improved. All that is cerrain is that no existing path has so
far succeeded in transforming
humanity as a whole.
The absence of such a path does
not imply that it does not ex ist. It
could li e b u r ied i n some process
known only to a few. It could be sta ring us in the face in some practice of
meditation whose value has not yet
been widely appreciated. lr cou ld lie
in the syne rgy of several existing
approaches. Or it co uld be in some
process yet to be discovered. -
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The phone rang. My friend Nancy had just retllmed from a visit with her eighty-year-old mother on the East
Coast.

~

"Paula, I thought about your research and teaching work so often while visiting my mother. I found

myself jmt collapsing, regressing into a childish role around her. She's so negative and self-centered. I'd ask her how
she slept; she'd say, 'Awful.' I'd ask her how she felt and she'd say, 'Terrible.' I'd encollrage her to come to Illinois
and visit more often and she'd say, 'I can't do that, who'll drive me to the airport?' as thollgh it was impossible to
take a taxi."

~

"Paula, Mother will never change. She'll stay in that big hOllse, feel sorry for herself, and try to

make the rest of ItS feel guilty. She's absolutely miserable--and it's jmt getting worse. Toward the end of the trip I
found myself clenching my jaws all the time-I talked to Mother through clenched jaws!"

~

Nancy is a woman

with a reputation for taking things in stride, yet what she was confronting overwhelmed her. Nancy was witnessing
the pain/t" process of her mother becoming a bllrdell to herself, to her family, and to society. She was afraid for her
mother's /tlture and its impact on her own life. Anna, Nancy's mother, is an example of IInsuccessful aging.
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Pallia Hardin is the director of her own bmilleJJ, Midlife Com/llting Services. She aho teaches, lectllres, alld write.s. She and her husband filld life
more rewarding now at ages 58 (lnd 64 than !!Vel. before.

We come into the world full of pocential that can be encouraged or repressed. Each of us is dealt a unique set of
circumstances, liabilities, and resources, and it is our
responsibility to sore these oue and nurcure our lives. We
must learn co play the hand that has been dealt to us with
skill, integrity, and imagination, so that our promise is
nurtured and nOt lose.

Each of us sculpts our destiny every day of our
lives, and at the same time, we are sculpted upon. Inner
and outer forces and evems shape and reshape us continuously. Each new stage in life presents us with different
challenges, and it takes courage and flexibility to live
through these passages fully and vitally.
Most of us face hazards in the course of our lives,
especially after age forty or so, which may include sickness, loss, financial reversals, divorce, or loneliness. We
may suffer from broken dreams, forced retirement, or
reduced circumstances. Loved ones can be ungrateful
and thoughtless. Tragedies, physical deterioration,
deaths of friends or family-all these can visit us.
Some people fail to negotiate adversity well; they
faU intO chronic anger, joylessness, unnecessary physical
deterioration, or isolation. Sometimes despair, low vitality,
complaints. and even meanness of spirit rule their daily
lives. Others, however, seem to have found something valuable, enduring, and joyous in life in spice of obvious difficulties. This group has made COntaCt with a creative inner
core and has gained strength, humor, wisdom, and much
more.
What is this inner core? This is only one way of describing an essent ial aspect of ourselves-some call it the inner
self, the higher self, the real self, rhe center, or the God
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within. Whatever the name, it feels like "home" when we
connect with ie. Swiss psychiatrist and innovative thinker
Carl Jung used the simple word Self with a capital "S" co
indicate that this essential place in us is connecced to that
which is greater than our individual idemity.
Those who have connected with their inner core can face
life's inevimble hazards with nourishing resources . Their
sense of meaning and their belief in themselves has grown
umil it has become unshakable. Richly connecced to others
and to something greater than themselves, their lives have a
compelling personal grace and nacuralness. But some, like
Nancy's mother, don't fare so well in the later years of life.
What went wrong in Anna's life? This basically well intentioned, religiously inclined
woman slipped OntO a negative track-and
stayed there. Ie is easy to do. Some inevitable
disappointmenrs and losses came to her and she
fell under the load. In her pain she began to
blame others for not rescuing her. She began to
see people only in term s of how they could
meet her needs. As Anna spent her energies

crying to make others fit into her life scheme and play the
parts she wanted them to play, she alienated the ones she
truly needed. Trying to comrol others and force them to
change to fulfill our expectations will not work. Anna's
desperate attempts sabotaged her abili ty to shape her life
and engage in the task of exercising the only true power
any of us really has-the power to change ourselves.
Aging well does not mean the absence of problems. It
does mean we can choose to prepare for and recognize a fork
in the road that comes to us during the second half of life.
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We can recognize some problems that may confront us as
we grow older. We can learn [Q avoid unnecessary suffering
and focus on att itudes and activities that bring us joy and
fulfillment.
Although th e inequities and wrongs in our social systems and institutions ofte n discourage ou r human promise,
I believe that creative social change comes from the g rassroots-from you and me. So I have focused in this study on
how we can claim the power of our middl e years and together become a force for good.
Kahlil G ibran observed, "The river continues on its way
[Q the sea, broken the wheel ohhe mill or not." Time keeps
moving us, like a river, inexorably along to our destina ti on
whether we are productively engaged with life's flow or
not. We can learn ro cap into rhe life-flow, the Tao, and

When I say "Mid-life happens when it happens," I am
trying to convey that thete are certain awa renesses, recognirions , and shifts in mind , body, and spirit that seek to
emerge in the midd le of one's life span. For some, these
develop in their thirties; others seem to pass through their
thirties and forties uninitiated into the call of new tasks,
only to be confronted when they reach their fifties or sixties . J was fifty before I really let myself fee l the pain of
knowing I was mortal--on a feeling level-and that my
life on this earth would come to an end. Only then could I
open positively [Q the new responsibilities and perspectives
that wanted to come forth.
To emer the spitit of the middle years means thar one
muse have accomplished certain things and have met cerrain requi reme nts-prerequisites for the next stage. The

The Truth Shop
I could hardly believe my eyes when I saw the name of the shop: T HE TR UTH SHOP. The
saleswoman was very polite. What type of truth did I wish to purchase, partial or whole? The whole
tmth, of course. No deceptions for me, no defenses, no rationalizations. I wallted my trtlth plain and
unadulterated. She waved me on to another side of the store.
The salesmall there pointed to the price tag. "The price is very high, sir," he said. "What is it?" I
asked, determined to get the whole tmth, no matter what it cost. "Y our security, sir," he answered.
I came away with a heavy heart.
I still need the safety of my IInquestioned beliefs.
From Song

when we do, li fe gains the efforeless beauty of which the
wise ones speak.
We can learn to form a partnership with time, harnessing che energy of rhe river of life. We can engage the mill
wh eel with creat iv ity and skill so it grinds the flour to
make the bread chat nourishes us and those around us. And
when we do, we will find we are supported, guided, and
blessed beyond what we could imagi ne-we will fi nd Life a
ge nerous g iver.

DOI/'I aim al succesJ-Ihe more you aim al il and make
il a target, the more you are going to miss it. For mccas,
like happiness, (af/nol be purslledj il mml ensue ... as the
tmi11ft1lded side-effect 0/ one's personal dedication to a COllrse
greater th(l1J oneself
- ViClor Frankl
Researchers do not agree on rhe age range that constitutes midlife. Some assign ages forey to sixcy as midlife;
some include ages rh irey-five up to seventy.
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challenging and potentially rewarding casks of the middle
years ca nnor come to those who are stuck ac some earlier
developmental stage, such as in adolescent val ues and goals.
Our developmental process is influenced by how we have
reacted to all chat has gone before: our childhood , adolescence, and adult past. These experiences have shaped and
molded what we are coday.
REALISTIC ASSESSMENT
THE C HOI CE IS OURS

Successful agi ng beg ins wich a rea listic assessment of
ou r life situari on and rhe challenges that will undoubtedly
confront us. We can choose co meet our furo res more fully
prepared. The choice nor to choose means that we choose to
live irresponsibly. If we do nor seleer our aerivities and accirodes with clear judgment coming from a courageous and
realistic assessment of our lives and circu mstances, we fall
into poor unconscious choices. We usually choose wha r
seems eas iest and most comfo rcable in the moment, nor
rea li zing the terrible price we will pay later on.
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We are always making choices, whether we realize it or
noc. Responsible choosing envisions the consequences that
will follow each choice. It requires rhat we take time to
reflect. In projecting the outcomes of ou r current ways of
life we should ask ourselves,
• What wi ll probably happen if I continue this path?
• Is that what I really want for myself?
• Am I ready to accept the consequences of what I am
choosing, for both myself and others?
Through sllc h a reasoned and responsible choice process,
combined with careful listening to our intuition and
insights, we can contribute to a fulfilling future-for ourselves and for those around us.
Although we have incredible power to forge our destinies, outside influences invade our lives. At such times, our
power lies in our ability to choose our responses. We are
both the pottet and the clay. When we are the potter, we
have the opportunity to shape our clay-self. When we are
the clay, we can choose creative acceptance with the Stlldent's mind, "What am I to learn in all this?" Or, we can
resist and feel defensive and vict imi zed. "How could this
happen to me ?" Our power of choice lies in assessing our
parricular situation and learning to use whatever is happening for our long-term benefit.
Cultivating the creative attitude can change everything.
Conscious choosing like this will take work. Sometimes the
way of wisdom means we seek counsel.
Recognizing the need for change and then following
through with that change is not easy. One pterequisite of
pos itive change is the willingness to face the truth about
life-and about our own life in particular. Facing the truth
includes recognizing our fears of tbe future.
FACING THE
TRUTH-USEFUL
PAIN

Truth by its nature is empowering. Avoiding the truth
sabotages us because we then make decisions based on illusion. The essential nature of truth brings light, awareness
honesty, health. These are the building blocks for successfully living the second half of life.
The truth always points us in the direction of freedom.
Using our fea rs as a beacon caUing us to the truth helps us
cut through our resistances. We can then gradua lly uncover
and let go of any false assumptions and securities we have
adopted. Anything false will always let us down, preventing us from discovering our true desires.
Facing the truth about the life we have lived so far and
the life we are living today is a necessary mid-life task on
the way to a richly rewarding second half of life.
Seeking the truth about ourse lv es a lso includes a
willingness to allow ourselves to be changed. Only by
releasing the old ways and enduring (he loss of former
behaviors and attitudes, can we then make room for new

CHANGING DIRECTIONS
TIVO
ROAD S INTO THE
SECOND
HALF OF LIFE

The famous character Scrooge in Charles Dickens's A
Christmas Carol is the quintessential example of a person
who changed directions when he faced his fea rs and allowed
the truth of his past to free him.
The enormous popularity of Dickens's tale of human
transformation ind icates that it touches a deep chord in all
of us. Scrooge's si tuation , before and after his transformation can be likened to tWO roads in life. each with very differe~t destinations. Both roads contain pitfalls and possible
detours. but if we journey along the self-absorbed road, we
fail to climb out of the pits or to recover from the detours
and instead sink inca an escalating concern with our own
life, which becomes mote narrow and itrelevant. We focus
on what we eat and wear, how we feel, how we pass the
rime and entertain ourselves, how offended we are by perceived slights from others, how much we blame others for
ou r problems, how much we demand attention from others,
how sorry we feel about our lot in li fe, and so on.
\Vhen we choose the path of self-absorption we find our
world constricting until, as one physician observed from his
practice, our lives are focused on what goes inca our bodies
and what comes out of them. If we fall into such traps (and
it is so easy to do), we feel increasingly unhappy and useless.
The road that Scrooge took calls for a new birth to a new
way of being. Mid-life-or any major transition in life-is
a time for change, a time to give bitth to our future and the
quality of that future. We can deny the passing of time, we
can delay our developmental tasks, but mercifully they will
not leave us alone and will continue to call to us throughout Life. When we travel on this road of new birth, the road
leading to successful aging, we Start by wondering who we
really are and why we are here Cosmic questions regarding
the meaning of life force their way inca our awareness.
Everything comes up for inspection. Activities that once
brought meaning and rewards lose their vitaliry.
This intense questioning period can be disorienting. We
find ourselves asking, "What is it I really want and need to
do?" "What gives me energy?" "What do I need to clear
from my life to make room for what I really must do?"
"What will it cost?" "What are my deepest values that I
want to honor?" "Are there interests and skills I want to
develop?"
When we engage in this process of questioning and sorting out we begin to take more responsibility for how our
daily choices affect our future and the future of Others. Perhaps, for example, we become more concerned about the
needs of the planet and seek opportunities for thoughtful
service. Our personalities expand to include othets in our
thoughts, energies, and love. This helps keep life in per-
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ALTERNATIVE

original 12-Step program is a wonderful proven way of living. It
heals. But some of It.1 have a problem with the language. Some of 1IS
read the Steps al1d the words "God," "Him," ''pray'' and "Higher
Power" don't fit into the way we believe. W e see ourselves as nonreligi01lS people and these words seem like religiolt.1 words to us. We
are told this is a spiritual program not a religious Ol1e, not "any Higher Power is okay," but the capital H al1d the
capital P Sltggest a deity and any deity is not okay with us. Some of us become so uncomfortable with this language
that we reject the whole program. We throw out the baby with the bath water. When we do this, we lose a wonder-

fitl chance to change and enrich our lives.
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Martha Cleveland iJ a (omlllti"g PJ)'(hologiJt
w~o .J~e11l he; prolmio"al life worki"g aJ a
rim/(Iatl wah individllalJ, /amilie! and
groupJ. Arl)'J G. haJ 'worked an a(live 12-Step
program for 13 ),ear!. The lollowing iJ from
The Altenzative 12 Step!: A Serular Guide to
Rtrovery. Copyright 1992 by Martha Cleve.
land and Arty! G. Primed with permiJJio"
from the publiJher, Health Coml!lllniratiom
11](.

As 12-Step practitioners, we
believe in the 12-Step program. We

believe it can work for anyone. Our
objective is to help non-religious peop le accept the healing power of the
Steps. This is the same program, same
principles, same values, same scope,
same depth-all of it said in a little
different language. We have extracted
the actions and principles of the original Steps and put them into a secular
context. It's as if they were written in
French and we didn 't speak French
very well, so we carefully t ranslated
rhem into our native Spanish. It simply makes it clearer for us and it's easier ro bring our own spiritual meaning CO the 12-Step way of living.
Whether a person believes in God
whether a person is Jewish , Christian:
Mohammedan, atheist, or agnostic,
none of this matters. What does matter is that we learn to live the 12-Step
way. Ie isn't importanr how we climb
the moumain as long as we commit
ourselves to the journey.

WHAT

IS

12-STEP

T HE
WAY?

The 12 Steps are a program for living, a program of acrion fueled by
spiritual energy. Basically the Sreps
suggest a system of holistic
healing-a pracrical system of acrion
that inregrates mind. body, and sp irit. When our mind. body, and spirit
are inregrated, we approach life wirh a
new attitude that leads to balance and
contentment.
We believe the 12-Step program

suggests a practical philosophy for
each of us-a phi losophy of living.
We also believe this program needs to
be kepr separate from any religious
implications. In order to work tbe
Steps, what we think about God
doesn't maCter but what we believe
about our own whole self does.
The 12 Steps are a working framework anyone can use to recover from
personal turmoil and pain. There are
no set concepts or dogma. Each person decides the program's meaning in
a unique way. There are no leaders, no
right way or wrong way, onl){ our
own way. We need not compare Our
process or the way we work the program with anyone else's. Each person's interpretation is valid and lifeenhancing for that person. And we
don't even have to understand how or
why it works. We JUSt find that as we
apply the Steps, our lives begin to
change-and the change is good.
The 12-Step program focuses on
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self-examination and a conneCtion
with spiritual enetgy. It also encourages us to go beyond theorizing about
our condition and to use the Steps as a
specific, pragmatic, practical guide
for recovery. It's not enough to think
and reflecr about our problems. As
Bill W. said, "The !piritllal life is 1'10t a
theory, we have to live it." In other
words, we must think about our situation and then physically, emotionally, and spiritually act on it.
Maybe the reason the program is
useful to so many different kinds of

people is rhat it pulls together basically contradictory ideas. In order to
carry out the Steps, we must make a
personal individual choice to connect
with spiritual resources greater than
we are. We make a controlled, conscious choice to transcend the circumstances of Our lives. At the same time
we seek help from a source of spiriruai
power outside of ou r Own personal
control and beyond our everyday consciousness. This conrradiccory nature
of the 12 Steps allows [he progra~ to
serve anyone, no matter whar his religious or philosophical belief system.
HOW

DO

THE

WE

LIVE

2-STEP
\V A Y?

Harmful compulsive behaviors or
addictions are any thoughts, feelings,
or actions that mask Our emotional
pain and that we are unwilling or
unable to change. They are the marks
of our unhealthy self, our self-destructiveness. For many of us this kind of
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Whether a person believes in
God, whether a person is
Jewish, Christian,
Mohammedan, atheist, or
agnostic, none ofthis
matters. What does matter is
that we learn to live the 12Step way. It isn't important
how we climb the mountain as
long as we commit ourselves to
the journey.

self-defeating behavior has
bee n ou r way of copi ng
wit h life's diffic ulci es. T he
pro bl em is that se l fdefeating behavior does
juSt what it says. It defeats
ou r self. Life gets mo re
and more ou t of control,
harder and harder for us to
manage. This is wh ere the
l2 Steps can help.
We ca n 't e l im i na t e
prob lems from our past,
present or future, but the
Steps can he lp us deal
with what has been, what
is now, and what is to
co me. W h en we l ive as
they suggest, we can stop
letting pain and problems
cont rol us. We can learn
co say no to what hurts us
and yes to ideas, feelings
and ac ti ons that help us.
We wo rk t h e St eps
wi th bot h o ur conscious
and unconscious m inds.
We use ou r conscious minds when we
read and study for greater understanding of our problems. We call a friend
from the program when we are in
trouble . We consciously exa mi ne a
Step and th ink about how co apply it
to our lives. W ith commitment and
deliberation. we practice ou r new
ways until they are a parr of us.
We use our unconscious m inds,
too. We use them when we medi tate,
whe n we are abso r bed in c rea t ive
th oug ht o r wo rk, w hen we dream .
New ideas and feel ings "come" to us;
d ifferent solutio ns to O Uf problems
"appear" in ou r mi nds. We th ink
about the Steps and ou r unconscious
responds. Our conscious and unconscious energies flow back and forth,
feed ing on each other, stimulating
each othe r, producing change and
grow th . Slowly, slowly they lead us to
health and serenity.
When we carry out the actions
suggested by the 12 Steps, we examine every parr of ou r selves and our
lives: our past, present, and hopes for
the future. We assess our true charac-
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ter and nature. We look at the expe riences we've had and how we've reacted to them. We look at how we've
played Out Out roles and we examine
our creativity.
Working the Steps means that we
examine each part of our selves and
we look at the who le picture, too. In a
way, each of us is like a kaleidoscope
made
up
of many
varied
pieces-physical pieces, mental
p ieces, emotiona l pieces. All t hese
pieces are in almost consta nt moveme nt , resti ng onl y fo r a moment to
form the unique picture that is us at
that single instant in time. T hen, it
changes to a new arrangement as life
is lived and the scope is turned.
W H AT CAN T H E
PROG R AM DO FOR
US? .

The results of living the 12-Step
way are wonderful. Here are some of
the things that can happen for anyone
who co mmits to the program and
works at following it.
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IV E

LEARN
TO L I V E
R I G H T H ERE ,
R I G H T
NO IV.

The Steps teach us nor
co spend our time living in
the past or imagining the
future. What was, was;
wha t will be, wi ll be. O ur
only chance for changing,
grow ing, and li ving well is
in the p resent instant.
Right now is the only
moment we have to act on
our lives. The ollly momtfll
wt have, Living in the here
and now p roduces sel~
empowerment, which
means we learn to change
today, not to PUt it off.
And we learn to take
whatever we can from the
present moment that will
strengthen us.
Pe r haps we g lance up
to see the sun sh in i ng
through new spring leaves
against a pale blue sky or look up
from the evening TV and notice a full
moon shining in through the window. We experience a moment of
wonder and happiness at the beauty.
This moment, th is remembered image and the feeling that goes with it
can be scored in our memory bank to
be retrieved and give us a feeling of
peace when we are anxious or fearfuL
W E

L EA R N TO
R ES P EC T
OU R S ELV ES .

For many of us it's very hard to act
on our own needs and feelings instead
of blindly responding to the feelings
and actions of the people around us.
It's hard to answer the phone and
tell a friend, ''I'm so rry , but I JUSt
can't talk now ," when we are tired
and there are a million things to do
before dinner. It's hard to tell our
neighbor we can't help him move this
weekend because we're going to scay
home and watch the football game.
I t's difficult for many of us to

respecc ourselves enough to answe r
our own needs first. It doesn't feel
right because our self-respect is so
low. And even if we want to change
our ways, we don't know how. Bur
the Steps teach us. Gradually we learn
ro rake care of our own fatigue before
the needs of a friend. Gradually we
learn to turn away the request of
another when we need time to ourselves.
IVE

LEARN

DETACH
OTHERS
THEM

AND

RUN

OIVN

TO

FROM
LET

THE IR

LIVES.

The 12 Steps teach us a lot about
detachment. When we detach from
someone, we separate from them emotionally. We separate with compassion and without anger. It's really just
a maner of respect. We learn to
respect other people enough to detach
from trying to manage their lives or
control their feelings. We learn to let
others do what they do, think what
they think, feel what they feel. We
don ' t interfere by trying to change
them, fix up whatever mess they get
into or make rhem feel better or
worse.
When our adolescent daughter
gets into trouble at school, we express
our interest, give her our suppOrt and
let her repair the situation and take
whatever consequences come. Detachment may sound cruel, bue really it is
respectful because it assumes she is
strong enough and sman enough to
handle her own affa irs. We respect her
enoug h to support her and, ar rhe
same time, stay Out of her way to let
her work out her own problems in her
own way. We respect her enough to
believe in her.
IVE

LEARN

TAKE
THE

TO

CARE

OF

CH I LD

IVITHIN

US

We each carry a child within us,
the remnant of the iitcle boyar litde
girl we once were. Those of us who
are compulsive or addictive live with

a frightened, angry litde person deep
in our unconscious minds. This child
carries the pain that blocks our road
to serenity.
The 12 Sceps teach us to find. ro
know, and ro heal our inner child. We
learn that we have created our present
world our of our child's pase. Today is
not the past and we no longer have ro
live by its rules. Today as adu lts, we
can speak to our inner child. We can
choose which of our child's feelings,
thoughts, and beliefs are relevant and
useful in our present life and which
we can pm away.
IVE
VIEIV

FIND
OF

A

NEIV

REALITY.

Probably one of the most important benefits the 12-Step program
gives us is a clearer view of reality.
This doesn 't mean we get the benefits
witham lo~s of effort on our part. As
we live the 12-Step way, we break our
of rhe web of denial, rationali zations,
justifications, lies, pretenses, and posturings that has creaced our present
world.
Our reality is different when our
view of li fe becomes less clouded and
our concept of self becomes stronger.
When we see more clearly and feel
more confident, our life changes and
we experience a reality that feels
brighter and more honesr. We can
say, "The reason I didn·c get the
supervisor job is that I'm often late
and sometimes rake more than my
hour for lunch. It 's nor because Judy
buttered up the boss and he fell for it .
I rea ll y wanted that job and I'm going
to have to change some rhings so I
can ger rhe next promotion. " No
excuses, no tariol)a lizations, no justifications or pretenses-instead. a clear
honesty and forthright purpose.
OUR
RELATIONSHIPS
CHANGE.

Our relationship to ourselves is the
most imporrant one. The program
teaches us how to honor ourselves,
how to become our own best friend.
We learn to listen ro ourselves, cruSt
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ourselves and know we won't ever let
ourselves down. We truly believe we
must have this kind of self-love and
respect before we can have honest
relationships with other people.
The program also gives us a Structure ro help us explore our relationships with others. In the past, even
though we may have felt powerless,
we often acted in powerful ways chat
hurt people around us. We controlled
people by manipulating them. We
yelled or clung or coldly turned away.
We loved conditionally and we alone
set the condirions.
The Steps help us discover the pain
we have caused and how to make
amends fo r causing it. We learn we
cannot concrol our relationships, we
can only control ourselves within
them. As a result, we can build
respectful relationships. And in
respectful relationships everyone gecs
better and better.
Finally the prog ram teaches us
how to work on the relationship
between ourselves and our spiritual
resources. This relationship provides
great power for our healing and it's a
source many of us haven 't used very
well. The Steps teach us to StOP
assigning power only to the conscious
control of our chinking mind. They
encourage us to be open to healing
energy from all kinds of inrernal and
external sources. Each of us can find
spiritual connections that are uniquely ours. Then, we never have ro feel
alone in rhe world--our own spiritual
supporrs are always available to us.
THE

JO U RNEY
OUR

IS

OWN

It seems thar once we Start to walk
the 12-Step path, we are in recovery
from self-abuse. Each of us insrinctively does what we need to do to
heal. Our spirit strengthens ollr
healthy self, and our self-des[[uccive
self begins ro disappear. But it's slow.
It rakes time for our changes to work
deep into the fabric of our lives.
Real growth may appear as
insignificant happenings, tiny things
done differently, minute alterations in
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the way we respond. There is no sudden, dramatic high-we are never
magically "healed." Many of us will
make recovery a life-long adventure.
We must be patient, generous, and
loving with ourselves. We must learn
to celebrate our small successes. Small
changes add up to real healing and
growth as we move toward self-acceptance and self-love.
Our addictions and compulsions
are negative processes. Some of us suffer from severe addictions to alcohol
and drugs, gambling, over-eating,
under-eating, or sex. Some of us are
controlled by chronic obsession,
resentment, anger, anxiety or problem
relationships. Whether they threaten
our lives or our spirits, any of these
processes can aCt as an insulating
cloak around us-a dark, thick
shroud that has no openings. We are
suffocating in a burial gown we have
made for ourselves and we are blind to
new ways that might help us rip open
its seams.
Beginning to work a 12-Step program is a way to pick up our own personal seam ripper. With it we can cut
a small hole in our shroud. We push
first a finger, then a hand, then our
whole arm through the opening and
become conneCted with what can heal
us. We find hope and strength. We
find new ways to make connections
with ourselves and with our world.
Eventually, we will have many
holes in the seams of our shroud.
They will be big enough to step
through so we move outside and
stand in the world with fu ll spititual
vision. We can take our rightful
place, a place of peace and respect.
We will be truly alive. We will move
fcom resentment to acceptance, from
self-pity to gratitude, from fear to
trUSt, from dishonesty to honesty, and
from confusion to serenity. It's a long,
hard trip, but it's a journey anyone
can travel.
A statement often read at the
opening of 12-Step meetings goes like
this: "The 12-Step program is a spiritual program based on action, coming
from love." This means the Steps are

based on practical work and acrion. It
also means the energy of love for ourselves, for others, and for the connection with countless spiritual resources
leads to our ever-expanding spirit.
Th~ Steps are not static. Their meaning for us changes as we change.
Then, we change in relationship to
their changed ' meaning. It's in this
interplay between Step and self that
emotional and spiritual healing happens, and serenity becomes an active
force in our lives.

ment is that we don't wane to know
all the truth about ourselves or our
lives. We use our wonderfully complex brains to deny and obscure reality and to keep on believing that we
are managing, that we are in control.

CAME TO BELIEVE THAT SPIRITUAL

RESOURCES CAN PROVIDE POWER FOR
OUR RESTORATION AND HEAL1NG.

Principles: Hope, Faith

STEP

1

ADMIT WE ARE POWERLESS OVER
OTHER PEOPLE, RANDOM EVENTS AND
OUR OWN PERSISTENT NEGATIVE
BEHAVIORS AND THAT WHEN WE FORGET THIS, OUR LIVES BECOME UNMANAGEABLE.

Principles: Insight, Houesty
Step 1 is a shift in thinking. We
shift from thinking that we are powerful and in charge of our lives to
accepting the reality that our efforts
haven't worked. Our struggles to contcol ourselves and others have only
made our lives unmanageable. In this
way we have been blind to ourselves.
Step 1 gives us the insight and honesty to admit that we are nOt managing our lives very well, that a lot of
things are beyond our control and
that we live with emotional pain. It is
the first step on our road to serenity.
SOMETHING
ABOUT DENIAL
AND SELFDECEPTION

Unexamined lives are often lives
lived in denial. Denial is not conscious lying-it is simply self-deceprion, a series of personal blind Spots.
We don't have co be bad people or
have bad problems in order to engage
in self-deception. The only require-
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The Second Step builds on the
First. Ie asks us to go beyond admitting our personal powerlessness, to
accept that there are powerful spiritual resources that can help us reshape
our lives. All we have to do is co recognize, accept, and conneCt with
them. In Step 1, we acknowledge that
we aren't in total conreol, that our
individual power is limited. Step 2
tells us we can use spiritual resources
beyond our own ordinary personal
powet to res tOte and heal ourselves.
SPIRITUAL
RESOURCES-TO
EACH HIS/HER
OWN

Lots of us confuse spirituality and
religion. The words are often used
interchangeably and we must realize
that they shouldn't be, for they have
different meanings. To call religion
spiritual is true, but religion is on ly
one source of spiritual power. There
are many, many others.
The word spirit comes from a latin
word that means breath, life, vigor. We
call something spiritual when it
represents li fe or when it enhances
life.
There are people who cemer their
spirituality on religious practices and
principles. There are others who find
spiritual conneCtions with things
totally outside of any religious framework. As far as spirituality is concerned, to believe in a God or not to
believe in a God doesn't matter.

What matters is to have fait h in our
sp iritual selves-in other words, to
have faith in the energy that gives us

life.
The phrase "spiri tual resources"
can be interpreted in many ways.
Does it have to mean something great
and mystical? Probably not. D oes it
mean there are a certain number of
clearly-defined sources of power that
we can tap into? No. There are many
sources of spiritual power, more than
any of us will ever be aware of or be
able to use.
Spiritual power comeJ from whatever
gives lIS peace, hope or strength and
enhances our humanity.

In Step 3, we ac ti va te our own
winds of change. We decide, we open
ourselves to spiritual energy, and we
commit ourselves to deliberate action.
The interplay among these forces sets
up a dynamic that soon begins to fuel
itself and heali ng change becomes a
true force in our lives.

4
STEP
SEARCH HONE STLY AND DEEPLY
WITHIN OURSELVES TO KNOW THE
EXACT NA T URE OF OUR ACTIONS,
THOUGHTS, AND EMOTIONS.

3STEP
MAKE A DECISION TO BE OPEN TO
SP IRITUAL ENERGY AS WE TAKE
DELIBERATE ACTION FOR CHANGE IN
OUR LIVES.

Principles: Decision! Acceptance! Action
Steps 1 and 2 call for reflenion.
They are the mental Steps of the program , calling for insig ht, honesty,
faith, and hope. Step 1 gives us insight into our faulty thinking and
shows us the reality of our powerlessness. Step 2 provides a vision of hope
for great positive change in our lives.
And then there is Step 3, the Step
that takes our recovery inco the outside world. Step 3 calls for decision.
Our decision is the bridge between
the mencal part of the program and
the anion part. The decision of the
Third Step connects the possibility of
change with the reality of doing it.
ACTIVATING
CHANGE

H av ing insight abou t ourselves
and having hope that our lives can
improve does not automatically produce change. Onl y change makes
change. Change rarely happens by
accidenc and good incencions don't do
the job either. We must decide thac
things will be differenc and then follow through with action.

Principles: Self-examination,
Personal Honesty, Self-acceptance
Step 4 helps us discover ou r true
self and Step 5 teaches us to share it
with other people. They work together to join us with the human race as
who we are, rather than as who we
pretend to be. Our life takes on a differenc reality as we change the way we
know our own nacure and che way we
inceract with ocher people. Firs t, Scep

4.
We want to change - we honestly
want to change. We have cried and
tried to make things different in our
lives, buc we haven'c been able to find
a way. Now, we can lec che Fourth
Scep help us. Ie tells us to search hones tly and deeply within ourselves in
order to know che exact nacure of our
an ions, thoughts, and emotions. We
try to know and underscand whac we
do and why we do ic, whac we chink
and why we think ic, what we feel and
why we feel it. Otherwise, chere will
be no change.
If you always do what you've
always done, you'll always gec
whac you've always got. If you
want someching different, you
have to do something different.
~Pa,,1
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STEPS
WILL TALK TO ANOTHER PERSON
ABOUT OUR EXAcr NATURE .

Principles: Tntst, Personal Integrity
When we co mmic to the Fifth
Scep, we agree to "calk co another person about our exact nature." We agree
to reveal to anocher human being the
chings we have found in our FourrhStep sea rch. This is not someching
mosc of us do easily. We would racher
pick and choose among the t hings we
tell others-we would rather carefully
control che image we show che world.
Scep 5 requires that we change chis.
Talking wich anot her person breaks
down our emotional and psychological isolation, and we Stop anxiously
hiding our secrecs. Working a Fifch
Step is a safe way co allow our internal
and external worlds co meet.
Most of us are afraid chac if people
really know who we are, they won't
like us, chey'll turn away. Scep 5
teaches us [his doesn't have to be true.
Anocher human being can actually
know all abouc us and still accep t us.
When our gu ide hears abouc o ur
"bad" behavior and our "awfu l "
thoughts and doesn't judge us, our
shame lessens and its power fades. We
no longer have co hide, pcocening our
secrecs and problems. A g uide's nonjudgmental feedback helps us break
through de nial and decrease s [he
probabilicy of self-decepcion and
he lp s us examine our values and
explore new opcions. Finally, we liscen co our g uid es, reall y hear what
chey say and then have to confront our
mental backcalk chat ins randy contradiccs [he good things others cell us
abouc ourselves.

&STEP
BE ENTIRELY READY TO
ACKNOWLEDGE OUR ABIDING

STRENGTH AND RELEASE OUR PERSONAL SHORTCOMINGS.

Principle: \VillingneJJ to Change
Time and cime again, we've asked
ourselves, "Whac's rhe matter wich
me? Don't I want to change? Don't I
want to feel better?': And the answer
is always the same: "Of course I do, of
course I want my life to be better!" Bur
someone stand in g on the outside
watc hing our struggle would com ment, "No you don't. You don't really want to change or else you would."
In our heart of hearts we know this is
true. We want to make our lives different but we don't know how-and
we don't know what gets in our way.
IfIHY

IfIE

GET

DON'T

READY

Basically, we resist change because
it's harder to change than to stay the
same, even when staying the same
hurrs. There are powerful threats to
becom ing ready to give up the old
ways and search our the new.
First, there is the fear of losing
predictability and security-the fear
of the unknown. It's a psychological
truth that most people will stay in a
bad place rather than change. They
say, "At least I know where I am and
whac's going to happen." Even badly
abused children will usually want to
scay in an unsafe home tather than
move to a fosce r situation thar's safe
bur unfamiliar. Whether we're adults
or children, we're just tOo afraid to
live with uncertainty or charr new
territOry .
A second threat to becoming
"entirely ready" is our fear of facing
what we have done, who we have
been, who we are. To say, "I have hurr
my daughrer by controlling her, by
not respecting her, by not letting her
know how much J love her" is a very
frightening thing. To let ourselves
truly know our shortcomings and to
experience the pain that goes with
knowing them are always hard. Bur,
we have to acknowledge our past
behaviors and ways of thinking and
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feeling if we are going to become
entirely ready to release them.
Third, there is the fear that if we
do change, we won't know whac to do
with the person we become. What if
we don't like him or her? What if we
have to give up things we think are
important? What if we do like what
we find and then can't carry through
over the long haul? We're afraid of
giving up what we have without

STEPS.

AND9
LIST

ALL

PEOPLE

WE

HAVE

HARMED , INCLUDING OURSELVES,
AND BE WILLlNG TO MAKE AMENDS
TO THEM ALL. BE WILLlNG TO fOR-

being sure of whac we're gett in g.
We're afraid of being stranded between the old and the new. Before
we're willing to change, we want a

GIVE THOSE WHO HAVE HARMED US .

guarantee that things will work OUt
the way we want them to and that if
they don't , we can go back to the old
way.

CARRY OUT UNCONDITIONAL A.MENDS

And finally, there is the threat of
the empriness we are afraid of feeling
if we release some of our pervasive
shortcom ings. We don't know what
we can pur in their place.

STEP7
WORK HONESTLY, HUMBLY, AND
COURAGEOUSLY TO DEVELOP OUR
ASSETS AND TO RELEASE OUR PERSONAL SHORTCOMINGS .

Principles: PerJonal ReJpomibility,
Involvement in Change, Courage,
Humility, Se!f-diJcipline
We can't be a changed person
unless we are wi lling to make
changes. Scep 7 actually involves us in
personal change. As we use this Step,
we go further chan becoming willing
ro risk change, We do risk and we do
change. We risk, we try, we fail, we
start again. We acr and our actions
change our lives. In Steps 4 and 5, we
discover our assets and our shortcomings. In Step 6, we become psychologically prepared to deal with these
qualicies. Step 7 finds us ready to act.
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PrincipleJ: CompaJJion, Penonal HoneJty,
and Accollntability
WHENEVER POSSIBLE, WE WILL
TO THOSE WE HAVE HURT, INCLUDING OURSELVES, EXCEPT WHEN TO DO

SO WOULD CAUSE HARM.

PrincipleJ: CompaJJion, Change,
Honesty and Re.rpomibility, Forgivenm,
Se!f-diJcipline
Steps 8 and 9 go together, like 4
and 5 or 6 and 7. With each of these
pairs, first we look inward, then we
act outward, Firse we engage with
ourselves, then we engage with the
people around us.
- With 4 and 5 we discover our
shortcomings, then share them
with another person.
- With 6 and 7 we decide to
accept our strengths and release
our shortcomings, then work at
doing this.
-Wich 8 and 9 we list those we
have harmed, then make
amends.
One of the reasons the entire program works so well is that it asks us
to think and act. Neither one is
enough alone -we need to do both.
When we scarr truly examining
our harmful behavior, our load of
guilt threatens to crush us. Guilt is
telentless. It's the "gife that keeps on
giving"- and giving and giving. In a
subtle way, it makes us feel better to
feel guilty, Subconsciously we cell
ourselves it's a bad thing to hurt
someone else, so we should hurt too.
Our own suffering pays for our sins.

Instead of playing this guilt game,
we need to take fu ll responsibility for
what we have done, make our
amends, and let the whole thing go.
With Step 8 we need to acknowledge that we've hurt others and are
honestly wi llin g to do somet hin g
about it. We don't have co like making amends, we don't have co fe el
good about making them, we don't
have co feel ready co do it. We just
have to do it.

behaving. This is to be expected.
Spotting an error and stopping that
particular thought, emotion or action
seldom means we 're through with it.
Old ways die hard. We all have
troublesome behavio rs, thoughts or
feelings that we've stopped doze ns of
times. Stoppi ng is the easy pa rt. Staying stopped is what's hard. Staying
stopped means we have to monitOr
ourselves every single day . And we
have (Q perseve re.

11STEP

CONTINUE TO MONITOR OUR -

SH YES, TO ACKNOWLEDGE OUR SUCCESSES AND QU ICK LY CORRECT OUR
LAPSES AND ERRORS.

Principles: Perseverance, Integrity
Step 10 moves us into the maintenance Steps of t he program. With it
we practice the unfailing discipli ne of
regular self-examination and we monitor the everyday workings of our
lives. Consistently working the Tenth
Step is an ongoing commitment co
ourse lves and our program. We
demonstrate perseverance as we continuall y pract ice the skills of accurate
se lf-appraisal. Then we demonstrate
integrity as we follow through and
correct our errors.
Step lOis a practical approach to
self-examination and it's a gentle one
as well. Our self-correc tion needs to
be lovin g and fir m. We mustn't
attack ourselves with the weapons of
self-blame and reproach. We monitor
and correct ourselves for our own
good, kindly, with great care, the
same way we would correct a chi ld we
love.
ERRORS AND
LAPSES ARE
NORMAL

There will be many, many times
we make m istakes and fall back into
old ways of thinking, feeling and

I NCREAS INGLY ENGAGE SPIRITUAL
ENERGY AND AWARENESS TO CONTINUE TO GROW IN ABIDING STRENGTH
AND W I SDOM AND IN THE ENJOYJ\tENT OF LIFE.

Principles: Openness, Connection to Life
and Spiritual Resources
Step 11 carries t he spi ritua l co ncepts of Steps 2 and 3 into our dail y
lives. O ur spirit is our life force and
our spirituali ty is expressed in the
way we relate to the world through
our thoughts, attitudes and actions.
Everyone is spiritual. The question (Q
ask ourselves is whether we are moving with positive spiritua l ity or
whether our spiritual energy is taking
us in a negative direction. Positive
spirituality nourishes life, negative
spiri tuality dim inishes us.
The text in Step 2 te lls us t hat
positive spiritual ity comes from whatever gives us ho pe, st rengt h, and
peace and en han ces our humanity.
We learn to recognize, accept, and
engage the resources that help our
spirit grow. Step 11 encourages us co
engage spiritual energy and awa reness
to ...

1. Grow in abiding strmgth
2. Grow ill inner wiIdom
3. Grow in the enjoyment of life.
SP IRIT UAL
AWARENESS I S
SELF - AWARENESS

Spiritual awareness is an intensely
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indiv idual thing. What is sp iri tually
helpful to one person may be
meaningless to another. Having full
awareness of what gives us hope,
streng th , or peace does not mean we
can analyze spiricual ene rgy. We can't
know what gives hope, strengt h, or
peace [0 oth~rs, eithe r. Our only
responsibil ity is to recognize and use
what helps us.

12sTEP
PRACTICE THE PRINCIPLES OF
THESE STEPS I N ALL OUR AFFAIRS
AND CARRY THE 12-STEP MESSAGE TO
OTHERS.

Principles: Commitment, Se/fdiIciplifle,
Service to OtherI
Step 12 actS as an arrow, send ing
us right back into the enti re progra m.
As we "practice the princip les of these
Steps in all our affairs," we refer back
again and again to the p rinciples we
have studied.
ONE

DAY AT
TIM E

A

Each morning we wake up to a
new day-a day that wi ll be full of
choices. There will be big choices that
we know will have an impact on our
lives. There will be small choices thac
reinforce us, sustain LIS, and ult imate1y create us. We are learning to make
the choices that exp ress the 12-Step
principles. In themse lves, ch e Steps
and their principles are on ly printed
wo rd s lyin g life less on a piece of
paper. Th e t ric k is to decide what
they mean to each of us and how to
breathe life into them in our real
world.
To walk the talk
We carry the 12-Step message to
others by the way we live our lives.
We don't have to ta lk about it or to
proselytize. We can if we want to, but
it isn't necessary. We don't have to be
perfect in order to carry the message
either. We JUSt have to live with
integrity .•
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THE

D A L A I

LAM A

His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso of Tibet, is one of
today's most respected leaders. In 1959, nine years after China invaded Tibet,
he went into exile to Dharamsala, India. He now travels throughout the world,
C1Itting across reLigiotlS, national, and political barriers, and speaks ofpeace and
humanitarian values. His life is his message.

s human beings, social animals, it is quite natural for us to love. We even love
animals and insects, StIch as the bees who produce and coLLect honey. I reaLLy
admire bees' sense of common responsibility. When you watch a beehive, you see
that those smaLL insects come from far away, take a few seconds' rest, go inside,
and then hurriedly flyaway. They are faithful to their responsibility. Although sometimes individual
bees fight, basicaLLy there is a strong sense of unity and cooperation. We human beings are supposed to be
much more advanced, but sometimes we lag behind even smaLL insects.
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As socia l animals, we human
beings cannot survive alone. If we
were by nature solitary, there would
be no tOwns or cities. Because of our
nature, we have to live in a cooperative setting. People who have no sense
of responsibility for the society or the
common good are acting against
human nature. For human su rvival,
we need genuine cooperation , based
on the sense of brotherhood and sisterhood. Friends make us feel secure.
Without friends, we feel a great loneliness. Sometimes, there is no proper
person with whom we can communicate and share affection, ' so we may
prefer an animal such as a dog or a
cat. This shows that even those people
who lose their trusted friends need
someone to communicate and share
affection with. I myself like my wristwatch, even though it never shows me
any affection! In order to get mental
satisfaction as a human being, it is
best to love another human being,
and, if that is not possible, then some
animal. If you show sincere affection,
you will receive a response and you
will feel satisfaction. We all need
friends.
There are different approaches to
friendship. At times we may think
that we need money and power to
have friends but that is not correct.
When our forrune is intact, those
kinds of friends may appear loyal but
when our forrune disappears, they
will leave us. They are not true
friends; they are friends of money or
power. Alcohol is another unreliable
friend. If you drink tOO much, you
may collapse, and even your dreams
will be unpleasant.
But, there are other kinds of
friends who no matter what the situation remain true. When our fortunes
rise, even without friends, we can
manage. But when they go down, we
need true friends. In order to make
genuine friends, we ourselves must
create an environment that ' is pleasant. If we juSt have a lot of anger, not
many people will be drawn close to
us. Compassion or altruism draws
friends. It is very simple.

All of the world's religions emphasize the importance of compassion,
love, and forgiveness. Each may have
a different interpretation, but broadly
speaking everyone bases their understanding on the basis of brotherhood,
sisterhood, and compassion. Those
who believe in God usually see their
love fo r their fellow human beings as
an expression of their love for God.
But, if someone says, "'1 love God,"
and does not show sincere love
towards his fellow human beings, I
.think that is nOt fo ll owing God's
teaching. Many religions emphasize
forgiveness. Love and compassion are
the basis of true forgiveness. Without
them, it is difficult to develop forgiveness.
Love and compassion are basic
human qualities. From a Buddhist
point of view, love is an attirude of
wanting to help other sentient beings
enjoy happiness, and compassion is
the wish for other sentient beings to
be free from suffering. Compassion is
not a selfish attitude such as, "These
are my friends and therefore I want
them to be free of suffering." Genuine
compassion can be extended even
towards one's enemies because the
very basis for generating compassion
is seeing suffering in other living
creatures, and that includes your enemies. When you see that your enemies are suffering, you are able to
develop genu in e compassion even
towards those who have injured you.
Usual compassion and love give
rise to a very close feeling, but it is
essentially attachment. With usual
love, as lon g as the other person
appears to you as beautiful or good,
love remains, but as soon as he or she
appea rs to you as less beautiful or
good, your love completely changes .
Even though someone appears to you
as a dear friend and you love him very
much, the next morning the siruation
may completely change. Even though
he is the same person, he feels more
like an enemy. Instead of feeling compassion and love, you now feel hostility. With genuine love and compassion, another person's appearance or
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behavior has no effect on your atti rude.
Real compassion comes from seeing the other's suffering. You feel a
sense of responsibility and you want
to do something for him or her. There
are three types of com pass ion. The
first is a spontaneous wish for other
sentient beings to be free of suffering.
You find the ir suffering unbearable
and you wish to relieve them of it.
The second is not just a wish for their
well-being, but a real sense of responsibility, a commitment to relieve
their suffering and remove them from
their undesirable circumstances. This
type of compassion is reinforced by
the realization that all sentient beings
are impermanent, but because they
grasp at the permanence of their identity, they experience confusion and
suffering. A genuine sense of compassion generates a spontaneous sense of
responsibility to work for the benefit
of others, encouraging us to take this
responsibility upon ourselves. The
third type of compassion is reinforced
by the wisdom that although all sentient beings have interdependent
natures and no inherent existence,
they still grasp at the existence of
inherent nature. Compassion accompanied by such an insight is the highest level of compassion.
In order to cultivate and develop
genuine compassion within yourself,
you need to identify the nature of suffering and the state of suffering that
sentient beings are in. Because you
want sentient beings to be free from
their suffering, fi rst of all you have to
identify what suffering is. When
Buddha taught the Fout Nob le
Truths, he spoke of three types of suffering: suffering that is obvious and
acute, like physical pain; the suffering
of change, such as pleasurable experiences that have the potential to turn
into suffering; and pervasive suffering, which is the basic fact of conditioned existence. To cultivate compassion, first of all you have to reflect on
suffering and identify suffering as sufTURN To P .... GE 77
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Unfinished business from the past doesn)t simply
disappear. Ifit is not dealt with) it remains buried
inside. Then) the wounded inner child resuifaces
later in unexpected and troubling ways.

STEPHA N IE
AND

COVINGTON

LIA NA

BECKETT

Sltphanie Cov;nglo'l iJ a psychotherapist, an internationally known speaker specializi11g in depe1ldency, fwd fhe all/hor oj many ar/ides on
women and addiction. She /iveJ in La Jolla, California. Liana Beckett iJ a therapist who works with individllalJ, (Ollp/es, and groups with
dysfllnctional or addictive family backgrounds. She IitJeJ in San Diego, Cali/ornia,
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The

WOU 'DE'D
lA'DU
Paula was the only child of wealthy parents-both
actively alcoholic during her childhood. They adored her.
When they were sober rhey showered the young child with
caring attemion, affect ion, and treats. At such times she
felt reall y special. At other times, during and after their
periodic drinking binges, she felt completely ignored and
neglected. Her very first memory of her parents, retrieved
under hypnosis, was of such an incident when she was barely tWO and still in a crib. Her parents had caken her to the
beach. The day had been filled with joy-the three of them
splashing in the surf and collecting colorful pebbles and
other treasures. That night her father tucked her in with a
big hug while her mothe r softly hummed a lullaby,
stroking her hair until Paula drifted contentedly into slumber. Sm when she awoke the next morning, happy and
eager to get up, no one came when she ca ll ed. With
increasing frustratio n and rage she yelled and cried fo r what
seemed li ke hours, rattling the bats of her cr ib to get her
parents' attention. Eventually Paula had d rifted off into a
fitful sleep-uncomfortable in her soiled d iapers, hung ry,
exhausted, and, above all, confused.
Because of her parents' dramatically inconsistent behavior, Paula g rew up very needy and unable ever to trust her
reality. As a child, she had interpreted her parents' behavior
as an unspoken message that she was nOt worthy of their
care and love. The inconsistent care she had received had
also made her despise being depe ndent on others and
contemptuous of the pare of herself that st ill had infantile
needs. In reaction, she made it a point to seem very independent, needing nothing from anyone-a real superwoman. She met some of her own unfulfilled, disowned needs
unconsciously by projecting them onto her patients and
boyfriend, convincingly telling herself, "I can't let them
down; they really need me."
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The
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Denying her dependence creared problems for
Paula especially in her primary relationship. Her partner was twenty years her senior. In many ways he was
a substitute father from whom she demanded perfect
empathy, constant reass urance , and immediate availability. W ith such unrealistic expe<..tations, the
in ev itable disappointments that followed such
demands triggered
her painfu l ea rl y
childhood experience. At such
times Paula would
become plaintive
and manipulative.
W ith an injured
air designed to
produce guilt in
him she would
complain, "I ask
so little and you
can't even do that
much for me!"
A central issue
for Paula lay in
her inab il ity to
accept and nurture
herself. At an
unconscious level
she did every thing
in her power to
negate her inner
needs-to
th e
point of nearly
dying of Starvation because she
refused to feed
herself. Sadly, just
as she h ad been
emotio na lly
abused in h er
childhood, so she
was abusive to herself as an adult. She lived a life filled
with paradoxes: externall y an independent contemporary woman, internally an emotionally deprived little
girl afraid to grow up. T rained to be a competent healet, she was incompetent to manage her own wholeness,
denying her own profound wounds until it was nearly
tOO late.
After spending more than a month in a hospital to
treat her anorex ia and chemical dependency, Paula
began the slow, painful p rocess of re-evaluating her
early experiences in the family and of learning to care
for herself-the prospeCtS that held the most immediate promise of bridging the early separa tion of her
inner child and her adult self.
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Often when we think of childhood wounds, we think
only of physical or sexual abuse where the traumas are more
evident. Bur the implications of emotional wounding may
be equally important for a person's wholeness. Emotional
wounding can take place not only when a child 's OilIer needs
ate not met but also when the inner needs are ignored or
neglected. This may be more likely to happen out of
parental
ignorance-that is, lack of
knowledge, understanding,
or
awareness-than out of
neglect. Also, the parentS themselves may
have been abused or
wounded as children, so
unless a c r isis or a
m a jor intervention
takes place to break the
pattern, they perpetuate the only model they
know into the next
generation, in an endless cycle of dysfunctional family dynamics.
This pattern of multigenerational transmi ssion fit Paula's family.
Her mother, for example, had wealthy patents who traveled all
over the world when
she was a child, fre quently leaving her
wi th household staff.
Much of the time Paula
was a lso left with a
nanny , a caring woman
who was inconsistent in
meeting the young
child 's physical and
emotional needs because of her many o ther household
responsibilities. Therefore, although Paula's mother was
nOt abused in the common sense of the word, the repeated
separations from her parents without an adequate substirute were wounding experiences. Without the benefit of
other models , she was bound to repeat the familiar pattern
in raising Paula. Her drinking then aggravated a family
pattern that was fundamentally dysfunctional.
Even with poor starts, we are capable of meeting many
of our own needs. Honoring, nurturing, and healing-in
effect, reparenting--our wounded inner child can help us
overcome our feelings of inadequacy and dependence, learning again to feel, play, be joyful, and creative. Paula's own
emotional depletion cont ributed to both her personal and
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professional burnout-you can't shate a drink of water
when your own cup is empty.
HUMAN

SURVIVAL

NEEDS

When we talk of "basic survival needs" we are usually
speaking of food, water, sleep, and shelter-the bare essentials the body needs in the life-or-death crisis of someone
lost in the wilderness. While it is common for the basic
survival needs of children growing up in high-stress families not to be met, in order for infants to thrive and even
merely to survive, their psychological and emotional needs
must also receive attention.
More than forty years ago,
researchers coined the phrase hospitalism to describe their observations of
institutionalized infants. Even
though the infants' physical needs
were adequately met, an alarming
number of them simply wasted away
and died.
What's more, as anrhropologist
Ashley Montagu observed, that the
failure of infants to thrive seemed to
occur in the home as well.

al homes are often not as obvious and clear-cut as the cases
just described. Their survival into adulthood attests to the
fact that their bas ic phys ical needs must have been met
much of the time. As in the case of Paula, their emotional
and psychological needs may also have been met, at least
fitfully and minimally--either by the primary caretaker,
usually the mother or through the nurturance of others in
the extended family such as grandparents, older siblings,
uncles and aunts, or even nannies.
Children whose needs are not met spontaneously by others often find unhealthy, seemingly effective ways to meet
their own. According to "stroke
economy" theory, children who
don't receive enough positive
strokes begin to settle for negative
strokes rather than get no strokes
at all. (Originally used to refer to
physical touching, the definition
of stroking has been extended to
include any act that implies the
recognition of another's presence.)
Nothing is worse than being completely ignored. This kind of sensory and emotional deprivation, or
recognition hunger, threatens and
places into question a person's
very existence. There is truth in
the saying, "The opposite of love
is not hate, but indifference." So
children who receive no attention
and affection from their parents
often begin to "act out," unconscious ly seeking the attent ion
they so desperately need to survive--even if it means being
yelled at or receiving a spanking or some more severe form
of punishment. For children in some families, punishment
unfortunately escalates into violence. Amazingly, children
who are abused by a parent continue to remain bonded to
that parent. Attendants in ch ild ren's wards report that ch ildren hosp ital ized as a resu lt of severe physical parental
abuse still cry at night for that pa~ent .
Unless new learning intervenes, ch ild ten who are used
to negative strokes continue to act OUt similar scenarios in
their adulthood. It is the only way they know of getting
attention. Partly because of feelings of low self-worth, at
some level they have convinced themselves that punishment is what they deserve. Not only do people raised
with negative strokes often enter into abusive primary relationsh ips, they often stay in them even when their sanity
and life are at risk. Bur relationship dysfunction is only one
of the ways in which wounded ness manifests in adulthood.
Chemical dependency, depressions, anxiety, phobias, self
mutilating behavior (such as cutting or burning oneself),
eating disorders, and prostitution are some of the others.

We are just beginning to
expand our inner limits
and that is the current
challenge of the human
spirit. It alone holds the
promise that we may at
last become cycle breakers,
interrupting generations of
family and social myths,
dysfunctions, and conflict.

It was found to occur quite
often among babies in the
"best" homes, hospitals, and
institutions, among those
babies apparently receiving the
best and most careful physical
attention. It became apparent
that babies in the poorest
homes, with a good mother, despite the lack of
hygienic physical conditions, often overcame the
physical handicaps and flourished. What was wanting in the sterilized environment of the babies of the
first [group] and was generously supplied to babies of
the second [group] was mother love.

Similarly, a study with newborn rhesus monkeys found
that contact comfort was more important to the infants
than nursing comfort. Given a choice of two mother surrogates--one made of bare wire, the other covered wirh soft
fabric-the infants spent overwhelmingly more time with
the cloth-covered "mother," even when she was not
attached to a nursing device, during five months of observation. The research team concluded that "the primary
function of nursing as an affecrional variable is that of
insuring frequent and intimate body COntaCt of the infant
with the mother ... We may be sure there is nothing to be
gained by giving lip service to love." Caring touch, then, is
also a basic human need-basic for wholesome growth.
UNMET

NEEDS

The un met needs of adults who grew up in dysfunction-
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WHAT
YOUR

HAPPENED
UNMET

TO

NEEDS.'

Whenever as children we are confronted
with very painful or frightening experiences,
we rend to internalize or "scuff" chern. This is
especially true of an infant's first two years of
life, because during that time the child has no
language or conceprual labels CO attach to the
feelings it experiences. Unresolved feelings of
frustration, fear, and rage thar surro und a
young child 's unmer needs for nucturance and
caring are often internalized. They may remain
unconscious into adulthood when the State of
woundedness finds expression in unexpected
ways in relationships. By age cwo, Paula had
already scuffed her fruscrarion and rage. learning chat her parents couldn't be counted on.
Lacer, she interpreted her early expe rience as
cause and effect; if her parents weren't dependable, ir must mean that she was not lovable.
Therefore, she now internalized the profoundly
wounding message, YOII're not worthy of ollr love.
Actually, her parents loved her a great deal.
Still, this is how Paula interpreted the message, leading her to the next conclusion, therefore, you're not worthy of anyone'1 love-inclllding
YOllr OW'I. She had cons tructed a syllogism that
seemed perfectly logical, people who can't even be
loved by their own parents are not lovable. My parents don't love me. Therefore, I'm 'lot lovable.
In reality, Paula's reasoning was flawed
because it was based on two false premises.
First, parents--especially those in high-stress
families- are perhaps the least objective
benchmatk by which ro measure our intrinsic
worrh. Second, Paula's parents did love heralbeit in a very damaging way. So, through the
years she carried the burden of the faulty conclusion that had followed naturally from her
false premises, enacting it irrationally as an
adult with nearly ca rastrophic outcomes.
Paula's lack of bonding in early childhood also
made it difficult for her to bond in her adult
relationships. The mistrust she learned as a
result of her parents' unpredictability carri ed
over into her primary relationship. Not only
was she often unaware of what emotions she
felt, but she was also unable to express her
feelings openly--even when she could identify
them. Revealing one's inner states calls for a
trusting climate that in turn requires the ability to truSt.
Unfinished business from the past doesn't
simply disappear. If it is not dealt with, it
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remains buried inside. Then, the wounded
inner child resurfaces later in unexpected and
troubling ways. When you don't recognize
the source of your difficulties, you condemn
yourself to repeat the same self-defeating
patterns in your relationships, not knowing
why you do what you do. You become stuck.
A clue that you are repeating the old patterns that eventually let you d own is when
you begin to search anew, after the latest
foundering relationship, for something or
someone to fulfill you r unmet needs. A parr
of you believes that jf only the rig ht person
comes along, he or she will fill the gaping
void with in you-make up for all the love
you've missed and by reflection make you
whole by sharing with you his or her charm ,
wit, and wisdom. Paula did JUSt that. The
unacknowledged, unincegrated childlike part
of herself that didn't want to grow up found
a substitute for the father hunger she experienced; she found a man old enough to be her
father, who encouraged her dependence but
who-like her real father-would also let
her down at unpredictable times. She unwittingly reproduced a pattern that had starred
before age two.
THE

extreme

dependencies

is surrender to

the idea that

we cannot

control others.
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When th e inner chi ld is not integrated
into your total being. it expresses itself in
any number of indirect ways destructive to
relationships. Not everyone, for example,
becomes chem ically dependent and forms a
reaction against other dependencies (that is,
becomes counterdependent) as Paula did. In
fact, the opposite is often true. When women
first starr dealing with their relationship
addictions, they often ask, "Why is it that I
can be so competent in my work and centered and active in my personal life when I'm
on my own, and then, the minute I meet
that 'special ' other, I become this wimpy,
dependent female who can't move without ,
taking her cues from him?"
When people "fall in love," they experience a temporary desire co merge wirh the
object of their love-co "lose themselves" in
the other. This is typical. At an unconscious
level, falling in love is a universal wish co
replicate the primaty relationship of the
newborn infant with the object of its love, its
mother (or primary caregiver).
The problem occurs when the com-

pelling, ecstatic quality of romantic love intensifies, when
compelling becomes compulsive. Whereas people who are
not relationship addicts move out of the in-love phase
rather quickly, recog nizing the experience for the fleeting
fantasy that it is, relationship addicts strive for constant
and endless merger, wanting to lose themselves in the
other.
RELATIONSHIP ADDICTS
AND PERSONAL BOUNDARIES

Loss of self is a boundary issue. Personal or ego boundaries are the point at which one person stops and the other
begins-boundaries have different degrees of permeability.
Healthy people and families have boundaries that are permeable enough to allow for empathy and intimacy withom
lOJJ 0/ self By contrast, one characteristic of dysfunctional
families is the lack of boundary differentiation among its
members, which can show up as one of two apparently
opposite polarities that are actually twO sides of the same
coin: enmeshment (intrusiveness, failure to recognize individuality, narcissism, and so on) or emotional cutoff (1ack of
meaningful communication, emOtional withdrawal, disengagement, and so on). For a child in such a home, the
struggle is to develop a healthy sense of self-with boundaries neithe r too rigid nor too permeable-while maintaining a family connection.
When a relati onship addiCt enters a new relationship,
her boundaries may be weakened on two scores. First, she
may have grown up in a dysfunctional family that prevented the development of strong ego boundaries. Second, the
experience of falling in love is likely to have made whatever
boundaries she had even more permeable. In the addictive
process, she may lose her boundaries completely. She may
lose her self.
The more the potential partner triggers the primary
childhood relationship-through physical appearance,
words, actions, or other nonverbal cues-the more likely a
relationship addict is to get hooked. The other person at
first maybe unaware of what is happening. As the relationship addict reenacts the early childhood drama, bending over backward to please and to perform, her partner
starts to feel stifled and begins to back off
Humans function differencly at different levels of anxiety, and relationship addiction adds enormous anxiety to a
person's life. When people are in addiction-free relationships (or free from addictive relationships), they can channel their energy into constructive, self-enhancing activities
that help keep anxiety at a reasonably low level. By contrast, when people's dependencies have been triggered,
both stress and anxiety increase. Their ability to control
their emotions decreases-they become controlled by their
emotions and lose a sense of their true selves.
As Paula's story illustrates, when a relationship addict
loses her sense of balance because of escalating stress and
anxiety, her self-esteem is also affected. While showing an
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ever greater need for attention and reassurance, a part of
Paula was humiliated at her own dependence. When her
partner increased the distance between them, this became
an irresistible challenge for her. Like anyone dependent on
an addictive subscance, the thought that she might lose
what seemed like an irreplaceable source made Paula even
more anxious. The only way she knew how to preserve her
supply was to become more controlling and demanding.
Such tactics are bound to make things worse. First, the
partner is likely to withdraw, in an attempt to avoid being
swallowed up, feeling his or her personal space to be threatened by the addicted partner's intrusiveness. Second, the
relationship addict's focus on "we" and her insistence on
greater closeness is likely to intensify the common "1" versus "we" struggle between autOnomy and tOgethetness that
applies to any relationship. If the relationship addict's partner grew up in a dysfunctional home, the demand for closeness may also trigger the emotional cutoff that is the other
pole of lack of boundary differentiation-polarizing the
two even further.
RELATIONSHIP ADDICTS
AND · S ELF - EST E E M

The se nse of low self-worrh triggered by the new relationship challenge typically causes the relationship addict
to rake one of twO extreme positions, either staying fixed at
one of these two poles or alternating between them. At one
extreme, in reaction to her inner feelings of insecu rity and
low self-esteem, she may act the parr of the self- righteous,
innocent victim. In this case she is likely to place full
blame on her parrner, refusing to accept any responsibility
for his or her distancing behavior. At the other extreme,
convinced that her parmer would treat her differently if
only she were lovable enough, she may take complete
responsibility for her parrner's distancing. A central issue
in her life has come full circle; she has recreated her childhood struggle to be loved by her parents, interpreting her
inability to get what she needs as a lack in herself. She feels
she must earn love.
Because of her belief that becoming more lovable is the
answer and because of her irrational fears of rejection and
abandonment, the relationship addict may try to hide her
own perceived inadequacies from her partner. As a result
she may become defensive and afraid to acknowledge mistakes and feelings of vulnerability, disowning a pare of herself.
This behavior becomes particularly destructive on several scores. First, denying aspeCtS of herself separates the relationship addict even further from her inner core, her sense
of self. Second, because she is unwilling to truSt her partner
with her tcue feelings, she creates a block to intimacy ,
which is the key to a healthy relationship. Third, self-love
and the understanding that love is not earned are necessary
condi tions for self-healing. Only when she embraces and
loves her wounded inner child can she free the child-and
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herself-from the age-old shame and responsibility it has
been carrying for what may have been the parents' inability
to love or to love welL
RELATIONSHIP
AND

DISOWNED

ADDICTS
FEELINGS

Sometimes relationship addiction triggers deeply buried
early infancy rages like the one that Paula experienced as a
two-year-old as she screamed and shook her crib bars to get
the attention to which she felt entitled. The relationship
addict begins to see the partner as . an extension of
herself-there only to meet her needs. When the partner
refuses to comply, she may become outraged. In her state of
mind, it is as if her right arm had suddenly refused to function. Needing an outlet, she will turn this destructive rage
either against her partner or herself. Such narcissistic rages
are typical and normal in infants and young children but
inappropriate for adults.
The young child looks to its caregivers to soothe it and
to provide an accurate mirror of its feelings. The mother
who responds with empathy when her child falls and hurts
itself, for example, validates the child's emotional state.
This allows the child to experience fully and let go of its
feelings. But a ch ild who grows up in a troubled family
that does not readily supply mirroring buries its unmet
needs and unexpressed emotions. This is one more way in
which a child may experience a psychic wound that can
resurface quite destructively in adulthood.
Another way in which feelings resurface later, especially
those that were either too threatening or too frightening to
be expressed by the child, is through projective identification, a process by which such disowned feelings are
unknowingly assigned to the parmer. In a kind of unconscious collusion, the parmer may then aCt out or "carry"
that feeling for both of them, allowing the person who
repressed it to continue disowning it and to separate even
further from it. Such was the case in Paula's pri mary relationship. Tryi ng to fend off her g rowing inner dependence,
she became ever more independent extemally. In counterpoint, her parmer came to be more and more dependent on
his first family, something for wh ich Paula-bli nd to her
own dependencies- showed both d isapproval and contempt. He acted out the dependency for both-yet Paula
was the more dependent of the two.
Unless something intervenes to change the destructive
dynamics of such relationships and the downward spiral of
addiction, the relationship continues to deteriorate. Unlike
healthier relationships; however, rhe failure does not necessarily result in an ending-a separation or divorce. Because
the partners are usually enmeshed in mutual dependencies,
carried primarily by the identified relationship addicr, the
relationship failure may manifest as physical or emotional
illness or in the worSt case even suicide.
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RELATIONSHIP ADDICTION
AND WOMEN

It is common knowledge that women are more likely
than me·n to become relationship addicts. This is no great
surprise, given both the importance of relationship to
women and the effect of socialization on them. Women traditionally have attached much greater significance and
higher priority to relationship than men, often wi lling to
make all ki nds of sacrifices when the nurturance of an
important emotional investment is threatened. Although
women's relationship values are an important and crucial
social resource, our society grants much lower status to relationship, emotional expression, nurturing, and vulnerabiliry than it does to rugged individualism, self-interest,
toughness, measurable output, and strength expressed as
power over others.
As a result, women's strengths have been seen as weaknesses. Men have the technological, physical, and financial
power in our society. Because of this power imbalance in
male-female relationships and in society at large, the
dynamics are those of any typical dominant-subordinate
arrangement-an analog for the dynamics of addictive relationships. By definition, dominants don't consider subordinates equals. They rely on power, not negotiation, to get
what they want. Subordinates, on the other hand, depend
for survival on pleasing dominants; therefore, subordinates
have to learn as much as possible about dominants in order
to please them. Women's dependence and subordination, in
other words, are reinforced as normaL Although this is not
to imply that a simple cause-and-effect connection exists
between our social climate and women's proneness to relationship addiction, its importance as a contributing facror
cannot be dismissed.
FINDING YOUR TRUE SELF
THROUGH YOUR INNER
CHI L D

Although we share our common humanity, each of us is
unique. Li ke fi ngerpri nts, each person's essence-the core
self-has special qualities that have never been and wi ll
never be duplicated. Each person therefore makes a special,
unique contribution to the world and to the lives that she
or he touches. We are also resilient; despite setbacks and
struggles, we are geared for survival. We carry within the
potential and need for healthy and creative growth. According to Carl J ung, we are always on a search for wholeness
and completion, yearning for rebirth.
In the addictive process, the fears and scars we carry
from our past tend to hide our true, most vital core or self.
We see only its reflection, a false self we experience as boring, incomplete, sometimes depressed. We fix on something outside ourselves to change all this. But the initial
euphoric phase of a love affair turns into increasing dependence in a process that is fi lled with peaks and valleys of
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alternating pleasure and pain. Despite all
this, how we experience ourself has not
changed because we have p laced all our
hopes on changing the environment instead
of ourselves. A popular quip is that true
insanity consists of doing the same thing
over and over again, yet expecting things co
turn our differently. The pain, dependence,
and unpredictability subside only when we
own our past and empower our true self co
leave the forest of fantasy and to create a
better present.
Paradoxically, it is only when we let go
of external expectations and go within to
reclaim our neglected inner child that we
can deal more effectively with the outer
world. A fundamental touchstone in recovery
from childhood scars and from extreme dependencies is surrender to the idea that we cannot control
others, We anempt to control our of old
fears of the unknown. And yet it's a delusion to think we can control others. At best,
most of the time we have conrrol over ourselves. This letting go is a universal truth
and one that is a cornerstone of Twelve-Step
groups.
One of the rewards of reclaiming the
inner child is that in doing so we get in
touch with the childlike parr of
ourselves-the part that is most natural,
creative, playful, and innocent.
SOCIETY'S
DEFINITION OF
ADULTHOOD

In order to survive, children from dysfunctional families take on overly rigid
roles-so rigid in fact that they are practically like scripts, filled with parental
injunctions and obligations the child internalized early on. Life at home was serious
business; adults from such fam ilies have
often lost the capacity fo r enjoyment, for
play. As shown by Paula's superwoman
approach co life, such people seldom allow
room for balance-for play, for fun, for time
spent aimlessly. Allowing expression to the
inner chi ld breathes life inca the incense
seriousness with which they tackle daily living and relationships.
Gening to know and appreciate your
inner child allows you co reclaim those parts
of yourself that society has denigrated and
disavowed. Our society values being an
adult and "acting like an adult." And acting
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like an adult means being serious, no-nonsense, productive. Based on a mentality of
"time is money," idleness is suspect and success is measured by tangible output that
yields a monetary value in the marketplace.
Thus, middle-class va lues create more
injunctions and obligations.
In many ways, this model of adulthood
suppOrtS and echoes the unhealthy climate
of a dysfunctional home. As in the dysfunct ional family, it is based on a deprivation
model, feeding inco fears of not getting
enough, not doing enough, not being
enough. As a result it glorifies hard
work-which explains why workaholism, an
addiction, has received so li ttle bad press.
Being overtly childlike would be totally
inappropriate at work. As in the dysfunctional home, there is an attempt CO concrol
others by withholding approval; someone ·
who does not conform to the accepted idea
of adulthood is looked on as suspect.
Because of the social stigma attached CO
"nonproductive" play, play surfaces in various disguises that are somewhat more
acceptable. But disguised play works primarily for men, who can replicate into
adulthood their competitive and adversarial
win/lose childhood games through participation and spectacorship in team sports or
by becoming vicariously involved in politicians' sabte rattling; and they can attempt
co fulfill their recognition and power needs
by driving flashy, powerful wheels. Boys'
play is oriented toward individual, competitive activity and performance.
Little girls' play is very different. They
are socialized to play with dolls, to play
dress up, and co play house. Girls' play, in
other words, is training for their traditional
female adult roles. Girls' play is often based
on cooperation. G irls also tend to play in
smaller, more intimate groups than boys do,
often just with a best friend, and in private
places. If as a result of these differences in
their way of being in the world, boys' play
leads to men's play, while girls' play leads to
women's work,
REPARENTING THE
INNER CHILD

Finding and reparenting the inner child
is pred icated on full acceptance of yourself.
Here again, our culture has made growth
into who leness particularl y difficult for
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women. The fairly typical struggle of a therapy client who
was juSt beginning to reframe her childhood experience
provides a poignant illustration. At first, this middle-aged
woman was very impatient and derogatory when describing
herself as a little girl going off on her first day of schooL
She referred to herself as an "obnoxious lit tle kid," denying
the child's right to express its need for nurturance and support. It was as if her self-condemning comments had come
directly from her crirical and punishing father. By accepting his view. she had not only rejected the child in herself,
she had also split off the feelings of this child. When one
day she was finally able actually to re--experience the feelings of loneliness, fear, and uncertainty the little girl had
felt, she burst into tears of sorrow at having for so long supplied nucturance to others in her life, all the while denying
the same tender compassion for herself. She noted, "I care
for others, sometimes like a sheepherder. I watch and notice
and pay attention to their distress. It isn't that I'm juSt
totally accepting because sometimes I point our if I think
they're off the mark or something, but I put myself in their
place and I understand. With myself, though, I used to be
like a lion tamer with a whip."
Society's negative messages concerning women's emotionality and their expression of "selfish" needs feed into
the tendency of women to take care of others at the expense
of themselves. As a result, as the client's comment expresses
so well, women have ministered to others' needs much
more than they have to their own, at times becoming so
sensitive to the distress of others that they have ceased to
aCt in their own best interests.
As women, we have refined one aspect of empathy to an
art-the capacity to enter someone else's subjective world
and share the other's experience from that place with openness and nonjudgment. In reparenting ourselves, now we
need to develop the other crucial aspect of empathy-the
capacity not to lose ourselves when entering someone else's
boundaries. This is the key to healthy relationships. In
addition, we also need to develop self-empathy, the ability
to be compassionate and empathic with ourselves. We need
to transfer our ability to empathize to our own inner chi ld .
In other words, we need to look at and feel for our own
inner chi ld as we would for another human being. Maybe
then we wi ll be able to nurture ourselves. This, however, is
a difficult task in a social climate that devalues women.
DEVELOPING

THE

SELF

A major reason why women's experience and roles are
not fully appreciated ' is that traditionall y child development theorists have written about "children"--encompassing both genders as if their experiences were completely
ali ke . Furthermore, most traditional child development
theories have been elaborated upon and filtered through a
male experience. "Woman" is usually foornoted as having
been included under the generic "man."
Current developmental assumptions are based on a sepa-
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ration-individuation model, which implies that people go
through a number of stages of separation in order to form a
distinct sense of self or personhood. Developmental theory
stresses the importance of separation from the mother in
early stages of chi ldhood development, from the fami ly in
adolescence, and from teachers and mentors in adulthood in
order for the individual to form a d istinct, separate identity.
Interestingly, the most popular and widely accepted of
such theories-the eight stages described by noted psychiatrist Erik Erikson- places high value on the ch ild's development of autonomy ,. self-reliance, independence, self-actualization, and on following one's own destiny. Then, in
adulthood, the person is expected to move into intimacy
and generativity; this, after years of separation and individuation which are the very opposite of intimate relating. In
other words, according to traditional developmental theory,
people are to develop intimacy without ever having practiced it. By contrast, new theories that focus on women's
experience suggest that for women, development takes a
different path which is not interrupted bur continuous and
which is relational from infancy onward. The new theories
challenge the traditional developmental model as· inaccurate and incomplete for both men and women, bur-because
of societal influences-particularly so for women.
For example, in the first of Erikson's eight stages of life,
the stage that spans the first year, the central goal is the
infant's development of a sense of basic trust. Bur another
important dimension is that the infant-and this is encouraged much more with a girl-begins to act like and be like
the main caregiver, usually a woman. Rather than identifying with a static figure, the infant starts to develop a sense
of itself as a "being-in-relationship." This is the starr of a
sense of self that reflects what happens between people. In
Paula's case, little actually happened to her as an infant. Her
sense of failure stemmed from that first failed
relationship-from what did not happen Jar her interpersonally.
Erikson identifies autonomy-which others have called
separation and individuation-as the goal of the second
stage of childhood (ages twO to three). The new theory suggests ins tead that this is a period when the child uses more
mental and phys ical resources and develops an en larged
sense of how it sees things, including a new understanding
of and new configurations in relationship. For little girls,
autonomy expresses itself not merely as a "doing," bur
rather as a "doing Jor"-for the mother and for others. She
takes her cue from what Mother is still doing with little
chi ldren, attending to their feelings and doing things for
them. By th is age, little boys are taking their cues more
from their fathers than their mothers. So action has a specific character; it takes place in relationship. The little girl
uses her increased powers and opinions about how and what
she wantS to do. Rather than needing separation, maintainTURN To PAGE 79
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See the world as your self Have faith in the way
things are. Love the world as your selt then you can
care for all ihings.
DEAN

DABLOW

Dean Dab/ow, is a photographer who has participated in 1111merous flate and national photo exhibitions. Dean is aIJo a professor at the Schoo! of Art and
Architecture, at Louisiana Tech University, Rmton, Louisiana.
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Teach me

resignation

as the leaves

which die

in fall.
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Psychotherapy is limited because of the model on
which ~ is built. On some mental level ~ will move
people to remain in an addictive society and away
from living in process.

ess
An Interview with Anne Wilson Schaef
Interviewed by Mary NurrieStearns, Editor of Lotus.
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Anne Wlil!oll Schaej, PhD .. is the alllhor of
Jtveml bookr itldlldi"g ;;Codeptl1dmct," "\YIhm
StxielY Becoma an Addict" and her new book
'Beyond Therapy, Beyond Scimct. " A former
psycholherapiJl, she is a leclurer, orgalliZdliollal comllltant, and u'Orkrhop leader who Iraim
healthcare profmiollal! throughout the world
illlhe Living Procm Facilitalioll.

LOT U s
In your newest book
Beyond Therapy, Beyond Science you
advocate a new model for healing the
whole person. You base this model on
a way of understanding ourselves that
goes beyond present day psychology.
What are your views of people and
the hea ling process.
ANN E
I see people as a living process. We're not a thing, we're
not an it , we're not a machine . In
workshops I create an environment
where people have an opporcunity to
live in process and to understand rhat
chey are responsib le for their lives.
I'm not going to take care of them. I
am not going to decide what they
need or what is wrong with them and
neither is anyone else. We have roo
much looked outside ourselves for our
healing. We have inside us everything
we need to heal ourselves. As a human
being we have an internal process that
will heal anything that has happened
to us.
What is the basis
LOT U s
for your work?
The most basic conANN E
cepc of the work that I do comes from
a scientific parad igm. It is nOt based
on a mechanis t ic model. It comes out
of the awareness t hat we are whole
beings. We live in a universe where
we need to be fully participatOry and
realize that we are part of all nature,
are connected with all beings and all
things. The basic premise of my work
has realiy evolved through working
with women and in the black movement. I realized that how psychology
looked at people was very limited .
Psychology thinks of people as
machines, as e'i ther broken or functioning like a machine and that you

just need to fix it. I call the living
process system an alternative ro this
mechanist system we have set up in
our western culture.
LOT U s
What you mean
when you talk about people living
with their process?
ANN Ii
I've come to think
thac we have inside us memories of
everything that has happened to us.
W hen you think about th is, it is very
miraculous
that
somehow these memories, feelings, and
awarenesses don't go
away as we grow up.
They stay and kind
of rumble around
inside us. I think
this is what Freud
called the boiling
cauldron of the
unconscious. In the
past it has been
seen as negative
that these things
aren't finished;
these processes SOrt
of hang on. Bur 1
see it as very positive. Many things
happen to us as
children and we
don't have what
we need to deal
with them. For
people who have
incest experiences or satanic
cult exper iences the issue is survival,
not dealing with it. Those memories,
awareness and feelings stay there. At a
point in our li fe where we're in a safe
place and we've reached a level of
maturity and awareness where we can
deal with these issues, they start coming out. We starr havin.g flashes of
memory and awareness and these frequently can lead us into a deep process.
LOT U s
Are you saying that
these flashes, memories, and sensations bubbling up are a part of deep
process?
Absolute ly, I thin k
ANN F.
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these are the doors. Often the door
will have nothing to do with the
memory_ I've developed great awe for
th is work. The door may be a song, a
flash of a place or JUSt a feeling of
depression, gritchyness or ange r that
comes up. It could be a dream. These
doors often lead inco our deep process.
Sometimes it's a song. We'll sta rt
hum ming a song and it JUSt keeps
coming and coming. Sometimes we'll

Anne \'(Ii/son Schaef

watch a movie and we' ll sta rt crying
or we' ll start feeling, afraid. If we stay
wi th th e feeling often times it leads
us i nco a deep process. Deep processes
are often very intense feelings that
come out.
LOT U s
So we experience
them intensely ?
ANN E
You can experience
them any number of ways. Sometimes
I've suggested that people just lie
down and see what comes. We ask
someone to sit with them, keep them
safe in case they go into heavy anger
or thrash around. Sometimes body
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awareness comes in waves very much
like birrhing. There will be awareness, feeling, or a few tears, and after a
rest period, more will come followed
by a rest period. Often these become
deeper and more intense. Sometimes
people howl and rage and sometimes
they're very quiet.
And is that the
LOT U S
work of the deep process or the
expression of it?
ANN E
Deep process is a
mechanism that we have develoPed as
human be ings for healing whatever
has happened to us. It's there inside,
the same as the healing system of the
body. When you have a cut, the body
brings to it white cells. The body's
immune system and the body StartS
working to heal this kind of wound.
We have the same thing on the psychological/spiritual level. To me it's a
process of healing that is difficult to
describe. We don't really know all of
what happens in the process of healing a wound or a cur. The same is
true on the psychological /spiritual
level. We have these old psychological/spiritual wounds and our being
has a way of healing them that
bypasses our thinking and our mind.
Nobody ever heals from understanding something. This is one of the
places that modern psychology has
missed the boat. Often our brains, our
thinking, and our minds get in the
way of the process of healing. They
shut it off. We cry to figure it Out and
we try to conceptualize it and we
leave the process of the healing. Deep
process work wi ll take you wherever
it needs to go. You really have to be
willing to turn yourself over to get
through the process and where it
takes you. Usuall y the process itself
has nothing to do with the door
which led you into it. I think that's
one of the ways our inner being kind
of tricks us away from our thinking
mind. It tricks us away from thinking
we can figure it out because what its
leading us into frequently has nothing
to do with what we could figure our.
We begin to heal something and the
process itself just takes us through it.
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You really have to be willing to take a
leap of faith to do your deep process
work because you don't know where
it's going to take you. You don't
know what it is about, and you don't
know what is going to happen.
LOT U 5
You say in your
book that deep process is not emotional catharsis. It has a life of its
own. Can you elaborate?
ANN E
I think that we
believe if you just get the feelings Out
you're okay. Therapists give you a bat
and tell you to beat the pillows or
they schedule a grief group and say
we're going to deal with grief today.
You're encoutaged to get feelings Out,
to cry a certain amount. Giving someone a bat and telling them to get
their feelings out is a kind of rape.
Our process will come up when we're
ready to deal with it, if we respecr it.
Artificially pulling feelings is a kind
of rape of our psyche. Deep process
work is not just getting feelings out.
Deep process has a life of its own. It
has a center, a depth to it. You have
to take time to come back out. I think
of it as delivering the after-birth.
Coming out can take as much time as
going into it. It is important to live
through the whole process. Experiencing feelings is important, but it's nOt
just being angry or in pain. Often
after healing, also people get physically better.
LOT U 5
Can you think of
other places in our society that facilitate deep process?
ANN E
I really have tried to
find other people doing this kind of
work. What I have found is pieces. I
haven't found anybody really doing
this kind of wotk. I have found usually people claiming they are working
with process are eliciting those processes through techniques, bteathing
exetcises or dteam interptetation. We
don't do any of that in intensive
workshops; I feel that is really disrespectful. Here people just share their
stories, share their recovery.
LOT U S
You call yourself a
re!=overing psychotherapist. Do you
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see ways for deep process work to be
compatible with being a therapist?
ANN E
I don't think so. I
think the actual form and belief system of psychotherapy is based on a
scientific and mechanistic model. I
think therapy has been the best that
we've had in the past. Psychotherapy
is limited because of the model on
which it is built. On some mental
level it will move people to remain in
an addictive society and away from
living in process. I think that we are
going to have to let go of psychotherapy as we know it now.
LO T U s
Do you think that
deep process occurs spontaneously in
our lives if we let it?
AN N E
I do believe it does.
Very often when we think we'te losing it, having a break down, becoming hystetical or something like that,
we stop feeling and stop deep process.
I've seen most therapists StOP it. People will begin deep process and a
thetapist will touch them, make an
interpretation , ask a question at do
something to pull them out of deep
process. The therapist keeps theit
illusion of control. I think it is very
important to underStand that this
work is not a technique. Deep process
is only a piece of the work. Deep process has to be embodied in the whole
living process system. For example, I
do my own work in the group. If a
deep process comes up for me I'm
likely to stretch out and ask for someone to sit with me. I never, in any
way, bel ieve that I know mpre about a
person than they know about themselves. I can share with people what 1
notice; that I notice they 're crying,
that I notice they're shaking and ask
if they have something coming up.
The living process system itself is
based very much on community and
participation and connectedness. It is
not based on an authority or an expert
mechanic who is going CO know how
to fix you.
LOT U S
Do you think it is
possible for people to begin deep process without going to one of your
intensives?

ANN E
Yes I think that people can do it. Many people do deep
process work on their own and I think
that is perfectly fine. If you're going
to go into a process that is very deep,
it really helps to have someone just
sitting there with you, not interfering. In rhis culture we're to interpret
and take care of. It is very hard to find
someone who will just sit with you,
nOt interfere with your process and
not think that they have to protect
you. Very often people who are sitting
with someone doing their deep process will get things triggered themselves. One way not to do their own
work is to get very busy in another's
work. We train out all the co-dependence and care-taking that I think is
part of the helping professions. Most
people in the helping professions
believe that they are central to people
doing their work. It is helpful to have
someone with you because the process
goes very deep. You can begin thrashing around. If you're really in the process you're nOt thinking about keeping safe or protecting yourself with
pillows. It is very helpful to have
someone with you so that the process
has the freedom to go where it needs
to go. I think that children do deep
process all the time, at theit level. I
know a little girl who, when she gets
frustrated beyond her ability to handle it, sprawls out and cties until she
is finished. Then she gets up and she's
okay.
LOT U s
If parents were ro
honor deep process and not interfere
with their children, what would they
do?
ANN E
Most parents can't
colerate their children dealing with
their feelings. If a kid is angry, the
parems think they need co comrol it
or do something with it. If the child
is in emotional pain , they think they
need to do something with it because
they can't scand letting the child
experience pain. Parents involved in
incest and cult abuse don 't want their
children to remember, to recapture
those memories, co deal with their
feelings. The whole idea is to shut off

those feelings and not be in rouch.
Some parents just don't know how
and others really don ' t want their
children [Q deal with their feelings
because feelings bring back memory.
LOT U S
You say that you
describe God as process and the process of the universe. Will you talk
about your understanding of God and
spi rituality?
1 have a broad underANN E
standing of God and spirituality.
What I know is that when I am living
Out of my process, 1 am with the process of the universe. The process of
the universe is God. 1 think we've
tried to simplify God and make it a
man or a woman or a thing and create
it in our own image. My experience is
that Christian people call God the
creator and recovering people call
God higher power. Some native people call God grandmother earth and
grandfather sky. Elders throughout
the world have some awareness of a
power of force in the univetse that is
greater than ourselves. We've tried to
segmem it not realizing that it has to
do with everything. The earth is a living thing. The balance of our relationships with animals and nature is a
living process. We outselves are a living process. God is in us and God is
more than us. When we ate living oue
own process we have the possibility of
living in tune with the whole process
of the universe. I think this is what
every major religion talks about.
What we've forgotten is that we are
spiritual beings. It's not that we have
to try to become spiritual beings.
LOT U S
We let ourselves be
spiritual in the same way that we let
deep process.
AN N E
Yes, we let ourselves
become aware that spirituality is not
something we have to hunt for, program , find, or manufacture. 1 think so
many of us , especially in western culrure, have reduced ourselves down to
protoplasm cells. We've cut ourselves
from realizing that we are a piece of
all creation and we participate in that.
1 read recently if you're trying to save
the trees in the rain forest and realize

LOTUS

that you are the tree in the rain forest
that you understand the problem. We
have so separated ourselves from this
awareness that we are alienated and
isolated. This awareness, this knowing is our spiricuality. Ic is a myscery.
LOT U s
As is deep process.
ANN E
In away. A woman I
quoce ac che end of che book says that
the thing missing in her life was myscery and living in process is mystery.
It's really living a life of faith. Deep
process is JUSt one part. The willingness co live in process each day
requires leaps of faith. You have to
work through these old traumas, feelings, memories and awarenesses that
aren 't finished.
LOT U S
Do you think that
there is anyone who doesn 'c have deep
process work co do in our culture?
ANN E
I don't think so. All
of us carry around these unfinished
processes. I chink so much of Freud's
work was really trying to describe
what had happened CO people in this
culture. He assumed thac we had to
have defense mechanisms. I think you
do in an addictive society but I don'c
think, if you live in process, you need
to have defense mechanisms. I spent
time wich nacive elders all ovet the
world. It is clear to me chat the less
contact they've had wich western culture, the less th ey need to do deep
process work. We have evolved deep
process work to cope with che society
we are living in.
LOT U S
Why does western
soc iecy produce adul[s that require
undergoing deep process co reclaim
humanness and spirituality?
ANN E
An easy answer is
because ic is an addiccive sociecy. The
society we've constructed requires us
to develop addiccions to tolerate the
society. We've shut off from ourselves. We've created a sociecy based .
on a mechanisti c science and [his is
such a limited view of realicy. We
aren'c machines. The universe is noc a
machine and doesn'[ function like a
machine. People are now saying chac
we're coming CO an end of an era of a
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t resists definition yet can be instantly recognized. It comes in many varieties, yet follows certain
unchanging laws. It brings rich rewards, yet is not really a goal or a destination but rather a
process, a journey. We call this journey mastery and tend to assume that it requires a special ticket available only to those born with exceptional abilities. Bitt mastery isn't reserved for the SIIper
talented or even for those who are fortunate enough to have gotten an early start. It's available to anyone who is
willing to get on the path and stay on it--regardless of age, sex, or previous experience. If. The troltble is that we
have few, if any, maps to guide us on the journey or even to show

lIS

how to find the path. The modern world, in

fact, can be viewed as a prodigiollS conspiracy against mastery. We're continually bombarded with promises of
immediate gratification, instant success, and fast, temporary relief, all of which lead in exactly the wrong direction.
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THE

these informal descriptions. Karl Pribram, professor of neuroscience and a
pioneering brain researcher at Stanford University, explains it in terms
of hypothetical brain-body systems.
He stans with a "habitual behavior
system" that operates at a level deeper
than co nscious thought. This system
invo lves th e refl ex ci rcuit in the

spinal cord as well as in various patts
of the brain to which it is connected.
This habitual system makes it possible for you ro do things-return a
scorching tennis serve, playa gui tar
chord, ask directions in a new language-without worrying juSt how
you do them. When you stan to learn
a new skill, however, you do have to

MASTERY
CURVE

There's really no way around it.
Learning any new skill involves
relatively brief spuns of progress,
each of which is followed by a
slight decline to a plateau somewhat higher in most cases than
thar which preceded it. The curve
above is necessarily idealized. In
the actual learning experience,
progress is less regular; the
upward Spu rtS vary; the plateaus
have their own dips and rises
along the way. But the general
progression is almost always the
same. To take the master's journey, you have to prac ti ce diligently, striving to hone your
skills, to attain new levels of
competence. But while doing
so---and this is the inexorable
fact of the journey-you also
have to be willing to spend
most of your time on a plateau,
to keep practicing eve n when
you seem to be getting
nowhere.
Why does learning take
place in spurts? Why can't we
make steady upward progress
on our way toward mastery?
We have to keep practicing an
unfamiliar movement again
and again until we "get it in
the muscle memory" or "program it inco the autopilot. "
The specific mechanism
through which this takes
place is not completely
known, but it probably
matches up fairly well with
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think about it ; and you have
to make an effort to replace
old patterns of se nsing, movement, and cognition with new.
This brings into play what
might be called a cognitive
system, assoc iated with the
habitual system, and an effort
system, assoc iated with the
hippocampus (s ituated at the
base of the brain). The cognitive and effort sys tems become
subsets of the habitual system
long enoug h to modify it, to
teach it a new behavior. To
put it another way, the cognitive and effort systems "cl ick
into" the habitual system and
reprogram it. When the job is
done, both systems withdraw.
Then, you don 't have to StOP
and think about , say, the rig ht
grip every time you shift your
racket.
In this li g ht , you can see
that t hose upward surges on
the mastery curve are by no
means the only time anything
significant or exciting is happening. Learning generally
occurs in stages. A stage ends
whe n the habitual system has
been programmed to the new
task, and the cog nitive and
effort systems have withdrawn.
This means you can perform the task
without mak ing a special effort to
think of its separate parts. At this
point, there 's an apparent Spurt of
learn ing. Bitt this learning has been
going on all along.
How do you best move toward
mastery ? T o put it simply, you pract ice d il igently, but you practice primarily for the sake of the practice itself
Rather than being frustrated while on
th e plateau, you learn to app reciate
and enjoy it just as much as you do
the upward surges ...

The quick-fix,
.

anttmastery
mentality touches

money. We have to have
food, clothing, hou sing,
transportation, and medi cal
care, but within certain limits we can c ho ose am9ng
many alternatives. We are
also ent iced by a dazzling
array of appealing non -necessit ies-VCRs,
vacation
cruises,
speedboat s,
microwave ovens. Every time
we spend money, we make a
statemen t about what we
value; there's no clearer or
more di rect ind ication. Thus,
all inducements to spend
money-print advertisementS, radi o an d television
commercia ls, mailers, and
the like- are primarily concerned with the inculcation
of values. They have become
in fact the chief value-givers
of this age.
Try paying close attention
to television com mercia ls.
What values do t hey
espouse? Some appeal ro fear
(buy o ur travelers' checks
because you' re likely to be
robbed on your next trip) ,
some to logic, even to thrift
(ou r car compares favorably
to its chief competitors in
th e follow in g ways and is
cheaper), some to snobbery (at an elega nt country hou se, fashionab ly
dressed people are drinking a certain
brand of sparkling water), some to
pure hedonism (on a mi serable winter
day in the city a young couple chances
upon a travel agency; their eyes focus
on a repli ca of a credit card on the
window and they are instantly transported to a dreamy tropical paradise).
Keep watching and an underlying
pattern wi ll emerge. About half of the
co mmercia ls, whatever the subject
matter, a re based on a climactic
moment. The cake has already been
baked; the family and gues ts, their
faces all ag low, are gat hered around to
watc h an adorable three-year-old blow
Out the candles. The race is run and
won; beautiful young people jump up

almost everything in
our lives. Look at

modern medicine and

pharmacology. ((Fast,

AMERICA'S WAR
AGAINST MASTERY
If you're planning to embark on a
master's journey, you might find
yo urself bucking current trends in
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temporary relief JJ is
the battle cry.
American life . Our hyped-up consumeri st society is engaged in fact in
an all-out war on mastery. We see
this most plainly in our value system.
Values were once inculcated throug h
the extended family , tribal or village
elders, SpOrts a nd games, the
apprenticeship sys tem or tradi t ional
schooling, religious training and practice, and spiritual and secular ceremony. With the weakening or withering
away of most of these agencies, valuegiving in America has taken a strange
new turn.
Our socie t y is now organ ized
a round an economic sys t em t hat
seemingly demands a continuing high
level of cons um er spe nding. We are
offered an unprecedented number of
ch oices as to how .we spend ou r
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and down in ecstasy as they
reach for frosted cans of diet
cola. Men are shown working
at their jobs for all of a second
and a half, then it's Miller
time . Life at its best, these
commercials teach, is an endless series of climactic
moments .
In all of t h is, the specific
content isn't nearly as destructive to mastery as is the
rhythm. One epiphany follows
another. One fantasy is crowded Out by the next. Climax is
piled upon climax. There's no
plateau.
THE PATH OF
ENDLESS
CLIMAX

IfyOU)re planning to

drowning tn a cistern,
cesspool, or well.
If you could impute some
type of central intelligence to
all of these commercial messages, you would have to conclude that the nation is bent
on self-destruction. In any
case, you might suspect that
the disproportionate incidence of drug abuse in the
United States, especially of
drugs that give you a quick
high, springs not so much
from immoral or criminal
impulses as from a perfectly
understandable impulse to
replicate the most visible ,
most compelling American
vision of the good life-an
endless series of climactic
moments . This vision isn ' t
JUSt an invention of televiston. It resonates in the
rhetoric about scoring ("I
don't care how you win, JUSt
win"), about effortless learning, instant celebrities,
instant millionaires, and the
"number one" finger raised in
the air when you score JUSt
once. It is the ruling entrepreneurial vision of Amerita, even among young ghetto drug dealers. "Based on
my experience," writes anthropologist
Philippe Bourgois who spent five
years of living in and studying the
culture of East Harlem, "I believe the
assertion of the cu lture-of- poverty
theorists that the poor have been
badly socialized and do not share
mainstream values is wrong. On the
contrary, ambitious, energetic, innercity youths are attracted to the underground economy precisely because
they believe in the rags-to-riches
American dream. Like many in the
mainstream, they are frantically trying to get their piece of the pie as fast
as possible."
The quick-fix, antimastery mentality tOuches almost everything in our
lives. Look at modern medicine and
pharmacology. "Fast, temporary

embark on a 1J1asteYs
journey) you might
find yourselfbucking
current trends in
Anzerican life. Our
hyped-up consunzerist
society is engaged in
fact in an all-out
war on 1J1astery.

Two generations of Americans have grown up in the
television age, during which
consumerism has achieved
unprecedented dominance
over our value system. It
should come as no great surprise that many of us have the
idea that our lives by all rights
should consist of one climax
after another. So what do we
do when our own day- ro-day
existence doesn't match up?
How do we keep those climactic momentS coming without instruction or discipline or practice? It's
easy. Take a drug.
Of course, it doesn't work. In the
long run it destroys you. But who in
the popular and commercial culture
has much to say about the long run?
Who would be willing to warn in
their commercial messages that every
attempt to achieve an endless series of
climactic moments, whether drugpowered or not, ends like this?
The epidemic of gambling currently sweeping across the nation
shows how explicit and blatant the
campaign against any long-term
effort has become. An ad for the I11inois lottery pictured a man scoffing at
people buying savings bonds and
insisting that the only wayan ordi-

nary person could become a millionaire was by playing rhe lottery.
The very first commercial seen during
an ABC special on the crisis in our
high schoo ls showed a bu ll session
among a group of attractive young
people. The models for this commercial were probably over twenty-one,
but could easily have passed for high
schoolers . ''I'm going for the TransAm," one of them said. Another
informed her friends that she would
take the Hawaiian vacation, and a
third said he was going to win the
cash prize of $50,000 . While there
seemed no doubt in these happy
youths' minds that they were going to
win the sweepstakes in question, they
were statistically more likely to die by
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ence. Growth in clarity brings about penetrating
insight into the nature of who we ate and increased
peace in our daily lives.

FISHEL

Ruth Fishel, iVLEd. is presently developing Spirt/haven. a healing renter

As we quiet our minds, we are able to develop equanimity .

/01' people in "((overy. She premlfJ workshops and relreats nationally,

he/piug people ill all types oj recovery, lIJillg the tools 0/ meditation, ai/irma/jom, and viJllalizafions. She is author of "The journey Within: A
Spiritual Path to Rec()IJcI'Y." I;Learnillg to Live in The Now: 6 Week

Equanimity is the quality of mind and heart that,
when developed, allows one co meet every kind of
experience with both streng t h and a softness or fluid ity that doesn't get caught up by circumstances . To
discover its power within is one of the greatest joys of
practice.

Personal Plan to Recovery" and "Time /01' joy" a daily meditation and
ajfinnaliom book, calendar, and jOllYl/o/' This article is [rom .her book
"Healing Energy. " Copyright 1991 by 1?IlIh Fishel. Primed with per-

mission of Health

Com1!lllnjeafiollS.

Meditation makes it possible for us CO quiet down so
that we can see. It is the light on Ollr path to change.
In part meditation is an exercise. It is an exercise we
practice over and over again. From this practice we learn
many things. It reaches us single-pointed concentration
which is about focusing on one primary object, such as the
breath, so that all ocher things become secondary.
Meditation is the quieting of our minds. As we concentrace on one primary object, the voices that cont in ually go
on in our minds become quieter and quieter, less and less
powerful and controlling.
Many people live their entire lives not even knowing
that the voices that go on in their heads can be scopped, or
at least quieted down and scopped for a while. They live
their lives reacting CO all thoughts and impulses, never
knowing that they can be in charge of their lives and can
choose their thoughts and their actions.
Meditation is a cool that can bring LIS to a place within
where we can just notice these thoughts and go back to our
primary objece of concentration.
Meditation is the bridge between your outside world
and your inside world.
Meditation teaches us the Spirit-Mind-Body conneceion.
Bill Wilson tells us that prayer is asking while meditation is listening. We have co be quiet before we can hear.
An excellem definition has been primed on a brochure
of the Insight Meditation Society OMS) in Barre, Massachusetts.
Insight Meditation . Vipassana. is a simple and
direct practice. . the moment ro moment investigation of the mind-body process through calm and
focused awareness. Learning co experience from a
place of stillness enables one (Q relate co life with less
fear and clinging. Seeing life as a constantly changing process, one begins to accept pleasure and pain,
fear and joy and all aspeces of life with increasing
equanimity and balance. As insight deepens, wisdom
and compassion arise. In sight meditation is a \'yay of
seeing clearly the totality of one's being and experi-
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How to Dress When Meditating
Wear comfortable, loose clothing. Be sure it is appropriate for the weather. It is best co dress so that you will not
be conscious of warmth or cold.

How to Sit
Sic with your back as straight as possible and with your
chin rucked down slighrly so that the back of your neck is
straight. If you can, sit yoga style with your legs crossed. In
a lorus or semi-Iorus position, you will have the best balance for longer periods of sitting. At first this may seem
very uncomfortable and your body might not want to sit
thar way. You may wish to get a book of yoga exercises and
learn how to stretch your body so it can be comfortable in
that position. The more you try it, the easier it will get.
If you cannot learn the lorus or the semi-lotus, you can
sit crossed-legged, Indian style.
If you are sitting on the floor, it can be very helpful to
sit with your buttocks on a small pillow with your legs on
the floor. This is good for balance. If you find that you cannot manage this posicion, you can sit in a chair with your
feet on the floor. Be sure your back and your neck are
straight and YOllr chin is slighdy up.

Where to Meditate
I suggest that you pick a regular place for meditating if
this is possible in your lifestyle. Find a peaceful place, a
place that makes you feel good . You could pur a plant, picture, or favorite saying in your meditation area. In other
words, make it your special place. Then JUSt walking by
will give you a feeling of peace . It will be a place that
makes you smile.
You can also meditate outside, at the beach, in the
woods, or in your own backyard.

How Long?
It is suggested that you begin with 20 minutes in the

U
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morning and 20 mi nutes in the evening or late afternoon.
1f this is difficult and you can only do it once a day, make
this time in th e morning. This will begin you r day with
good energy. If 20 minutes seems too long, do less. Even
five minutes is a beginning and better than nothing at all.
It is also helpful to med itate at the same time everyday .
Find a time for yourself when it is most qui et. Ask that th is
ti me be respected by all and that you are not interrupted.
At times of St ress or sick ness, you can meditate more
often. A mini-meditation is wonderful. In the midst of
Stress at home or in the office, excuse yourse lf for a few
minutes and sit by yourself and medi tate. It can be as
refres hing and tranquilizing as a full night's sleep.

What If I Think a Lot?
It is absolutely normal to have thoughts. JU St noti ce

them and go back to your breathing. You will learn to
notice your though ts and come back to your breathing. By
experie ncing them, watching them as if yo u were an
observer, you r thoughts will jus t be there and then go
away. Jf you not ice yourself planning for something in the
future, just notice it and go back to your breathing. If you
notice that you are letting in a past memo ry , JUSt notice
that and return to your breathi ng.
Through this process of watching your t houghts, you
will quickly see that you always have thoughts, whet her
meditati ng or not. This is a valuable lesson in learning to
concentrate wherever you are. You will see how often your
thoughts take you away from the present, whether in a conversation with someo ne, while reading a book or attending
a leCture. You will begi n to see that you are very often not
where you think you are! As you learn to come back to your
breathing while in your sitt ing meditation, you wi ll also be
learning how to come back to your conve rsation, your book
or your lecture.
While practicing your meditation, just notice your
thoughts and come back to your breath ing. Don't resist
them or struggle with them. And above all, do nOt judge or
pu t yourself down for having thoughts. JUSt notice them ,
make a mental note of them, and go back to your breathing.

MltSt the Meditation Place be Com,tJletely Qlliet?
There will always be noise. There is a wonderful story a
meditation teacher to ld abou t this. He had planned for a
long cime [Q take a day off and go to the woods all alone to
medicate. H e packed a backpack with his favorite lunch ,
his favorite book and off he went.
The weather was perfect. H e walked deep into the
woods and found a wonderful spot with a tree he cou ld lean
against. He took his backpack off, settled in comfortably,
and began to meditate.

LOT

Within minutes, squirrels began. to quarrel above him.
Acorns and leaves began to fall. Birds became distu rbed
and began to chirp.
H e struggled with thoughts of leaving. He struggled
with disappointment and irritatio n. After several moments
of upset, he simply smiled and Went back to his breaching.
He noticed the noise and went back to his breathing. Soon
the noise of the squirrels and th e acorns and th e birds
became part of the moment, parr of his meditation. By
accepting the noise as a normal pare of a day in the woods
and that he was powerless ove r the noise, it no longer had
a ny power CO upsec him. He became peaceful in the
moment.
As with thoughts, just notice the noises and go back to
your breaching. Don 't try [Q block them out. Don't resisc
them. JUSt hear them and bring your attention back to your
breathing.

Coming Ottt of Meditation Gently
Jf at any time you wish to come OUt of meditation, JUSt
stop and count to five before you open your eyes. The reason for this is thac when you meditate, you are in a deeper
state of consciousness. We go from a bera state, our regular
awake state, into an alpha State in med itation. By counting
to five befo re you open your eyes, you wil i come up gently
and slowly and then be able to resume your life in beta
stace without any negative effects.
If the telephone should ring or you have any oche r
disturbances that take you OUt of meditation sharp ly, JUSt
return to your meditation as soon as you can for five more
minutes. Then slowly come out ... cou nting to five before
you open your eyes.
Stay as long as you wish in any place that you are in,
regard less of how much time seems to be passing.
I would also suggest rhat you have a notebook and pen
next to you so that you record feelings and insights when
you return to your beta scare.
If you beg in to leave any meditation, JUSt notice the
thoughts that have taken you away. Very gently, without
judgment, come back to your breathing. If at any time you
feel you rself leav ing, it is hel pfu l to g round yourself by
feeling rhe co nneCting points where your feet couch the
floor, your hands touch you r body, or you r cloching couches
your sk in . Notice chose points of connectedness and come
back to your breaching.
Sometimes fear takes us away. We don'r want co look.
We don't want to change. JUSt know that whatever comes
up is for you r hig her good. Jf it is negative or destructive, it
is time to see that, feel it, and release it. Know thar what·
ever it is that you don't want to see is holding you back.
Freedom is on your path ... one step at a rime.-
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henever we see men and women of high self-esteem, we see a high commitment to awareness as a way of
life. They live mindfully. If. They are concerned to know what they are doing when they act, to understand themselves and the world around them-including the feedback they receive, which informs them whether they are
on- or off-course with regard to their goals and purposes. If. I call this attitude "the will to understand." If. The potential range of our awareness depends on the extent of our intelligence, on the breadth of our abstract capacity, which
means our ability to grasp relationships (to see the connection between things). But the principle of commitment to awareness, or the will to understand, remains the same on all levels of intelligence. It entails the behavior of seeking to integrate that which enters our mental field-as well as the effort to keep expanding that field.
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Nathaniel Branden has authored several bookJ
on selj-eJteem including bestsellers, "The Psychology 0/ Self-Esteem," "Honoring The Self,"
and "How To Raise Your Self-Esteem." Dr.
Branden is in private practice in Los Angeles
where he offers self-esteem seminars and workJ
as a consultant to businesses and other organizations.

The beginning of self-assertion is
the assertion of consciousness itself,
the act of seeing and of seeking to
grasp that which we see, of hearing
and of seeking to grasp that which we
hear-or responding to life actively
rather than passive ly. This is the
foundation of good self-esteem.
THE
BEWILDERING
WORLD
OF ADULTS

Many children undergo experiences that place enormous obstacles in
the way of the healthy development of
this att itude. A child may find the
world of parents and other adults
incomprehensible and threatening.
The self is not nurtured but attacked.
After a number of unsuccessful
attempts to understand adult policies,
statements, and behavior, some children give up-and take the blame for
their feelings of helplessness. Often
they sense miserably, desperately, and
inarticulately that there is something
terribly wrong-with their elders, or
with themselves, or with something.
What they often come to feel is, ''I'll
nevet understand people; I'll never be
able to do what they expect of me; I
don't know what's right or wrong and
I'm never going to know."
DEVELOPING
POWERFUL
SOURCE OF
STRENGTH

A

The child who continues to struggle to make sense out of the world
and the peop le in it, however, is
developing a powerful source of
strength, no matter what the anguish
of bewilderment experienced. Caught

in a particularly cruel,
. We cannot work on self-esteem
frustrating, and irradirectly, neither our own nor anyone
tional environment, he
or she will doubtless
else's, because self-esteem is a consefeel alienated from
many of the people in
quence - a product of internally genthe immediately surerated practices such as that of living
rounding world, and
leg itimately so. But the
consciously, responsibly, purposefully,
child will not feel alienated from reality, will
and with integrity. If we understand
not feel at the deepest
what those practices are, we can comlevel incompetent to
live-or at least he or
mit to initiating them within ourshe has a relatively good
chance to avoid this
selves and to dealing with others in
fate.
such a way as to facilitate or encourThe growing individual who retains a
age them to do likewise.
commitment to awareness learns subjects,
acqu ires sk ills, accomproblem in the face of defeats, mainplishes tasks-reaches goals. And of
taining a commitment to goals while
course these successes validate and
encountering many obstacles along
reinforce the choice to think. The
the way.
sense of being appropriate to li fe feels
The will to be efficacious is the
naturaL
refusal to identify our ego or self with
A commitment to awareness,
momentary feelings of helplessness
then-a commitment to rationality,
and defeat.
consciousness, respect for reality as a
Many years ago, I witnessed an
way of life-is both a source and an
encounter between two colleagues, a
expression of positive self esteem.
psychologist and a psychiatrist, which
Often we associate positive selfwas impo~tant for my own underesteem only with the result-with
standing of the issue 1 am discussing.
knowledge, success, the admiration
The two men were first cousins and
and appreciation of orhers-and miss
had grown up in similar env iron the cause: all the choices that cumulaments.
They shared many painful
tively add up to what we call a commemories
of the behavior of their
mitment to awareness, the will to
elders
and
other
relatives.
understand. We, thus, can deceive
"You
survived
all that in a way I
ourselves about the actual sources of
didn't," the psychiatrist said to the
self-esteem .
psychologist. "They didn't get to you.
THE WILL TO BE
1 always wondered what made you
EFFICACIOUS
persevere. Because I didn't. 1 gave up
10 some way .
Where we see self-esteem, we see
The psychologist answered, "1 do
what 1 call "the will to be efficacious."
recall
feeling qu ite overwhe lmed
The concept of the will to be effimany
times.
But somewhere deep in
cacious is an extension of the will to
my
body
was
a voice saying, 'Don't
understand. It places its emphasis on
give
up.
Hang
on.' Hang on to staythe aspect of perseverance in the face
ing conscious, I suppose. Hang on to
of difficulties continuing to seek
understanding when understanding
trying to understand. Don't give up
does not come easily, pursuing the
the conviction that it's possible to be
mastery of a skill or the solution to a
in control of your life. Obviously
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Many

children

undergo

experience.

that place

enormou.

the way of

the healthy

development.

those weren't the words I used as a
child, but that was the meaning.
That's what I clung to."
"The will to be efficacious," I volunteered impulsively The will to be
efficacious-here was a concept that
helped me explain something 1 had
observed in my cI ients and students,
th e principle to help understand the
difference between those who felt fundamentally defeated by life and those
who did not.
The wil l to be efficac ious-the
refusal of a human consciouJness to accept
helplesmess as its permanent and tinalterable condition.
"STRATEGIC
DETACHMENT"
KNOIVING YOU
ARE MORE THAN
YOUR
PROBLEMS

It is impressive to see a person who
ha s been banered by life in many
ways, who is torn by a variety of
unsolved problems, who may be
alienated from many aspects of the
self-and yet who is still fighting,
still struggling, still striving to find
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the path to a more fulfilling existence, moved
by the wisdom of
knowing, "I am more
than my problems."
Children who survive extremely adverse
childhoods have learned
a particular survival
srrategy that relates to
the issue we are discussing. I call it "strategic detachment." This
is nOt the withdrawal
from reality that leads
to psychological disturbance, but rather an
incuitively calibrated
disengagement from noxious aspects of their
family life or other
aspects of their world.
They somehow know,
This is not all there is.
They hold the belief
that a better alternative
exists somewhere and that some day they
will find their way to it. They persevere
in that idea. They so mehow know
Mother is 110t all women, Father is not all
men, thiJ family does not exhallst the possibilities of human relationships-there is
life beyond ,hi! neighborhood. This does
not spare them suffering in the prese nt , but it allows them not to be
destroyed by it. Their strategic
detachment does not guarantee that
they will never know feelings of powerlessness, but it helps them not to be
stuck there.
Whether as ch ild ten or adults,
having the will to be efficacious does
not mean that we deny or disown feelings of inefficacy when they arise. It
means that we do not accept them as
permanent. We feel temporarily helpless without defining our essence as
helplessness. We can feel temporarily
defeated without defining our essence
as failure. We can allow ourselves to
feel temporarily hopeless, ove rwhelmed , while preserving (he
knowledge (hat after a rest, we will
pick up the pieces as best we can and
Start moving forward again. Our
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vision of our life extends beyond the
feelings of the moment. Our concept
of self can rise above today's adversity.
This is one of the forms of heroism
possible to a volitional consciousness.
THE HEROISM OF
CONSCIOUSNESS

While it may sometimes be necessary, we do not normally enjoy long
periods of being alienated from (he
thinking and beliefs of those around
us, especially those we respect and
love. One of the mo s t important
forms of heroi sm is the heroism of
consciousness, the heroi sm of
thought , the willingness (0 (olera(e
aloneness.
Like every other psychological
trait, independence is a matter of
degree. Although no one is perfectly
independent and no one is hopelessly
dependent all of the time, the higher
(he level of our independence and (he
more willing we are to (hink for ourselves, the higher tends to be (he level
of our self-esteem.
LEARNING TO
DISCRIMINATE

No one ca n feel properly efficacious «(ha( is, competent to cope with
(he basic challenges of life) who has
not learned to differentiate between
facts on the one hand and wishes and
fears on the other.
The cask is sometimes difficult
because thoughts themselves are
invariably tOuched or even saturated
with feeling. Still, on many occasions
we can recog nize that t he desire to
perform some action is not proof chac
we should perfo rm it, running Out of
the room in the midst of an argument
when we become upset, for example.
And (he fact that we may be afraid to
perform some acrion is nor proof (ha(
we should avoid performing ic. Going
to a physician for a check up when
(here are signs of illness is another
example.
If we make a purchase we know we
cannot afford and avoid chinking
about impending bills we will not be
able to pay, we have surrendered our

consciousness co our wishes. If we
ignore signs of danger in a marriage
and then profess co be bewildered and
dismayed when the ma rriage finally
explodes, we have paid the penalty fo r
sacrificing consciousness co fear.
OUR UNDE RLYI NG
INT ENT ION

As far as our self- estee m is concerned, the issue is not whether we
are flawless in executing the cask of
di sting ui shing among facts, wishes,
and fea rs and choosing consciousness
over some form of avoidance. Rather,
the issue is one of ou r underlying
intention.
Whe n we describe a person as
"basically honest," in the sense meant
here, we do not mean that he or she is
impervious to the influence of the
wishes and fea rs, but rather that there
is a pronounced and evident desire and
intention to see things as they are. We
can n Ot alw ays know for certain
whether or not we are being rational
or honest; but, we can ce rtain ly be
concerned about it, we can certainly
care. We are nOt always free co succeed in our thinking but we are
always free to try.
The accumu lated sum of our
choices in this matter yields an inner
sense of basic
honesty
or
dishonesty-a fundamental responsibility or irresponsibility cowatd existence. From ch ildhood on, some
ind ividuals are fa r more interesred in
and respectfu l of such quesrions of
truth than others. Some ope tate as if
facts need nOt be facts if we do not
choo se to acknow ledge them , as if
truth is irrelevant and li es are lies
only if someone finds them out.
The task of consciousness is co perceive that which exists, co the best of
our ability. To honor reality-the
perception of that which exists-is co
honor consciousness; to honor consciousness is to honor self-esteem.
I NTEGR ITY

Where we see self-esteem, we see
behavior that is consistent with the
individual's professed values, con vic-

tions, and beliefs. We
see integrity.
When we behave
in ways that confl ict
with our judgments
of what is app ropriate, we lose face in
our own eyes. We
respect ou rselves less.
If the policy becomes
habitual , we t ru st
ourselves less-or
cease to tr ust ourselves at all.
In their eagerness
to dissociate themselves from philosophy in genera l and
ethics in particular,
psychologists
are
often uncomfortab le
with anything that
sou nd s li ke a reference
to morality in the
context of psyc hotherapy or psyc hological
well-being. In consequence, they can miss
the obvious fact that
integrity is in effect
one of the gu.ardians
of mental health and
that it is cruel and
misleading to encourage people to believe
that praCticing "uncondit ional positive
regard" tOward themselves will bring t hem co undiluted
self-love, irrespec tive of the question
of their personal integrity.
VALUES,
PRI NC IPL ES, AND
STANDARDS

Sometimes an individual seeks to
escape from the burden of integrity
by disavowing, or professing co disavow, all va lues and standards. The
truth is human beings cannOt successfully regress co a lower level of evolution; we cannot draw back co a time
before thinking in principles and
long-range planning were possible.
We are conceptual beings, that is our
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"When I

finally

allowed

myself to

face fully

my own

responsibility

for my lif•• I

began to

grow. I

began to

change.

And my

self-esteem

began to

rise."

nature, and we cannot fu nction successfully as any thin g less. We need
values to g uide our actions. We need
principles to g ui de ou r liv es . Our
standards may be appropriate or inappropriate to t he requi rements of ou r
life and well -being, but to live withour standards of any kind is impossible. So profound a rebellion against
our nature as rhe attempt to disca rd
all values, principles. and standards is
itself an expression of impoverished
self-esteem and a guarantee the
impoverishment will be ongoing.
Let us acknowledge that the issue
of living up to our standards is not
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HOW

DOES

always simple, What if our standards are miscaken or irrational?

HEALTHY SELF-ESTEEM
MANIFEST?

A

There are some fairly simple and direct ways in which healthy self-esteem
manifests itself in our being. These include:
• A jace, manner, way of talking and 111()fJing that project the pletlJure one
lakes in being alive.
• Ease in talking of accomplishments or shortcomings with directness and honesty, since one i.J in friendly relatiomhip to Jacts.
• Comfort in giving and receiving compliments, expressions of a/ftclion, appre-

• Openess to criticism and rom/orlabie aholll acknowledging mistakes because
o1le's self-esteem is not tied to an image of "perfection. "
• One's words and movements tend to have a quality of ease and spontaneity
since one is not at war with o1leseJj.
• Harmony between what one says and does and how one looks, sounds and

moves.
• An attitude of openness to and curiosity about new ideas, new experiences,
new possibilities of life,
• Feelings of anxiety or insecurity, if they present themselves, will be less likely
to intimidate or OfIerWhelm one, since accepting them, managing them and rising above them rarely feels impossibly difficult.
• An ability to enjoy the humorous aspects of life, in oneself and others,
• Flexible in responding 10 sitllations and challenges, mfWed by a spirit of
inve11tiveness and even playfulness, since one trllJts one's mind and does 1Jot see
life as doum or defeat.
• Comfort with assertive (not belligerent) behavior in oneself and others,
• Ability to preserve a quality of harmo'lY and dignity under conditions 0/
stress,

• Eyes that are alert, bright, and lively,
• A face that is relaxed and (barring illness) tends to exhibit natural color
and good skin vibrancy,
• A chin that is held naturally and in alignment with one's body,
• A relaxed jaw,
• Shoulders relaxed yet erea.
• Hands that tend to be relaxed, graceful, and quiet,
• Arms tend to hang in a relaxed, natural way.
• Posture tends to be relaxed, erect, weil-balanced,
• A walk that tends to be purposeful (without being aggressive and overbearing).
• Voice tends to be modulated with an inte11sity appropriate to the situation,
and with clear pronunciation,
Notice that the theme of relaxation occurs again and again. Relaxation
implies that we are not hiding from ourselves and are not at war with who
we are. Chronic tension conveys a message of some form of internal split,
some form of self-avoidance or self-repudiation, some aspect of the self being
disowned or held on a very tight leash.
I asked a variety of psychotherapists of different theoretical orientations
by what fairly simple criteria they would intuit a client's self-esteem. Interestingly t there was a high level of agreement among us.
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VALUES

SELF-ACCEPTANCE

ON THE PURELY PHYSICAL
THEN
LEVEL, ONE CAN OBSERVE
CHARACTERISTICS SUCH AS THESE
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We may accept a code of values that does
violence to our needs as living organisms, For
example, certain religious teachings implicitly
or explicitly damn sex, damn pleasure, damn
the body, damn ambition, damn material success, damn (for all practical purposes) the
enjoyment of life on earth. This acceptance of
life-denying standards is an enormous problem and one I have written about in The Psychology of Self-Esteem and Honoring the Self
Here, I will simply observe that once we
see that living up to our standards appears to
be leading us toward self destruction, the time
has obviously come to question our standards,
rather than simply resigning ourselves to living without integrity. We may need to summon up the courage to challenge some of our
deepest assumptions concerning what we have
been taught to regard as the good,

ciation, and the like.
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Where we see self-esteem, we see selfacceptance. High self-esteem individuals tend
to avoid falling into an adversarial relationship
with themselves.
If we are to grow and change , we must
begin by learning self-acceptance. In my experience, self-acceptance is not an easy concept
for most people to understand. The tendency
is to equate self-acceptance with the apptoval
of every aspect of our personality (or physical
appearance) and with the denial that any
change or improvement. might be desirable.
To be self-accepting does not mean to be
without a wish to change, improve, evolve. It
means not to be at war with ourselves-not to
deny the reality of what is true of us right
now, at this moment of our existence, We deal
here with the issue of respect for and acceptance of the facts-in this case, the facts of our
own being.
To accept ourselves is to accept the f~ct
chat what we think, feel, and do are all expressions of the self at the time they occur, So long as
we cannot accept the fact of what we are at
any given moment of our existence, so long as
we cannot permit ourselves fully to be aware
of the nature of our choices and actions, cannot admit the truth into our consciousness, we
cannot change,
Ac cepting what I am requires that I

approach che concern pia cion of my
own experience wich an accicude chac
makes che concepcs of approval or disapprova l irrelevanc: the desire to be
aware,
UNCOND ITIONAL
SELF -A CCE PTANCE

There is scill a deeper level on
which we need co understand selfacceptance. Self-acceptance, in the
ulcimace sense, refers to an acrirude of
self-value and self-commitment that
derives fundamentally from the fact
thac I am alive and conscious. It is
deeper than self-esteem. It is a
pre-rational, premoral acc of self-affirmation-a kind of primitive egoism
that is che birthright of every conscious organism. Yet, human beings
have the power co act against or nullify this deep self-affirmation.
An atticude of self-acceptance is
precisely whac an effective psychotherapist appeals to or strives to
awaken in a person of even che lowest
self-esteem. This attitude can inspire
a person to face whatever he or she
most dreads to encounter within,
wichout collapsing into self-hatred,
repudiacing the value of his or her
person, or surrendering che will to
live. Thus, a person might be unhappy about experiencing poor selfesteem, yet accept it along with the
self-doubts and feelings of guilt. "I
accept them as pan of how I experience myself right now."
Self-accepcance at this level is
unconditional. Self-esteem is not and
cannot be.
When I endeavor to communicate
the concept of self-acceptance to
clients in therapy, I am sometimes
met with procests. "But I don't like
the way I am. I want to be different."
Or, "I see people I admire-peop le
who are strong, confident, assertive.
That's the way I want co be. Why
should I accept being a nonentity?"
We can note here che twO fallacies
already menrioned: the belief that if
we accept who and what we are , we
must approve of everything abom us,
and the belief that if we accept who

and what we are, we are indifferem co
change or improvement.
SELF-ACCEPTANCE
FACILITATES
CHANGE

I recall a female diem who insisced
that she could noc possibly feel anything but self-loathing because of her
inabilicy to refuse any man 's sexual
overtures. I asked her if it was really
true chat she saw herself as a woman
who cou ld not say no. "Yes," she
replied tearfully. I asked her if she
was willing to accept chac fact. "I hace
ic!" she replied.
I said that since ic was true that
was how she saw herself, was she willing to accept that truth and acknowledge it? After sbme initial reluctance
she said, "I accept the fact that I see
myself as a woman who can't say no."
When I asked her how saying that
made her feel, she replied, "Angry."
Then I asked her if she could
accept the fact that she feels very
angry when she acknow ledges perceivi ng herself as a woman who can't
say no.
She said indignandy, "I refuse CO
accept the fact that I am that kind of
person!"
I asked her, "Then, how can you
ever hope CO change?"
I guided her through several psychological exercises aimed at facilitating her acceptance of her present
state. Essentially they cons isted of
helping her experience that this was
the way she was right now. After a
wh ile, she reported a change of feeling; she gave up the sense of fighting
herself. She began relaxing into the
feeling chat "at this time in my life,
this is part of who I am."
"This is so scrange," she remarked.
"Nothing has changed. I scill have che
problem. But I feel calmer. I've
Stopped shouting ac myself. It's
just .. , a fact about me, I don't like it,
bur it's a fact. I acknowledge it. Not
just with words, but, you know, really
accepted as [[ue. Nothing has
changed, and yer I feel as if I have
more self-respect."
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Then she made che most significant statement. "And as I begin to
accept the reality of what I've been
doing, how I've been living, it seems
as if it would be much harder to go on
doing it-I mean, to go on doing
things of which I disapprove, Things
that are humiliating. Perhaps that's
why I've resisted accepring it, As soon
as you scop fighting and accept, something begins to happen."
THE

POWER

OF

S ELF RESPONSIBILITY

Working with clients in psychotherapy, I am intrigued by catching the moment at which growth
suddenly seems to spurt forward. I
often see that the most radical transformation occurs after the client's
realization that no one is coming to the
rescue. "When I finally allowed myself
to face fully my own responsibility for
my life," more than one client has
said to me, "I began to grow. I began
to change. And my self-esceem began
to rise,"
In reality, we are responsible for
our choices and actions, not responsible as the recipient of moral blame or
guilt, but responsible as the chief
causal agent in our lives and behavior.
I do noc mean to imply that a person never suffers through accident or
through the faulc of others, nor that a
person is responsible for everything in
life that may happen to him or her.
We are not omnipotent. But selfresponsibi lity is clearly indispensable
to good self-esteem. Avo iding selfrespon sibility victimizes us with
regard to our own lives, It leaves us
helpless. It is JUSt chis view from
which many people need to emancipate themselves if they are ever to
evolve to a non-cragic sense of life.
There is self-empowerment in
declaring (and meaning!):
"I am responsible for the accainment of my desires and goals."
"I am responsible for my choices and aCtions."
TURN

To

PIoCE.
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Many people feel trapped by their past. They think they are doomed by events that took place in the earliest stages
of their childhood. If. Some people imagine that the birth experience was so traumatic that it completely determined
the COlme of their life; for them, the biggest problem they have is that they were born. If. Some believe they are victims of their conditioning or how their parents treated them; they see this as the predominant determining factor in
the life they now lead. If. There are those who believe they are extensions of their genes and that what primarily
determines their life experiences is their genetic code. If. Others assign the determining factor of their lives to their
astrological makeup or to their numerology.
social, ethnic, or racial background.
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Still others attribute the determining factor of their lives to their

say it is their gender that mostly determines their fate.
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When you enter a state oftranscendence, you are
able to create a new lift, unburdened by both the
victories and the defeats ofthe past.
Robert Fritz is/ounder al OMA dnd the devel-

oper

0/ the

Technologies for Creating Curricu-

lum. H e lives in Pride's CroJSing, Mas-

sachusetts.

There are many theories, built primarily on the assumptions of the reactive-responsive orientation, that promote the idea that you are for the
mOSt pan fixed in your life pattern
and that you can only make changes
- i f changes are at all possible-by
somehow dealing with the predetermined nature you carry within you.

Different theories suggest dealing
with the determining factor by understanding it, overpowering it, denying
it, manipulating it, experiencing it,
accepting it, repressing it, surrendering to it, dialoguing with it, appeasing it, or integrating it.
Those in the reactive-responsive
oriemation find this notion of "determining factors" appealing because it
attributes causality to circumstances
beyond their direct contro!'
When you shift to the orientation
of the creative, you begin to move
along the path of mastering causali ty.
You become the predominant causal
force in your life, which is a natural
and desirable situation.
This shift is made by evoking
senior forces, such as fundamental
choice , primary and secondary choices, structural tension, aspiration to
your true values, and being true to
yourself.
These senior forces always cake priority over lesser forces, such as

willpower manipulation, conflice
manipulation, and structural conflict.
There is another force inherent in
the orientation of the creative that is
senior even to mastering causality.
This senior force I call transcendence.

TRANSCENDENCE
Transcendence is the power ro be
born anew, to make a fresh start, to
turn over a new leaf, ro begin with a
clean slate, to enter into a state of
grace, to have a second chance.
Transcendence makes no reference
to the past, whether your past has
been overflowing with victories or
filled with defeats. When you enter a
state of transcendence, you are able to
create a new life. unburdened by both
the victories and the defeats of the
past.
Transcendence is more than JUSt
the accurate realization that the past
is over. It is also a realignment of all
dimensio1lS of yourself with the my source

ofyour life.
The story of Charles Dickens's
character Scrooge in A ChristmaJ Carol
illustrates power of transcendence.
Guided by the Christmas Spirits,
Scrooge was able to see his past, his
present, and his probable future, and
he was then given a second chance at
life. When Scrooge awoke on Christmas morning, the very fact that he
was still alive was the gift that provided new possibilities-including a
new way of living that, up to that
point in the story, had seemed
improbable and even impossible.
Anoth er major character in the
stOry is Tiny Tim, the lame and sickly
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yet uncommonly wise child who symbolizes natural human goodness.
Scrooge developed a special relationship with Tiny Tim duting the night
with the Spirits. When Scrooge asked
the Spirit of Christmas Present
whether Tiny Tim would survive, the
Spirit replied, " If these shadows
remain unaltered, I see a vacant chair
beside the hearth and a crutch without an owner, carefully preserved."
Scrooge 's reaching OUt to Tiny
Tim and Tiny Tim's reaching out to
Scrooge were catalysts in Scrooge 's
transcendence. In fact, by his transcendence, he was able to save Tiny
Tim's life, just as Tiny Tim was able
to save Scrooge's life. Scrooge was able
to redeem himself through his relationship to an innate love of the natural human goodness as symbolized by
Tiny Tim.
When you reestablish your relationship to your natural goodness,
you give a new life to what is highest
in you.
From the moment he awoke on
that Christmas morning through the
rest of his life, Scrooge was truly
changed. The change was not merely
a superficial change in behavior.
Rather it was a change in his entire
life orientation . Scrooge realized the
preciousness of each moment and his
ability to aspire to the greatest good
in each moment.
Had Scrooge merely had a "peak
experience," he would have experienced no fundamental change in orientation. Although a peak experience
might have temporarily changed his
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be h avio r , in t ime he wo uld have
reverted to his old, miserly ways.
Because Scrooge's change was orientatio nal, he was fun damentall y a
new pe rso n , as if he had been bo rn
anew. From that poi nt on, hi s past
was irrelevant and the nature of hi s
change filled eac h subseq uent day of
his li fe.
N ot all changes of o ri entation ,
even desi rable ones, contain the power
of transcendence. It is possi ble for you
to have a change of orienta ti on and
s t ill con t inue to exist in a linear,
cause-and -effect system. Tra nscendence operates outside such a sys tem .
T ranscendence evokes t he power to
start from scratc h, outside the realm
where p revious causal actio ns are in
play. Because transcendence is an
ever-new state of be ing, once you
ente r into it, each new moment is
al ive wi th fres h possibilities-possibili ties that may never have seemed
poss ible before.
TRANSCENDENCE
AND THE
CREAT I VE

ACT

Thtough the creative act you reach
beyond yourself, beyond your identity, and beyond your own life because
you are wo rking with twO kinds of
laws: the law of cause and effect and the
law of transcendence.
First, when you create, yo u
increase your abi li ty to use causes to
prod uce effects. (Cause and effect is
someti mes called the "Jaw of karma.")
Bur this law is nOt the senior force in
rhe creat ive process.
Seco nd, beyo nd t he ti me -sp ace
co ntin u um a nd beyond its causal
aspects, when you crea t e, yo u are
expe r ie ncing the law of transce ndence. In this realm, past causal factors are-nOt in play. W hen you tu rn to
a new canvas or init iate any act of creat ion, at that moment the past is li terally over. As you stand poised before
the blank shee t of music paper or the
uncu t p iece of marb le, t h e new
mome n r yie lds new possi bil ities
beyond anything you mighr ever have
imagi ned before.

As a crearor, past cause and effect
are no longer dominant faCtors . You
are in a state of transcende nce, for in
that mo ment anything can happen.
You a re no t t rapped by p revious
act ions you have taken. You are not
fo rced to extri ca t e yo ur self fr o m
unwarranted situations.
Th e past , of course, has its fun ct ion in the orientation of the creative.
I t su pports you in lea rn ing how to
maSter cause and effect, wh ic h is an
important aspect of the creative process, because what you are able to do
with a period of transcendence is create new cause and effect. Your years
spent in school or in other lea rning
si tuations in no way limi t the vi sions
you ca n conceive and the resul ts you
can create. The past simply and only
helps you.
In the creative orientation, mastering the law of cause and effect supPOrtS the experience of tra nscendence.
It prepares you adequate ly to bring
in to rea li ty th e transcendent experience.
Through the creat ive act you bring
into reali ty the play of your own life
force.
To talk about transce nde nce by
saying, "I am noth ing but a channel"
or "1 am nothing but a tOol of God 's
wi ll " is a mi sunde rsta nd ing of th e
re lat ionship be tween yo u a nd th at
special mome nt foc used through you
as creato r. The notio n t hat hum an
actio n is inesse nti al in th e creat ive
p rocess d istorts the power, beauty,
and unique preciousness of the individuality of the human spirit.
Without human choice and ac ti on,
many mag nificent results would never
have bee n produced. W hen Beethoven
created hi s symphon ies, he may have
bee n influenced by hi s hi g her intuitive perception, but it took Beethoven to
compose this music. This was Beethoven's
creation, and this music did not exist before Beethoven wrote it.
By your prese nce on this pla net,
you ma ke p oss ib le c reations t hat
wou ld o th erw ise no t be possib le.
T hey become poss ible beca use t hey
come froll) your concept, from what
CON TI NUED O N P AGE. 63
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STEPS IN THE CREATIVE PROCESS
The steps in the creative process
are simple to describe, but they do
not constitute a formula. Instead,
each step represents certain types of
actions. Some aspects of the creative
process are active, some are more passive. Different aspects call for different skills. You may have developed
some of these skills already and find
that other skills are not as easy at
firs t . Eac h time you crea te a new
result, you are involved in a unique
crea ti o n . Whil e your ability will
develop over time with experience,
every new creation has its own individual process.
I.

C ONCEIVE

OF

TH E RESULT YO U
W AN T
TO CR E ATE.

Creators start at th e end. First
they have an idea of what they want
to create. Sometimes this idea is general an d sometimes it is specifi c.
Before you can create what you want
to create, you musr know what you
are after, what you want ro bring into
being. Your original concept may be
clear or it may be simply a rough
draft. Either will work well. Some
creators like to improvise as they create , so they begin with a general concept. A painter may not know exactly
how the final painting may look, but
he or she has enough of a concept to
make adjustments during the creative
process so rh at the painting i n
progress will come closer and closer
to what the artist wants. Other
painters know exactly what the final
painting will look like before they
p ick up a brush. Georgia O 'Keeffe
said, "I don't Start until I'm almost
entirely clear. It is a waste of time
and paint if I don't. I've wasted a lot
of canvasses, so I like ro be pretty
clear. "
Knowing what you want is itself a
skill. Our traditional educational system does not encourage you ro know
wha t yo u want _ Instead you ar e
encouraged to choose the "correct"

response from narrow choices that life
seems to offer. Frequently this has little relationship to what you really
want. Because of this, many people
develop an ambivalence toward what

ments, that you can never really view
reality objectively. But in the same
university, the art department teaches
those students to draw portraits of
models. This drawing skill helps Students learn first to
see, and then rep-

This is another skill in which Students are taught to identify and represent reality correctly. When they
write down the music that was
played, it is not a matter of "imerpretation." If the student correctly identifies what was played, he or she gets
Conceive

of the

result

you want

to

they want. And why not? It is hard to
be enthusiastic about the choices most
people are left with. But as you develop your own creative process, conceiving of the results you want will
become meaningful and interesting.
2

KNOW WHAT
CURRENTLY
EXISTS.

If you were painting a painting,
you would need to know the current
state of the painting as it developed.
This would be impottant knowledge.
If you did not know what you had
created so far, it would be impossible
for you to add more brush strokes or
change what you had done so as to
bring the painting you wanted into
being.
Knowing what currently exists is
another skill. While this may sound
deceptively simple, in fact most of us
have been encouraged to view reality
with particular biases. Some people
make reality seem better than it is,
some make it seem worse than it is,
and some minimize how good or bad
it can be. One of the most important
abilities creators have is the ability to
be objective about theif own creations. There is a notion, popular in
many university philosophy depart-

create ..

Know

.-

what

currently

-

exists.

Then
I

r
take

action.

resem, what they are looking at. Even
though each art student may have his
or her own style of portraiture, anyone
from the philosophy department
could identify the model by looking
at any of the drawings of the model.
In music conservatories, students
are taught to identify rhythms, harmonies, and intervals by hearing
them. This skill is called ear training.
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an A. Students who do not correctly
identify what is played get less than
an A. Music students learn how concrete the perception of music can be.
This is another example of training
designed to enhance the ability to
view reality objectively.
In a similar way, you need to
develop the skill of viewing reality
CONTiNUED
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objectively. For many people reality is an acquired taste. At
first g lance you may have uncomfortable and disturbing
exp eriences. If you were in a problem-solvi ng mode, you
would take action to restore feelings of balance and wellbeing. The most common way people do this is by mi srepresenting reality. They may lie, rationalize, or d isrracr
themselves from what is going on. Bur as you learn ro master your ow n creative process, you develop a capacity for
truth . Good, bad, or indifferent, you will sti ll want to
know accurately what is going on.
3.

TAKE

ACT IO N

Once you know what you want and know what you cutrently have, the next step is to take action. But what kind
of ac tion do yo u take? Creating is a matter of invention
rather than of convention. Education emphasizes convention,
so you may have had little exper ience wit h inventing.
Inventing is another skill that can be developed. When you
take an action that is designed to bring your creation into
being, the action may either work at not work. If t he action
works, you can continue taking it or discontinue caking it.
Sometimes it will be useful to continue, sometimes it will
not be useful to co ntinue. You will know what to do by
watching the changes in the current state of the result. All
the act ions, the ones that work and the ones that do not
work, help to create the final result. This is because creating itself is a learning process, learning what works and
what does not work. The srock-in-rrade of a creator are the
abilities to experiment and to evaluate one's experiments.
Invention is nOt all rrial and error. As you invent actio ns
to bring your creations into being, you begin to develop an
instinct for the actions that wo rk best. Creators ate able to
develop an economy of means. This generally happens over
time, and the more you create, the more chance you have to
develop your own instincts.
Some of the actions you take will help you move ditecdy
to [he result you want, bitt most will not. The art of creating
is often found in your ability to adjust or correct what you
have done so far. Many people have been encouraged to
"get it right the first time" or even worse to "be perfect."
This policy can lead to profound inexperience in the adjustment process. Instead of making the most of what you have
done so far in order to bring your creation inca existence,
you may be tempted to give up any time the circumstances
seem agai nst you . Sometimes people encourage others to
"s tay with it" and develop "determination and fortitude" in
reaction to habitual quitting. But this manipulation hardly
ever works. Without an ever increasing ability to adjust the
actions you take, trying to "stay with it" can seem li ke
banging your head against a walL After sincere attempts to
"stay with it" fail and fail again, the path of least resistance
is to quit. You may have thought your habitual giving up
was a serious character flaw. But th is is probably not the
case. It is nor forticude, willpower, or determination t hat
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enable you to continue the creative process, bur learning as
you go.
4.

LEARN

THE

THE

RHYTHM

CREATIVE

OF

PROCESS.

There are three distinct phases of the creative process:
germ ination, assi m ilati on, and completion. Each phase has
its own energy and class of actions.
Germination begi ns with excitement and newness. Pardy
this germinational energy comes from the unusualness of
t he new activity.

Assimilation is often the least obvious phase of the process. In this phase the initial "thrill is gone." This phase
moves from a focus on internal action to a focus on external
actio n. In this phase you live with your concept of what you
want to create and internalize it. It becomes part of you.
Because of this, you are able to generate energy to use in
your experi ments and learning. The drama of the first blush
of germination is over, but th is new, quiet energy of assimilation helps you fotm the result.
Completion is the third stage of creation. This stage has a
similar energy ro germination, but now jt is applied ro a
creation that is more and more tangible. In t his phase you
use the energy not only ro bring t? final completion the
result you are creating bur also to position yourself for your
next creation. In other words, this stage leads also ro the
germination of your next creation.
5.

CREAT I NG

A

MOMENTUM.

Many of the theories describing creativ ity these days
have a tone of "beginne rs luck." For professional creators
there is a different rone, that of evet-increasing momentum.
Not only is the creative ptocess a teliable method for producing the tesults you want, it also contains seeds of its
own development. Who do you think has a gteater chance
for successfully cteating the results they want, those who
have done it for years or t hose who are novices? It is true
that some first-time novelists write masterpieces but this is
the except ion, not the rul e. Even Mozart, perhaps the most
gifted composer in hisrory, developed and grew in his art.
The music he wrote in his thirties was far more advanced
than what he wrOte in his twenties or in his teens The more
music he wrote, the more he was able to write. His increasing experience gave him the momentum typical of the creat ive process. If you begin to create [he results you want
today, you are more prepared to create the results you want
ten years from now. Each new creation gives you added
experience and knowledge of your own creative process.
You will naturally increase your abi lity to envision what
you want and your ability to bring t h ose results into
being .•

U

5

you have learned, from your
experiments, from your historical past, and from what you can
aspire co.
I can't think of anything
more divine than the creative
act. All the myriad dimensions
in which you exist converge in a
single extended instant during
the creative process.

THE

PRODIGAL
SON

Getting beyond
your past 1S• more
than just the
accurate realization
that the past is over.
It is also a
realignment ofall
dimensions of
yourselfwith the
very source of
your lift.

Another srory that exquisitely illustrates the principle of
transcendence is the parable of
the prodigal son.
In this sto ry there was a
father who had two sons. One of
his sons left home and went
astray, while the other was a
"good boy" who stayed at home
and worked with his father.
One day rhe prodigal son
remembered his home and
decided to return to his father
without any expecc3tions of
what might happen to him or
how he would be received.
When he arrived home, his
father, who had thought the boy
was dead, was so overjoyed to
discover his so n alive that he
celebrated the homecoming
with great festivity. Not only
did the father accept the prodigal
back with all the rights of a full son,
but he celebrated his love for his son
far more than if he had never left at
all.
The "good" son, who had remained
at home all these years, was outraged
at the father's acceptance and rejoicing over the prodigal. When the
"good" son came to the father to
protest what he was doing, the father
tried to explain his actions by saying,
"You see, I thought he was dead ...
but he's alive. I thought he was dead,
but he lives. "
The father and his two sons represent three separate and distinct
aspects of yourself. The father represents the source of your life; the good

son is the part of you that has been
aligned to that source; and the prodigal son is the pare of you that has
become misaligned with your source,
the part of you that has gone astray
from being true to yourself and true
co what is highest in you.
There is a point at which the
prodigal, reactive, and rebellious part
of you remembers your source and
desires to return to it, as did the
prodigal son in the parable.
Furthermore, as in the story, your
source longs to be reunited with all of
you and reaches out to you, as the
father reached out to receive the
ptodigal.
But the "good" part of you-the
part of you that has tried through the
years to respond appropriately, to be
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tcue to yourself, and to do the
right things-rejects the
reunion of all the parts of yourself.
It is not the prodigal aspects of
yourself that deny your fid' integration but the part of you that has
been responsive, the part of you that
has tried to be a good person.
Most people assume that it
is their prodigal side-their
indiscretions, failings, compromises, lies, dishonesty, opportunistic behavior, selfishness,
hatreds, prejudices, jealousies,
pettiness, greed, egotism, laziness, destructiveness, negativity, and rebelliousness-that
keeps them from reuniting
with what is highest in them,
their source.
On the contrary, the immediate natural tendency of the
prodigal part of yourself is to
wane to return "home" to your
source and be realigned with it.
It is noc your prodigal side
that prevents you from forgiving yourself but the "good,"
responsive part of you that
rejects your innately strong
longing to be one with yourself.
When the prodigal son
remembered that he could
return horne he did so without
any expectations - unconditionally.
When you awaken to your deepest
longing to be whole, you return to
wholeness without making demands,
without setting up expectations,
without establishing any conditions.
Similarly, as the father rejoiced over
the return of his prodigal son, so your
source welcomes you home without
conditions, tests of sincerity, expectations of contrition, explanations, or
repayment.
This unconditional love that the
father (source) has and his great lo~g
ing for your return is the very power
that enables transcendence to occur.
"I thought he was dead ... and 1 find
he's alive."
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ONE-WAY
BARGAINS

In order to have the return of the
prodigal complete and whole, the two
sons needed to reconcile. However,
there was a [wist in the scory. In the
beginning of the parable the father
and the son who scayed at home were
aligned whereas the prodigal son was
misaligned. When [he prodigal
returned home, however, he and his
father became aligned, but the good
son became misaligned. How did this
change come about?
The good son had made what may
be called a "one-way bargain" with
the father. In a typically reactiveresponsive way, he assumed that if he
did all of the "right things" and
adhered to the "right standards" and
followed the "right precepts," he
would be rewarded by his father. He
was shocked to see his brother. who
had nOt followed the "right path,"
being welcomed, honored, and celebrated.
Many people make similar oneway bargains. Typically in this unilateral bargain, one person assumes that
if he or she follows certain practices,
others (or perhaps even the universe
itself) must reciprocate in some way.
In a one- way bargain the other
parey never re~lly agrees to the bargain and often does not even know of
it.
A classic example ora one-way
bargain is found in the early stages of
many relationships, when one person
uni laterally decides not to date any
ot h er people, with the imp l ic i t
demand that the Other person in the
re lationship do likewise. This is a
one-way bargain if the other person
never makes that agreement.
There are those who arrempt to
live "good" lives as a one-way bargain
with the universe. They decide that if
they are "good," the universe must
reciprocate and be good to them. The
trouble is, the universe did not make
that agreement with them.
In the parable of the prodigal son,
the good son's aCtions were part of a
one-way bargain, tied to the rewards
he expected from his father. But that
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was not an agreement the father had
made with him.
If the good son had been righteous
because he wanted to be, rather than
for the reward he expected from his
father, his actions would have been
their own reward. The parable
implies, however, that the good son
was good for an ulterior motive. In a
typically reactive-responsive way, the good
son did what he thought he had to do, not
what he trllly wanted to do.
The part of you that created oneway bargains with yourself is like the
good son. If you find it difficult to
forgive yourself for not having been
true to yourself in the past, one reason
might be because you have made such
a bargain.
BEING

PERFECT

Many people demand perfection of
themselves and others. But we exist in
an imperfect reality in which, ironi cally, the only perfection that can be
found is in its imperfection.
Viktor Frankl points out in Man's
Search for Meaning that the saints did
not reach sainthood by reying to be
perfect.
No one can forgive you but yourself-including forgiving the "good"
part of you that has sought perfection
and made it hard to forgive yourself
until now.
When you come home to yourself
without expectations, demands, ulterior motives, or one-way bargains, a
fundamental change in the underlying structure of your life takes place.
Its path of least resistance now leads
you into a state of reanscendence, in
wh ich total integration of your life
cannOt but occur.
While the goal of responsiveness
in the reactive-tesponsive orientation
is an impossible-to-reach perfection,
the natural tendency in the orientation of the creative is transcendence.
THE
POWER
THE SOURCE,

OF
THE

POWER OF THE
PRIMAL SELF

What enables transcendence to
supersede the power of cause and
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effect is that in the structural play of
forces, transcendence is a senior force
and, like all senior forces, takes priority over lower forces.
Nothing is more powerful than the fiery
source of life itJelf
Your life source strives for expression through you. This is analogous to
the great power of the unconditional
love that the father had for both the
prod igal son and the good son. The
natural tendency of this power is to be
fully expressed, so the longing of the
father in the parable is the longing of
unconditional love for its fullest
expression. Since this love is unconditional. it demands nothing in return.
At the same time your primal self
has the longing to be reunited with
its source, as the prodigal longed to
return home. "Primal," as I use the
word. refers not to the needy, selfish,
pained, angry, sexual, or infantile
characteristics that are ascribed to it
in some psychological systems; I use
the word, rather, as the Kabbalists use
it, to describe the "primal will to
good." Primal, in this context, tefers
to the deepest longings of human
nature to reunite with its life source.
Sometimes this longing is called
the soul urge because it exists at a
level deeper than your psychological
makeup, deeper than your conscious
thoughts. deeper than your intuitive
perceptions, and deeper even than the
struCtures that are predominantly in
play in your life. Saint Augustine
referred to this longing when he
observed, "Our hearts are restless
until they rest in thee."
TRANSCENDENT
STRUCTURE

The relationship of attraction
between these two forces-the source
and the primal self-is itself strucrural in nature and generates a path of
least resistance that leads these two
forces to reuni te.
Since neither of these forces is
time-dependent, their integration can
happen at any moment, even at
moments that logically would seem
incongruous.
TURN
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Follow Your Bliss

changes of mind and behavior. The authors also instruct
persons to develop an "observer mind" in order to note continuously every movement of body and mind and to strip
away all those accretions that comprise what they refer to as

[he "Mask Self."

By Hal Zina Bmnett, Ph.D. and Sman j. SparrQW
New York: A von Books, 1990
17.95 Paperback

Drawing from a rich heritage of American spirituality,
Dr. Hal Bennen and Susan Sparrow quote Henry David
Thoreau:

Direct your eye inwarC£ and YOIl'1I find
A thousand regions in YOlir mind
Yet undimwered.
Bennett and Sparrow instruct people at their workshops
to explore these inner regions and to discover roots that take
us to the deepest core of our "spiritual essence." Once there,
we might very well rediJcover facers of our Inner Self that had
receded during chi ldhood into a dark. farhomless realm
governed by primal fears.
How to journey inward and stake our claims in this psychic terrain is the subject of Follow Your Bliss, a book that
balances simplicity and depth quite well and outlines an
Eight-Step Program to discover, accept, refine, follow, and
eventually to apply the "gift" of bliss in our everyday interactions, relationships, and careers.
On the surface, there is nothing new in advising one to
access his or her innermost being and living th is self-knowledge openly and mindfully. But, as Bennett and Sparrow
(and others) are keen to ' note, there continues to be resistance to this learning process. Why? Their workshop experiences with many adu lts who have suffered provide the
answer: "They resisted going into their inner worlds because
to do so was to relive the awful pain of their youngest years,
pain that they wanted to put behind them."
Bennett and Sparrow are certain that most humans are
capable of activating what they call a "Homing Device,"
which will indeed put us in touch with our "inner guide"
and open us up intuitively. To home in on this wisest
dimension of human being requires our acknowledging and,
if need be, reliving past pain and moving on to both

The Mask Self, they reason, is a formidable obstacle to
our "inner resources." They tell us why "They are often hidden from us by a self-imposed mask. This mask, which we
created very early in our lives in response to painful interactions, confusions, or simply misunderstandings with the
people around us, was originally used as a shield." Also on
this crucial topic they write "Although we originally adopt
the Mask Self for our own survival, we can actually lose our
true identity through it. The Mask Self can become so
familiar to uS that we begin to believe that it is our true

self."
Perceiving beyond the masks can result in our becoming
"self-directed." Listening to those voices from within is a
sacred activity of ancient origins, the authors inform us.
Their insight here bears careful attention. "The use of inner
guides is ptobably as old as human consciousness itself. It is
a part of the ancient and stOrytelling traditions, which have
been valued in every society as a way of revealing truths that
can't be communicated in more linear terms. "
Of course, Bennett and Sparrow remind us throughout
Follow Your Bliss that we must first work through our
masks, address rhe painfu l matter of what they call the
"Essential Wound" (which derives usually from child hood
traumas and negative experiences), forgive those persons
who hurt us, and always to take responsibility for our perceprions. lnner guides are not infallible, they tell us, but by
following the eight steps that they outline in the book, we
can heal our wounds and realize experientially that bliss is
ours to have and to hold.

Whole ChildflVhole Parmt
By Polly Berrien Berends
New York: Harper & Row, 1987
$12.95 Paperback

In his focwacd. M. Seo[[ Peck (au[ho[ of The Road lAs
Traveled) refers to Whole Child/Whole Parent as a "deeply reli-
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g ious" book that is a mystical and psychological classic. I withhold comment on its possible stature as a classic
(not using the word "classic" lightly),
but I will refer to the book as a unique
blend of spirituality and practicality
that most parents with receptive
minds can learn from.
A mind that is full is not necessarily mindful.
In other words, Berends does nOt
set out to fill your mind with parental
attitudes, techniques, rules, suggestions, and other child-as-object platitudes. Rather, she seems to be an
exemplar who takes co hean the Zen
saying, "Search nor for the truth; only
cease co cherish opinions."
Of course, no one can write a book
that is opinion-free, especially about
parenthood and childhood, but
Berends is like the mystics of ages
past-"free of preconceptions" on the
path cowards self realization. As such,
the spititual principles she ouclines on
the copics of wholeness, spitit, happiness, fteedom, unity, beauty, eruth,
and love are not only personal reflections of her own experiences as parent,
by symbolic indicators of what she
perceives in a larger sense, God as love
and intelligence.
"Love_intelligence, '1 she writes, "takes
place where the tendency of life to reveal
itself is fulfilled in the essential natllre of
the individllal to see what is being
revealed." (italics the author's)
A focal insight in the book concerns what she calls "Me, Inc.," a
"mistaken idea of wholeness" which
involves "seeing ourselves as separate
selves" (in a sea of oneness) and further
thinking that each self somehow
stands off alone. liTo Me, l11C. as parent,"
Berends reasons, "the child is necessarily
either an annex or an accomplishment."
(italics the author's) In other words,
parents often rob their children of
wholeness by crying to make rhemselves whole-an erroneous enterprise
that is likely co distract a child from
his or her spiritual nature and lead to
parem-transmitted limitations of all
kinds (e.g., fear, opinions, etc.)
What is the alternative to Me, Inc?

Austin, Texas 78704
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Berends: "Parenthood is a time when
we are pushed to discover the nature of
the whole and our oneness with it. "
She is calling upon parents to embark
on this path of discovery with their
children as fellow seekers and learners,
as well as loving gu ides if their own
perceptions of reality as one is "wholeseeing." Also, she recommends that
preparing the way for children co continue learning as "seeing beings" is
best carried out by staying Ollt of the
way.
From the beginning children are
"perfect consciousness," she points
out. For them to nurse on our consciousness-which they mOSt cenainly
and unavoidably will-we must
realign our lives with reality by freeing ourse lves to see and experience
God as love and intelligence and to
mirror this knowledge in our every
thought and action.
By freeing ourselves to perceive
lovingly what is can lead to "true freedom." Berends writes with beauty and
simplicity on this:
True freedom is not freedom
from anything, but there is
much bondage to be avoided
along the way. While there is a
need for protection and comfon,
there must be freedom from
fear. At the same time that
there is a need for guidance and
teaching, there must be freedom
from domination. At the same
tim e that there is a need for
reproof and cor rect ion, there
must be freedom from g uilt and
blame. At the same time that
there is discernment, there must
be freedom from classification
and comparison.
Parents who are truly free will
enable their children co be truly free.
Reading \'IIhole Child/Whole Par"" can
assist on this path cowards freedom.

We: Understanding the Psychology of
Roma'ltic Love
By Rober/ A. Johnson
San Fran(i;(o: HarperCollins, 1983
$8.95 Pap"back
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"One of the great paradoxes In
romantic love is chat it never produces
hllmall relationship as long as it stays
romantic." (italics the author's)
When YOli read We: U"derstandiflg
the Psychology 0/ R omantic Love, [he
meaning of the above statement wi ll
have expanded in your consciousness;
for these words, and many others, by
Jungian analyst Robert A. Johnson,
would surely have delighted Jung
l-hour video
himself. so based on sagacity and per$39.95
ceprion they are.
The cumulative impact of his
plus 52.00 shipping
ins ights concerning Western romanticism can be likened to a mde reawakening. I have never read a better book
on the tragic mismatch between love
"The Grail Legend is the biography of every modern person who
and romance, divine love and human
has had any contact with the inner world."
love, masculine and fe m inine, inner
- Robert A. Johnson, 111 Search of the Holy Gmil
ideals and outet realities, the spiritual
Author of He, She, and We
and physical, the goddess and woman,
"living death" and death as transforThe meaning of Ollr wOllndedness. This first video addresses the
mation, conscious and egocentric sufpsychological predicament we find ourselves in toda y-our suffering,
fer in g, th e "dance of illusion" and
isolation, doubt, and our search for Ineaning and our true nature.
simp le, mindful living, and love as
object and as ongoing process of conWhom does the Grail serve? Through the symbolism of heroic knights
sciousness.
and fair damsels, Johnson helps us negotiate the perilous journey .
This book should stay with you for
from the Garden of Eden of childhood to the Heavenly Jerusalem of
a lifetime. J ohnson writes with marthe Grail Castle, "the place of imagination, the place of dreams."
velous clarity about Tristan and Ism!t,
sharing a J ungian interpretation "that
focuses on the symbols in the myth as
Tile NUlI1illosities Catalog '
88 Astor Square, P. O. Box 417, Rhinebeck, N Y 12572
sources of psychological insight." This
Order Toll Free
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
symbol ic focus is masterful and illuAddress _________________________________
'fi"
minative. He retells the myth, which
City
/S'a'e/Z;p
_______________________
_
1-800-556-6200
dates back to the Middle Ages, and
Check Enclosed for $ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
parallels the narrative with commen8:30 am to 6:30 pm
o Visa Expires __
Charge To: 0 Mastercard
ta ry that estab li shes ho w "co urtl y
Weekdays
Card Nu mber _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
love" has been distorted (mostly by
Eastern time
Signa ture
men out of touch with their femini ne
side) into strange, muddled hybrids of
ning around in hi s love-struck cranium OntO this woman
romantic love that have "overwhelmed our collective psyand despite her unavai lability would not settle into a lovche and permanen tly alte red our view of the world. "
Th e myth can not be retold here, but one might get
ing relationship with anothet woman-another Iseult in
the story-who representing the "earth fem ini ne" wished
some sense of its epic qualities by thinking of such love stoto love him as a human be ing. "Tristan's tragedy," J ohnson
ries as Romeo and J ,,!iet or Jami's Sufi romance, } lISlIf and
writes, "is that he refuses to love while he is yet alive, and
ZII!aikha. In briefest terms, it can be related t hat Tristan
so he has no human life or human love. This is how hi s life
becomes enamored of Iseult the Fair and she him, and
becomes a 'livi ng death.'"
through fou l means or fair, they intend to keep thei r vow of
It is awesome , J ohnson thinks, how this myth of romanlove to each other. Of course, they di e in the end .
tic love has permeated Western civili zation and clings to
But the tragedy is not their death , Johnson wri tes. The
our collective psyche to this day. Look about (and within)
tragedy is t hat Tristan, especially, committed h imself only
and one shou ld begin to perceive that so much of the sufto passion and seemed to lose sight of the very woman he so
ardently idealized. He "projected" the cosm ic drama spinfering of persons in marriages and so-ca ll ed relationships is

Bring Robert Johnson into your living room.
In Search
of the
Holy Grail
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unconscious-which explains, Johnson points out, why
romances are indeed nagic entanglements that lead
nowhere.
Suffering is inevitable. bur if love were conscious, suffering cou ld be as well. Johnson shares a powe rful insight
here:
To suffer consciously m ea ns to live through t he
'death of ego,' ro voluntari ly withdraw one's project ions from other people, to stop searching fo r the
'divine world' in one's spouse, and instead co find
one's 0":'0 inner life as a psychological and religious
act. ft means to take responsibility for discovering
one's own tOtality, one's own unconscious possibili ties. It means to question one's old patterns-to be
wi ll ing CO change. All of this involves conflict, selfquestioning, uncovering duplicities one would rather
not face. It is painful and difficult.
Those words should be framed in our consciousness.
And, readers, so should the rest of this wonderful book, We.
We need to put the love back in romance and see the
person we're loving as JUSt that ... a person.

Wittless to the Fire: Creativity and the Veil of Addictiotl
By Linda Schime Leonard
Boston: Shambhala, 1989

$14.95 Pap.rba,k

"The N ig ht darkens the spirit, but only to illumine
it."-Sr. John of the Cross.
The above words occurred to Linda Schierse Leonard in a
derox ward--cerrainly at a time when the Night had darkened her spirit. She had asked herself the question, "Is there
meaning in addiction ?"
Some time later the Night illumined her spirit, and she
answered her own question with the writing of a book that
honors the creative potencial in all of us-\Vitne.rs to the
Fire.
While held "hostage" in that derox wa rd, thoughts
began to rake shape about how the psyche of the addict and
the creative person are characterized by a "parallel process."
In the creative process, the re is also a SOrt of
'possession,' a giving oneself over to the call of creativity. This kind of possession can be negative and
narrowing, bur it can also be deepening and transformative. In the process of creating. both sides are
often felt. Their tension must be borne if one is to
actualize the vision. The addict tries to escape the
tension of existence. The creative person honors the
tension by living in it and creating out of it.

Leonard has chosen to create out of that tens ion. The
s~ ri king ori g inality of her book,
with its Jung ian perspective (and a
THE
RAVE
OF
EUROPE
fair dose of existential ph ilosophy),
bears witness to the creativity that
is possible once all that is bad and
good in this chaotic modern age is
integrated into our whole being.
Most of the chapters of the book
are devoted to "archetypal figures
of addiction." Writing about both
UK
li terary works and authors, she
relates in painstaki ng detail the
psyc hological dynamics of such
archetypes as The Money lender,
-CONNECTION, GERMANY
The Gambler, The Romantic, The
Underg round Man, The Outlaw,
Mastering Alive Relationships isa book of self-discovery
in which Frank Natale presents the 20 qualities of
The Trickster, The Madwoman,
"alive" relationships. Thisuniqueand provocative book is
The Judge, The Killer, and The
based on the results of Natale's work in helping over
Hostage.
50,000 people realizenew levelsof spirituality, creativity
The book is divided into three
and aliveness in their relationships.
parts, each signifying stages of the
addiCtive process: The Flight ,
which refers to being seduced; The
Fall, the "descent into darkness";
and The Creation, "w here the
wounds are accepted, understood,
BY FRANK NATALE
and transformed."
Ouality rmperback, 365 pages 15%' It 8W. $17.50 { ISBN 9Q.800711 -J-O
One might be astou nded at the
Distributed In the United States through Bookpeoplc. DeVorss & Company and New Leaf
number of wr iters who, besides

"... clear, concise and razor
sharp in its ability to reveal
you to yourself. '~~NDREDSPIRIT'

': ..anew age teacher with
lots of humour and wisdom."

MASTERING ALIVE
RELATIONSHIPS
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being recognized as among the
greats in American letters, were
also known addicts (especially
under the tragic influence of alcohol). But the tWO writers whom I
think especially illustrate her point
about creativity being either a vehicle towards transformation or an
endless passage through hell are
Jack London and Fyodor Dostoevsky.
London wrote what Leonard calls
a "classic study of the drinker in denial," John Barleycorn. The alcoholism the novel describes paralleled London's life. Yet in private
correspondence he would nor admit
to being an alcoholic. The Trickster
had won the day in fiction and in
life. Not until he discovered Jung
did London finally begin to intuit
"that even his darkest nightmares
could be revelations of spiritual
meaning." Still, tragically, he lived
a shorr life (about forty years).
Leonard writes, "He was not able to
live in the tension of his conflicting
desires in a way that could enable
him to reconcile them to a greater
whole."
As for Dostoevsky, he portrayed
in his novels many of the archetypes
that Leonard discusses: The U nderground Man in Notes from Underground; The Gambler in The Gambier; The Killer in Crime and
Punishment, among others. But the
addiction that most consumed him,
gambling, finally gave way to the
Creative Daimon in his crowning
literary achievement, The Brothers
Karamazov. Towards the end of his
life, Dostoevsky expetienced a spiritual transformation.
And so can we a ll , Leonard
believes, if we but recognize the
archecypes in our own psyche and
share them with other addicts in a
community setting (her choice
being AA and its Twelve Steps,
though other recovery programs
might work well too, she wtites).
To read Witness to the Fire is to
engage our mind in an intellectual
exercise that might lead one to say

yes to life, to cteativity, and to the
Higher Power we give many names
but know in our hearts is One.

The F tttu'e of the Body: Explorations 11lto the Further Evolution
of Human Nature
By Michael Murphy

Los Angeles: Jeremy P. Tarcher, Inc., 1992
$30.00 C/"h

"I have no doubt whatever that
most people live, whether physically, intellectually or morally, in a
very restricted circle of their potential being ... much like a man who,
out of his whole bodily organism,
should get into a habit of using and
moving only his little finger. We
all have reservoirs of life to draw
upon, of which we do not dream."
-William James
Despite thirey years of extensive
research into metanormal capacities, Michael Murphy wrote in the
first sentence of his epochal book,
The Future of the Body, the following
words: "We live only pan of the life
we are given." This brief statement
mitrors in meaning the above quote
by James. We haven't started feeling the rest of our body, so we're
still wiggling our "little finger."
It has been said by various mystics throughout the ages that mindless evolution is impossible. It must
be conscious or development stalls.
Unfortunately, as Murphy seems to
intuit, tOO many human beings who
have responded to the literature of
mystical gen ius are toO caugh t up
i n thinking that evolution w ill
occur through sheer mental exertion. But Murphy offers six hundred pages of cross-cultural documentation from contemp lative
traditions, medical science, spores,
anthropology, psychical research,
and the arts that make clear that
bodiless evolution is impossible too.
Evolution requires the interaction of
body and mind, not by separate
routes or by de-emphasizing one or
the other.
Murphy writes abom "exrraordi-

Understanding
the Stuff That
Dreams Are
Made Of.
W HERE
PEOPLE

World-renowned dream
expert Jeremy Taylor, cofounder of the Association
for the Study of Dreams,
shows you how to harness
the power of your dreams
to change your life.

"A marvelous, profound,
and useful book."
-Robert Grager, Ph.D.,
author of Theories of Personality

"Funded by a profound
spirituality, this is a creative, hopeful, constructive
approach to life."
-Richard Woods, O.P., Ph.D.,
Associate Professor in
Psychiatry, Loyola University
Medical School
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The Foundation for
Shamanic Studies
THE WAY
OF THE SHAMAN:
The Shamanlc Journey.
Power. and Healing
(the Basic Workshop)
with

Michael Harner. Ph.D.
This is the p rerequisite Jor more

advanced workshops offered
through the Foundation.

October 31· November 1. 1992
San Francisco, California
Contact: ClIS Workshops,

(415) 753-6100.
November 14-15. 1992
New York, New York
Con tact: New York Open

Center. (212) 219-2527 or
(212) 219-3739.
November 21-22. 1992
Chicago, illinois
Contact: Oasis Center.

(312) 274-6777.

Led by Dr. Michael Harner.
author of The Way oj the
Shaman, the Foundation
for Shamanic Studies
sponsors
workshops
worldwide to convey core
shamanic practices for
healing and wisdom. The
introductory workshop
teaches basic techniques
of the shaman with particular emphasis on the
shaman1c journey. a remarkable and awe-inspiring m ethod used to explore
the hidden universe othe rwis e known mainly
through myth and dream.
For more information:
The Foundation for
Shamanlc Studies.
PO Box 670
Norwalk. CT 06852
(203) 454-2825.

na ry types of embodimem."
Although he leans heavily on scientifi c evidence, he is JUSt as receptive
to what has been call ed "mystic
empiri cism." He knows well that
claims simply cannot be dismissed
because of resiscance among scientists. Taken all cogether, the "evidence" he includes reflects universal, cultu ra l , and personal
dimensions, and on a deeper level
there are consistenc ies s tron g ly
indicative of a "transcendent reality."
A random sampling of examples
of "tran sfo rmative capacity" is in
order: subtle sight (e.g., perception
of lu minous presences), telepathy,
telekinesis, remote viewing, movement in "extra physical worlds,"
sporrs feats, in corr upti on (e .g.,
corpses not decaying), re l igious
stigmata, sp iritual healing, control
of autonom ic processes, martial arts ,
charisms (excraordi nary p h ysica l
phe nomena) of the Catholi cs, ecstatics of various sac red traditions, and
so on.
On the su rfa ce, meta normal
funCtioning might see m far
removed from our experience, since,
after all , Murphy is mostl y referring
to cases of a tiny minority of people
who are not immune to the cultu ral
influences of their locale. He recognizes the strong pull of culture, bue
he is envi sioning so mething more
encompassing, something that
might be seen "as emergent features
of human development." H e is not
deluded into t hinkin g that th e
many capacities he di scusses are
eq uated with enlightenment; he is
ca utiousl y optimist ic, though ,
about human potentials being
brought out and developed within
integrated frameworks (flexible
institutions). I reemphas ize his caution , as attested co in this passage:
Di fferences in the availability
of metanormal
attributes is a b lessing, it
seems to me, another sign
that a comprehensive whole -

ness informs living systems.
We are tilt ed in the right
way, as it were, toward a balanced grow th. In this respecr,
our species as a whole may
have a forcunate or ientation
toward the future, though any
one of us can lose our way
thro ugh misguided practice,
destructiv e socia l reinforcements, our darker motives, or
sheer perversity.
"There will be no further human
development unless some of us work
to realize it," he writes. The Future oj
the Body outlines in detai l how people have realized human development, which shou ld provide impetus to the rest of us to reorient our
mind s back to our bodies and
endeavor to li ve the Greek ideal,
mem sana ill cmpore sanzo ("a sound
mind in a soun d body").

Forgiveness: How to Mtlke Peace
with Your Past and Get on with
Your Life
By Dr. Sidlley B. Simoll (md SIIza1me
Simon
New York: \Varner Books, 1990
$19.95 Clo/b

The pain that people have
inflicted on each other since tim e
immemorial continues, it would
seem, unabated. Bue perhaps the
times we live in now, though still
marked by widespread physical and
psychologi cal abuse, are truly
cha nging. There are strong indications of trends that show the receptivity of people to the idea and ideal
of rising above thei r den ials of being
abusers and of being abused and
working tOwards behaviors of compassionate awa reness. As Dr. Sidney
B. Simon and Suzanne Simon have
observed, more and more persons
are wanting to break OU t of th e
vicious cycle that results in abuse
begetting abuse and victims begetting victims.
There are no easy pa ths , the
Simons are making quite clear in
their book, Forgiveness. Pai n that
T UR N To P AGI; 72
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Getting Beyond Your Past
I n the strUCture of ca u se and
effec t , which gives rise to events
sequentially related to other events ,
it seems that the only possible step
each new act ion ca n lead to is the
next action in the cause-and-effect
seq uence. It therefore seems impossibl e for a change to occur that is
unrelated to what already exists in
the cause-and-effect chain.
And yet, as if miraculously and
independently of normal causality,
you can t ra nscend your c ir cumstances, your history, and the domi nant St ru ctures that have been in
p lay in you r life, as well as every
other aspec t of your past and present.
You can come home to yourself.
TRANSCENDENCE
I N

C IVILIZATION

Transcendence is not merely a
pe rsonal principle; it can occu r in
civi li zation as a whole.
When we consider the causal
forces at work in history, we might
conclude that at present our civili zat ion h as a probable future of
destruction, decay, and disintegration. However, in each individual
on this planet there is the deepest
longing to reun ite with what is
highest in him o r herself. Thus,
transcendence for the planet as a
whole becomes more and more possible as the individuals who make
up civili zation shift from a reactiverespo nsive orientation to the orientation of the creative , in which transcendence becomes the norm.
During its hi story , our planet has
been characterized mostly by reacti ve-responsive people acting within
the framework of structural confli ct
and being led throug h the path of
least resistance from ci rcumstance to
circumstance, mostly driven by
those ci rcumstances and hardly ever
having a real vision of what they
truly wanted to create.
But at this moment in our hi sto-

RICHARD CARLSON. Ph.D

ry, a new door is opening into an era
mot ivated by vision, energized by
aspiration, rooted in current reality,
forg ed b y eac h crea tiv e act, a nd
leading to a transcendence of civilization as a whole.
As people learn to master their
own creati ve process, they have the
potential to be the predominant creative forces in thei r own lives.
In organ i za ti o ns, as people
become fluent in crea ting and pur
that flu ency to use in the service of
what they most d eeply want and
love, a new breed of lead ers will
begin to emerge, leaders as creators,
transforming the meaning of the
relationship of the individual to all
of human endeavor and building a
civi li zation unlike any before.
When historian Theodore White
was asked what he thought was the
force with the most power to shape
history, he said, "The idea. "
The idea that is currently in the
air, the insight that is ripe, the principle that is the most powerful catalyst of our age is that each individual can be rhe predominant creative
force in his or her own life.
Once yo u have discovered this
principle for you rself, th ere is no
turnin g back. Your life will be
changed forever..
From The Parh of LeaH Resisrance by Roberr
Fritz. Copyright 1984, 1989 by Roberr
Frirz. Printed with permiJJion of the allrhor.

You Can Be Happy
No Matter Wnat.
~
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Rediscover Your Most Natural
State of Mind-Inner Peace,
Satisfaction, Affection, and Joy
• Breaks away from traditional psychology
by showing how to be happy before
solving problems
• By the author of Healers on Healing (over
70,000 copies sold) and For TIre Lave of God
(over 30,000 copies sold)
Can Be Happy No Matter What reveals in
Y
easy-to-grasp terms a profound breakthrough
in our understanding of human psychological
OU

functioning. Dr. Richard Carlson reveals our
natural state as one of happiness that is not
dependen~ on our solving problems, acquiring
relationships, being wealthy, or achieving any
other desire. This practical guide shows how to
feel genuinely happy regardless of personal and
life problems, how to transform any moment into
one of contentment, and how to access the
wisdom and common sense that allow us to see
new answers and make good decisions.
"Shows in practical terms how to remove the
blocks to the awareness of our natural statehappiness:'
-Gerald G. Jampolsky, M .D.
"You will find Dr. Carlson's new approach very
helpful-solid, sensible, and filled with loving
guidance:'
-Wayne Dyer,
author of Your Erroneous Zones
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Continued from Page 70

stays harbored in the mind usually
manifests in behaviors that damage
health, relationships , and self-esteem.
One of the Simons, Suzanne, can especially anest to this headlong rush
down a dead-end street and feeling
stranded when there is nowhere else
to go. She grew up with an incestuous
far her who abused her, as well as a
brocher and sister. She has experienced the six stages of healing that
precede the "discovery" of forgiveness:
denial, self-blame, victim, indignation, survivor, and integration. And
she is still on the healing path of forg iveness, an example to all who read
,his book.
Dr. Simon-whose extensive background includes work in personal
growth, values clarification, and selfesteem-has formulated, along with
Suzanne, a long-term program that
includes twelve "clarification Strategies," among them being "naming
names," "non denial statements,"
"getting unstuck," and "needs identification." These strategies should
strike one as both wise and practical,
and their meanings should be deepened by the many personal examples
of those who have been abusers and
abused (t hough, for me, Suzanne's
recall of a painful childhood is most
poignant and illuminative).
There is some debare among selfhelp professionals about whether forgiveness is warranted in extreme cases
(e.g., incest, physical tOrture, or

excessive verbal assaults). I tend to
agree with the Simons that forgiveness is necessa ry. A headstrong and
heart-hardened stance of not forgiving
JUSt adds kindling to an inner tOxic
fire that will possibly consume one in
pain, hate, and fear and keep one at an
evolutionary impasse, with no hope of
further development.
Among rhe most important
insights in the book are the definitions of what forg iveness iJ and iJ not.
For instance, they write that forgiveness is not forgetting, co ndoning,
absolution, "a fotm of self-sacrifice,"
and a "clear-cut, one time decision."
Forgiveness iJ not self-righteous. From
th eir vantage point, forgiveness iJ a
co mbination of hea lin g, looking
inward , developing self-esteem , letting go of emotions linked to past
tra uma s, liberati ng oneself from
desires to punish, "freeing up" positive energies, and consciously making
plans to move beyond former
"grudges and resentments" and
"hatred and self-pity. "
Sidney and Suzanne Simon wish to
help people who are part of that
throng of "walking wounded" to traverse a pa th of heali ng that will
enable them to, as they put it, become
a "beli ever in life." The following
summation conveys the vital message
of ForgiveneJJ:
Forgiveness is nOt an action.
It is a discovery. Forgiveness is
not a goal. It is the gift we

Why Do Some People Have
A Life of Happiness and Prosperity?
Why does it seem to come so easily to them. but so hard for you? The secret is in living
deliberately. There: is a way to choose those changes you want. Source has no limitations.
BECOME SOURCE. Dare to change your life. AVATAR WILL SHOW YOU HOW!
A VAT AR could be the most importa nt
experience of your life. It will bring us gre:at
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life changing discovery.
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receive because we have purs ued other goals, including
improved physical and mental
health, positive se lf-esteem,
more nouri shing friendships,
more fulfilling intimate relationships, greater insight inco
our Own behavior, and much
more.

Do What You Love, The Motley Will
Follow
By MarJha ShUlar
New York: Dell PubliJhing, 1987
$8.95 Pap.rba,k

Mars ha Sinetar-an organization
psychologist who practices mediation
and co rp o rat e "c han ge-ma nagement"-is a living exemplar of the
"do-what-you-love premise." Her perso nal story of how she moved from
public education to industry and from
the city to a rural co mmunity is
uplifting, as are all of the many StOries she tell s of peo ple who have
changed their jobs and their lives and
have reaped both fi nancial and spiritual rewards.
But the one srory in Do What You
Love, The Money Will Follow-a book
destined to be an enduring classicthat seemed to be a preemi nent example of what Sine tar calls "vocational
integration" concerns Mother Teresa:
It seems that Mother Teresa
was in Ethiopia , around the
time of the worst droughts and
famine. She was caring for the
needy, blessing dying children,
although people were dying
around her at alarming rates. A
repor·t er who happened on the
scene asked her if she didn't get
dis co uraged seeing, day after
day , so many people die despite
her effo rts to help them. She
briskly replied, "We a re not
here to be successful. We are
here to be faithful."

Sinetar's response: "H er total commitment was enough to keep her on
the path, and she did not need outTURN To
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culable amount of unnecessary anguish and self-doubt. If we
judge ourselves by criteria that entail factors outside our volitional control, the result unavoidably is a precarious selfesteem that is in chronic jeopardy. But our self-esteem need
not be affected or impaired if, in spite of our best efforts, we
fail in a particular underraking, even though we will not experience the same emotion of pride that we would have felt if we
had succeeded.
Further, we need to remember that the self is not a static,
finished entity, but continually evolving, creating; an unfolding of our potentialities, expressed in our choices, decisions,
thoughts, judgments, responses, and actions. To view ourselves as basically and unalterably good or bad-independent
of our present and future manner of functioning-is to negate
the facts of freedom, self-determination, and self-responsibility. We always contain within ourselves the possibility of
change.
We need never be the prisoner of yesterday's choices .•

Living With Self-Esteem
"I am responsible for how I deal with people."
"I a(l1 responsible for the level of consciousness and conscientiousness I bring to my work."
"I am responsible for the decisions by which I live."
"I am responsible for my personal happiness."
Much more remains to be said about the conditions of successful self-esteem-more than can be covered here. What I
have offered are some general observations concerning the fundamentals.

THE

ROOTS

ESTEEM

ARE

OF

SELF-

INTERNAL

From The Power ofSelf Esteem. Copyright 1992 by Nathaniel Branden.
Printed with permission /rom the publisher, Health Communications, Inc.

Self-esteem is rooted internally - in mental operations rather than in external successes or failures. This is an essential
point to understand.
The failure to understand this principle causes an incal-
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Continued from page 49

Mastery
relief' is the battle cry. Symptoms
receive immediate attention; underlying causes remain in the shadows.
More and more research studies show
that most illnesses are caused by environmental factors or way of life. The
typical twe lve-minute office visit
doesn't give the doctor time to get to
know the patient's face, much less his
or her way of life. It does give time
for writing a' prescription.
A pioneering study by Dr. Dean
Ornish and his associates in San Francisco has proven conclusively that
coronary artery disease, our number
one cause of death, can be reversed by
a long-term regimen of diet, moderate exercise, yoga, meditation, and
group suppOrt. No drugs, no operations. This program has been criticized by some doCtors as "too radical. "
If this is radical, then what do these
doctors consider "conservative"? Is it a
bypass operation that will split your
chest wide open, that has a 5-percent
chance of causing death, a 30-percent
chance of causing neurological damage, a 50-percent chance of being
unnecessary; an operation which
might have to be repeated after a few
years and which costs $30,000. But
all that doesn't seem to matter. At
least it's a quick fix.
LOVING THE
PLATEAU

Early in life, we are urged to study
hard so that we'll get good grades .
We are told to get good grades so
that we'll graduate from high school
and get into college. We are told to
graduate from high school and get
into college so that we'll get a good
job. We are tOld to get a good job so
rhat we can buy a house and a car.
Again and aga in, we are told to do
one thing only so that we can get
somet hing else. We spend our lives
stretched on an iron rack of contingencies.
Contingencies, no question about
it, are important. The achievement of
goals is important. But the real juice
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of life, whether it be sweet or bitter,
is to be found not nearly so much in
the products of our efforts as in the
process of living itself, in how it feels
to be alive. We are taught in countless ways to value the product, the
prize, the climactic moment. But
even after we've just caught the winning pass in the Super bowl, there's
always tomorrow and tomorrow and
tOmorrow. If our life is a good one, a
life of mastery, most of it will be
spent on the plateau.
THE
FACE
OF
MASTERY

The look of deep concentration on
my father's face as he did the work he
loved is not unlike the expression that
can be seen on the face of almost anyone on the path of mastery--even in
the throes of physical exertion. Sports
photOgraphy as we know it has been
captured by the "thrill of
victory/agony of defeat" schooL Again
and again, we're shown climactic
moments (prodigious exertion, faces
contorted with pain or triumph»
almost to the exclusion of anything
else. But it seems to me that mastery's true face is relaxed and serene,
sometimes faintly smiling. In fact,
those we most admire in sports seem
at times to enter anocher dimension.
Besieged by opposing players> battered by the screams of the crowd,
they make the difficult, even the
supernatural, seem easy, and manage
somehow to create harmony where
chaos might otherwise prevail.
Goals and contingencies, as I've
said, are important. But they exist in
the future and the past, beyond the
pale of the sensory realm. Practice,
the path of mastery, exists only in the
present. You can see it, hear it, smell
it, feel it . To love the plateau is to
love the eternal now, to enjoy the
inevitable SpurtS of progress and the
fruits of accomplishment, then serenely to accept the new plateau that
waits JUSt beyond them. To love the
plateau is to love what is most essential and enduring in your life .From Mastery: KeyJ to Success & Long Term
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FuljillTlUnt by Gtorge Leonard. Copyright
1991 by George Leonard. Printed with
ptrmiJJion of the PubliJher, Dutton.
Continued from page 12

The Role of Courtship
superficially harmonious courtship
leading co a later relationship during which that same rug is pulled
out fcom under us.
Bella, now married almost fifty
years, told us about an incident
that occurred during her courtship
with Adam that set the tone for
their marriage. "Adam's father,"
she said, "was a handsome, tyrannical Russian whose way of controlling his feisty, beautiful wife was to
turn stonily silent whenever there
was a hint of conflict between
them. Early on when Adam and I
had one of our first big quarrels,
Adam turned his back on me and
absolutely refused to discuss the
matter. An image of his father
passed before my eyes. I knew that
I couldn't go through life with
someone who would behave that
way but I was very much in love
with him, so I said, 'Look, if we
can't talk, we can 't get married
because I won't marry you unless I
know that whenever we come up
against the hard places we can discuss them and work them out.' He
knew I meant it. And even though
talking is not easy for him and he
usually needs some time to calm
down and get his thoughts
straight, we have been able co talk
things through ever since-if not
immediately then soon enough."
Adam and Bella had established
a way of communicating that
served them well throughout their
married life. Early in their relationship, Bella decided not to ignore
the crucial issue of Adam's refusal
to discuss things that wete difficult.. She confronted Adam with
her feelings and thoughts while at
the same time respecting his need
to have time co come to terms with

his own feelings firsr. Because she didn'r
arrack him and provoke his defensiveness, he was willing ro look at rhe problem ar hand and make rhe necessary
changes CO alleviare it. Today rhey have
a relaxed and loving relationship, rhe
resulr of rhe healrhy communication
parrerns esrablished during rheir
counship period.·

F~~~; 'c~i;l~' ;he'oi;;~~~;.' 'C~p~;i~h;' 'j '99 i' b; . . ,
Lonnie Barbach and David Geilinger. Printed
with permiuion 0/ Doubleday, a diviJion 0/
Batllam Doubleday Dell.
COllHmied from page 29

Compassion
fe ring. When reflecring in deprh on the
narure of suffering, ir is always beneficial to search for an alrernarive-co see
wherher it is possible co ever get rid of
suffering. If rhere is no way oue, juSt
reflecring on suffering will make you
feel depressed and rhat is not helpful. If
there is no possibilicy of getting rid of
che suffecing, chen it is better noc to
think abom ir at al l.
After describing the origin of suffering, che Buddha spoke of rhe cessarion
of suffering and the parh chac leads ro
che cessarion. When you realize rhar it
is possible co eliminate che root that
gives rise ro suffering, that awareness
will increase your determination to
identify and reflect on suffering at all
different levels, and rhac will inspire
you to seek libe racion.
After reflecting on che nature of suffering and feeling convinced rhar rhere
is a parh char leads to che cessacion of
suffering, then ic is imporrant to see
chac all semiem beings do not wane suffer ing and do wa nc happi ness. Everyone
has che righr co be happy, co overcome
suffe ring. When reflecci ng on ourselves,
we find char we have a nacural desi re to
be happy and co overcome suffering, and
thar this desire is jusr and valid. When
we see char all living creatures have rhe
nacu ral righc co be happy and overcome
suffering and fulfill rheir wis~es, we
ourselves have a spomaneous feeling of
self-wonh .•
Printed with per111iuion /r0111 Parallax
Press. From \'(IorldJ in Hannony. Copyright
1992 by Foundation/or Univerlal
Responlibility.
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Continued/rom page 72

ward signs of appcoval or achievement
co keep her energies and love flow ing."
Throughour rhis inspirarional book
Sinetar reminds us chac such "outward
signs" as money, social approval, and
fame are far less important than choosing work that we truly love and that is a
conscious exp ress ion of eve ryt hing in
life we value most. She encourages us to
have faith in our abilities to engage fu lly
in what we are besr ar, to develop independent think ing that leads to "tenacious creativity," and to be joyful on a
vocational path that nevertheless
requires dererminarion, carefully
planned risk-taking, and making tough
choices that will change our "self-view"
(especially if negative).
The book doesn't offer get-rich quick
schemes, unless one accepts her concept
of "inner wealth," wherein we can discover all those riches that lead to selfactualizing thoughts and actions. In the
best tradition of practical spi ri t uality,
Sinetar does offer sound advice regarding the psychological excavation that
will be necessary to revea l rhose rreasures beyond the dark side (in the J ungian sense). Bur there will be barriers co
cross, she warns us-forgotten traumas,
delusions, fears, and so on.
"Self-honesty, awareness, and an
ongoing inward lisrening," she writes,
"can open ou r hearts to our inner predispositions and calenrs, and thereby help
us with our growth and developmenr."
From this psycho-spiritual fou ndation,
we ca n arrive at "Rig ht Live lihood ,"
whi ch "em bod ies self- express ion, commit ment, m ind ful ness, and conscious
choice."
But, again, she places emphasis on
barriers, rwo in particular. One s he
refers to as the "Big R: 'Resistance'" and
rhe other as the "Big S: 'Shou lds. '"
Resistance invo lves everyrhing from
obsessively seeking comfort, fear of risking disapp roval , sidesrepping challenges, living beneath your potencial,
doing what you hate, taking to heart
how other people define you, and thinking you don't deserve berter because of
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your own low self-worth. On the topic
of Shoulds, she is in large part referring
to the many cui rural constraincs on our
lives and to the parental "scriprs" we
have inherited and accepted, mistaken
though they might be.
The work on oneself (inner work)
that Sinetar discusses throughout Do
\Vhal YOtl Love, The Motley Will Follow
will one day, after years of effort , lead to
vocational integration, but more importantly, bo t h you and [he job wi ll be
right for each other, and your transformation wi ll possib ly influence others to
rake a similar journey.·

Life in the wild can be pretty tough these
days. Without the necessary ancient-forest
habitat to live in, some species like the
northern spotted owl of the Pacific Northwest are severely threatened.
At the Sierra Club, we believe that these
owls and the ancient forest ecosystems they
depend on need our help.
To learn more about our work protecting the
forest habitats of endangered species such
as the northern spotted owl, write or call:
Sierra Club, Dept. PB
730 Polk Street, San Francisco, CA 94109

14151 776 -2211
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Continued from page 45

Life Beyond Therapy
society constructed on a very limited
concept of reality.
LOT U s
If we were a society
of people living in process, how
would we be as a society?
The closes t I can
ANN E
come is living a li fe of faith. I trust
that if I stay present in myself and if I
am aware of people and the ea rth
around me, and am aware that I am
participating in a whol eness much
g reat e r than my se lf, I will have
humility and compassion rarely see n
in our society.
LOT U s
You're talking
about a shift in the view that we're
the center of the universe.
ANN E
Yes and my decisions
would be made based on my awareness that I a m co nnecc ed with all
things. We would make our deci sions
based on our awareness that we are
one with the environment we need to
interact with. We cannot exploit it
and destroy it, and so you come out of
a whole different p lace for making
your decisions. Native people around
the world talk about seven generations from now. You make your decisions based on the needs of the grandchildren and you r g rand children'S
grandchildren . In a mechanistic western culture. we base our decisions on
the immediate, and almost always on
an exploitive and not coo perative .
economy. I thi nk if we were co beg in
to live in process, we would find ourselves asking different kinds of questions.
Talk about relaL OT U s
tionships, how do you see relationships?
We've done with
... NNE
relationsh ips as we've done with the
rest of society. W e've tried to make
our relationships static. We establish
t hem. They become fixed and they
will always stay that way or t he other
person has betrayed us. In a living
process system , rel at ionships are seen
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as a process that changes, goes up and
down, comes and goes. I know a couple who have been married for years
and years and years . They do their
deep process work and are li ving in
process. They are more alive than
they've ever been in their whole lives.
Th ey' re enjoy ing their children and
g randchildren immensel y. They don't
need as much time toget her as they
pay attention to their own needs .
They need time on thei r own co do
the things they enjoy. The y need
alone time to live our things they are
not able to when they ate around eac h
other, such as art and their ow n work.
As t hey become more whol e, they
spe nd less time together and they're
closer.
So the benefit of
L OT U 5
deep process work is more life, more
liveliness, more expression.
... NNE
Yes. We had a
ten-year reun ion of people who have
in living in process. Each person said
what the work meant to her. Almost
every person said in one way or another this has given me my life. I am
now livi ng my life fo r the first time
ever. They're nor living my vision,
they're living their life.
lOT U s
W hat would you
like to say in closing?
... NNE :

This book has been the longest and
mOSt difficult I' ve ever written. It's
very hard to com muni cate some of
these ideas. I know they will be read
by mechanistic minds and in so me
ways I feel okay about thar. What I
have enjoyed mOSt about doing thi s
boo k is reliving t he awe I have for
this work. I think it is truly
awe-inspiring. What I've seen happen
to people as they do their work is
wonderful. What I see happen to
m ysel f when I participate is beyond
belief. When I do an intensive, I leave
rested . Because I am not responsible
for other people's work, I don't have
to do it fo r them. I don 't have to figure them our. I don't have to be the
one that is knowledgeable. I don't
even have to know what is go ing on.
And I am so aware of the awe I have
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in seeing people heal from experiences
that I cou ld never have even imagined. Secondly, I was taught that people never heal ed from t hese experien ces, yet I' ve seen people heal
physically, spiritually, and emotionally in ways t hat I just never t houg ht
possible. It is awe-inspiring work. 1
have a feeling of g reat humility that I
can have the opportunity to do th is
work and talk about it and sha re.
More and more, I've realized how
uncenrral I am, and that is very
good .C01llitllfed from Page 19

Facing Aging
spective, enabl ing us to transcend
many eve ryday irritations w ith a
balancing peace and joy .
Our resistances to the changes
that are called for in the second half
of life can be for mid able and may
have roots deep in our family patterns. How our pare nts, grandpa rents, and g reat-grandparents hand led their lives and aging processes
influences us. Cultural anthropologist and author Angeles Arrien
spoke of the combined wisdom that
comes to us from indigenous peoples around the world. They fee l
that the ancestors are watching each
one of us, very interested in our
choices- in our life direct ion. The
old ones stand by our shoulders and
whisper amo ngst themselves, "Oh,
maybe this wi ll be the one who will
break the harmfu l family patterns;
maybe this one will bring forth the
good medi ci ne in our fami ly
line-the loving, the (rue, and
beautiful-tO gift mother earth."
If we do break negative family
patterns, we should be prepared to
overcome the guilt chat may
emerge if we claim for ourselves a
new and better way. Experiencing
OUt anxiety and taking the time to
listen to ourselves with compassion
inv ites a positive change.
Taking a new path can encour-

dead-end of self absorption and stagnation, componenrs of unsuccessful
mamring. Moving beyond our fears
puts us in touch with our inner
power, and we assess our life choices
with g reater truthfulness, clarity, and
potency. We are freer to choose the
positive path leading to an abundant
fumre.From What are you Doing with the Rest 0/
Your Life, Published by New World Library.
Copyright 1992 by Paula Hardin.
Continued from page 38

Healing
ing relationships with the important
people in her life is the most important thing.
The third stage, whose goal is initiative, is described by Erikson as one
in which the four- and five-year-old
chi ld develops a sense of purpose and
expanding mastery. Girls by this
time, however, are receiving society's
insistent message that they are to
start focusing their natural attunement to others on the well -being,
growth, and developmenr of men.
Depending on the social and ethnic
background of the family, even the
mother herself may encourage and
model this way of being, encouraging
the girl's turn toward the father.
Despite its complexities, the girl's
strong relationship and connection
with her mother and other females
continues. Yet the ascendancy, value,
and power of the father are underscored while psychologically the
mother is devalued. Recall the client
who referred to herself as an "obnoxious little girl" because at fi rst she
cou ld not see herself other than
through the derogatory, unloving filter of her father's criticism.
Erikson identifies the fourth stage,
between ages six and eleven, as having
industry as its goal. Supposedly children are in a State of latency-when
sexuality is on hold. Yet when it
comes to relationships, girls are very
active during this period, especially in
their relationships with other girls.

They often also show an active interest in boys and men, but boys are
either not interested in them or are
openly contemptuous of them. Girls
at this age often sit together "just
talking," much of the time about relationships in their lives. However, isolated and alone, Paula, without siblings and separated from her parents
by her rage and their alc oholism,
buried herself in her stud ies, spending
much of her time poring over books
in the library.
\'('omen's experience is not one of individuation through separation, but one of
differentiation through relationship.
What the new model of development
emphasizes is that the direction of
growth is nOt toward the breaking of
early emotional ties but "toward a
process of growth within relationship
where both or all people involved are
encouraged and challenged to maintain connection and to foster, adapt,
and change with the growth of the
other."
As mentioned earlier, although
this model of a "self-in-relationship"
is profoundly validating for women, it
can also create for them the dangers of
fostering the growth of others at the
expense of self. The "woman on a
pedestal," whose praises have been
sung since before Beatrice led Dante
into heaven, is not merely a romantic
fiction created by men. Based on
women's way of being in the world, it
is an expectation imposed on them by
men.
To give just one of many current
examples of the penchant of women
for becoming midwives to men's
higher selves at the expense of the ir
own, we can look at a study done in
the preceding decade on the dynamics
of men and women's support groups.
A research team found that when
women were placed in women-only
groups, discussion focused on feel ings, emotions, and personal experiences. In an eight-week period, the
leadership role rotated among the
group members. When men were
placed in men-only groups, the leader
emerged within the first two sessions
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and remained the dominant person
throughout the eight-week period. In
the men's groups, discussion centered
on activities, competition, and skills.
When men and women were placed
in m ixed groups, the men became the
leaders and dominated the sessions.
Content also changed. The discussion
became less competitive and focused
less on activities and skills. There was
also more discussion of feelings by the
men. The women, however, discussed
their feelings less often. Basically, the
women became facilitators for the
men. The investigators concluded
that the mixed groups had benefited
the men, but not the women.
It is time for us as women to
reframe our sense of interperso nal
obligation. It is time for us to change
our frame of reference from responsibility to response / ability; it is the difference between an impulse and a deliberate choice, between the obligation to
react or to take charge and the ability to
respond. Many of us learn to make this
distinction as our children grow. At
first, because they are totally dependent on us, we feel responsible for
them. As they grow more and more
self-sufficient,
gradually
we
learn-sometimes from them-that
what they need from us is the ability
to respond. They no longer need us to
respond for them; they value our willingness to respond to them.
But it's not children who are of
concern here-it's our partners. For
ages, we have accepted responsibility
for other adults, especially men (while
feeling accountable or responsible to
society or to men for the discharge of
that obligation). It is time for a shift,
time to filter our responses through
our own subjective experience. If we
are to be responsible to anyone, let it
be to ourselves first.From Leaving the Enchanted Forest: The Path
/rom Relationship Addiction to Intimacy, by
Stephanie Covington and Liana Beckett.
Copyright 1988 by by Stephanie Covington
and Liana Beckett. Printed with pennission 0/
Harper San Francisco a division of Harper
Collins Publishers, Inc.
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~--IMAGINE!--......
A program guaranteed to positively transform your life
while you earn a Master's Degree in Applied Psychology!
about our new M.A. Program in COWlSeling Psychology
scheduled to begin this fall. It fulfills the educational
requirements for the M.F.C.C.licensure in California.

Both programs have an emphasis in Spiritual Psychology and meet in weekend format.

• ThIrty Communication Skills

• Self-Nurturing Ie Intimacy

• Healing of Memories
• Project Management Training
• Self-Counseling Strategies

DEAL Ef f I CTIVI LY WITH
• Behavioral Issues
• Mental Issues

• Emotional Issues
• Spiritual Issues

Drs. Ron and Mary Hulnick are educators
and leaders in the field of personal and
relationship counseling. President and Academic Vice-President, respectively, of the
University of Santa Monica - an educational institution dedicated to wisdom, integrity, and academic excellence - they
have facilitated thousands of classes, seminars, and workshops over the past 20 years.
Both Ron and Mary are licensed in California as Marriage, Family and Child Counselors and Mary is a licensed Psychologist.

• Authentic Empowerment

CRIATE GREATER SUCCESS IN
• Relationships
• Career
• Finances
• Health

A TWO-YEAR DEGREE PROGRAM
A Certificate of Completion option is available for those not seeking a degree.
Classes are scheduled to begin October 9, 10, & 11 in Santa Monica. Classes meet one weekend a month for nine months, followed
by a week·!ong class each summer. For further information call Norm Frye: (310) 829-7402 at the University of Santa Monica
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